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C H A P T E E  O N E
THE STEREOCHEMISTRY OF TRIE THY IENETE TRAM INE COMPLEXES
Whereas some work has been done on triethylenetetramine (trien)
complexes by relating magnetism^,^ ,^,^  and 3pectra^,^ ,®,^  to
stereochemistry in the solid state, little is known about the precise
configurations of the few compounds isolated. Even less structural
information on complexes obtained only in solution has been provided by
("L 2 11 21 23 26}studies of complex formation by various methods' * 9 9 9 9 } and
measurements of fomation constants(^0,21,22,24) ^
A comparison of the heats, free energies and entropies of formation
2+  - 2+of the lil complexes [m  trien] and the analogous [m  erv, j f indicated
that the structures in solution were similar in the two series, and it
was suggested that the complexes where M  ■ Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu were in
(27}fact diaquo octahedral ionsv * However, these studies give no 
information about the disposition of the trien ligand around the metal 
ions*
It is clear from sane of these studies (which are listed in detail 
in appendix A) that the ligand can coordinate to more than one metal ion, 
but these polynuclear complexes are beyond the scope of this thesis* In 
the mononuclear complexes, Leybold molecular soale-models show that the 
ligand may coordinate in several possible ways without undue strain*
These configurations are tetrahedral, square planar and octahedral, and 
are shown in figure 1*
The tetrahedral structure has been suggested for the [Ag trien]"*"
2+ ^ 27}
and [Zn trien] ions, but in no instance has this structure been
S quark PuanarTetrahedral
r'
6 * ~ t y t ( T ' l r /
Y
CiS/3
Ocxanedral
V
Travis
Figure 1. Possible Configurations of tRien in
mononuclear complexes.
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definitely proved*
The planar structure is highly probable for the yellow ions
[Ni trien]2*  ^ [pd trien]2* and [Pt trien]2* ^  since their
isolated compounds are diamagnetic, and it is also likely in the blue
compounds [Cu trien ]S04^  and [Cu trien][ZnCl^] • However, there
is some strain in this arrangement, and the preference for a non-planar
2+ligand disposition is perhaps shown by the hydrolysis of [Cu trien] 
in solutions of high pH to a species [Cu trien OH]* 2^^ *  One amine 
nitrogen might then be coordinated out of plane, or become free (figure 2) ♦
Cu+ /
M -----—  N
OH
Figure 2«
A similar one-ended dissociation of the ligand has also been proposed in 
the compound [Rh(trienHg)Cl^]Cl and in the [Ag trien]+ ion in 
solution where the hydrolysis and conductance behaviour were best 
i n t e r p r e t e d o n  the basis of a tetrahedral structure (figure 3) •
N N N N
[Ag trien]N03 slowly hydrolyses in water
V  0H2
Figure 3*
form isolated 
from alcohol
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The three possible configurations of the ligand in octahedral com­
plexes are denoted cis a, cis and trans (figure 1), so that when the 
two substituents are the same, as in [Co trien Xg]n+, three geometric 
isomers are possible# However when the substituents in the £  complexes
tare different, [Co trien XY] , two geometric isomers arise (denoted ß
if
and £__) because of the non-equivalence of the two substituent positions
in relation to the ligand* The possible geometric isomers for
[Co trien XY]n+ are shown in figure 4« The cis a and £  complexes are
dissymmetric and hence should be resolvable* This allows a total of
2+seven isomers for a compound such as [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] , whereas for
[Co trien Clg]+ there are five#
The similarity between trien and two en groups has already been 
pointed out in the preface* It is clear from figure 5(a) that a process 
which involves a change from the a to the £  configuration is essentially' 
an inversion step# This is evident when the central ethylene bridge is 
removed (figure 5b) and the bis(en) complexes so produced are related as
D and L,
C|s£ ' C.s£"
m m  XoMrfY W e«NT, AS IN [Cotrr«nCl(H20)]21'
Ejgm^E: 4 . Qcow\6tr.ic isomers op [Co tWen X2] * +
And CCo frienXY]
4(\czi7'vT
Cu«
n I- - -xCo /N^I==p
X
Cis£
a./ 0. /
V]
a/  Co /
X
L
Figure 5 (a) and (b) •
This aspect is relevant to the assignment of the relative and absolute 
configurations of the cobalt compounds prepared in this work, and to the 
kinetic studies, and is treated more fully in later chapters*
In 1948, cobalt(III) octahedral complexes of this ligand were 
studied by B a s o l o ^  , who isolated the following disubstituted mononuclear 
compounds •
[Co
[Co
[Co
[Co
[Co
[Co
[Co
[Co
trien Cl2 ]C1
trien(NH3)2 ]C13
trien(N02)2 JCl.HgO
trien CO^ ] (+) camphor-7r- sulphonate
trien ox ]C1
trien en ]C13
trien(HHg)Cl ](C104)2 
trien(HH3)H)2]2+
(15)
(16)
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A cis configuration was assigned to [Co trien ClgjCl on the basis of its 
purple colour and ultraviolet spectrum. The purple colour is character­
istic of cis—dihalo tetramino complexes of cobalt(lll) and chromium(lll) • 
The compound could not be resolved^* , but a partial resolution was 
later achieved indirectly by Das Sarma and Bailarv using a method of 
induced asymmetric synthesis, thus confirming unequivocally the cis
(6)assignment. Recently the analogous compounds [Cr trien ClgJCl.HgO
and [Rh trien ClgjCl.HgO ^  were prepared and assigned cis configurations
from their spectra. Basolo^ also assigned [Co trienfNOg^jCl.HgO as
cis, by comparing its absorption spectrum with those of ois and trans
(4 29)[Co en^CNOg) gjci, but resolution was not effectedv 9 #
It was not determined whether the diammino, chloroammino and
nitroammino compounds in the above series were cis or trans or mixtures,
(15)but they were presumed to have cis configurations . Various attempts
r 1+ (4 14)to prepare the trans isomers of [Co trien Clgj v * and 
[Co t r i e n ( N O g ) w e r e  unsuccessful, but Selbin and Bailar^ have 
since isolated the green trans isomer of [Co trien Brg]Br as well as a 
violet cis isomer. These were distinguished and characterised by their 
different absorption spectra (ultraviolet, visible and infrared), and 
different solubilities and rates of aquation. Bailar and Das Sanaa had 
previously noted that the cis[Co trien Clg]Cl (Basolo^) changed in 
methanol solution from purple to a grey-violet colour. By analogy with 
cis[Co eng Cl^Jci, which isomerises completely to the green trans isomer 
in this medium, they estimated spectrophotometrically that at equilibrium
-  6 -
^  40^ of the trans form was present *
If the a configuration is assumed the most stable, the isolation of
planar and trans-octahedral trien complexes indicates that all
configurations should be capable of existence. In the cis a configuration
both secondary amine nitrogens of the ligand retain their normal tetrahedral
angles (figure 4) while in the cis £ configuration one secondaiy nitrogen
is tetrahedral and at the other the N-H and two N-C bonds lie in a
disposition between tetrahedral and planar. Again, in the trans
configuration all bonds from the secondary nitrogens are considerably
flattened, and the strain thus induced by this ligand arrangement is easily
seen from molecular scale-models. The cis a configuration is relatively
strain-free, and the cis J3 is intermediate between a and trans. and on the
(4 15 30}basis of this angle-strain effect it has been tentatively suggested' 9 9 1  
that the cis-disubstituted compounds prepared of cobalt and chromium are 
more likely to have the a configuration. In no instance, however, has any 
experimental evidence been obtained to enable a definite assignment of a 
or £ configuration to any of these cis complexes. Cis and trans isomers 
may often be distinguished spectrally and by resolution of the cis. but 
the a and £ forms are likely to have similar properties.
While the nitrogen bond-angle strain is expected to be the major 
factor in determining the relative stabilities of the isomers 
a > £  ~>trans. other factors will contribute, and could combine to modify 
this order in particular compounds. Repulsion between the two negative 
acido ligands in cis structures has been invoked to explain the higher
stability of trans[Co trien Brg]Br over the cis isomer^ . Conformational 
effects in the form of repulsions between non-bonded atoms, and hydration 
and lattice energies might also be important* In methanol the solvation 
energies of cis and trans dihalo cobalt complexes are quite different from 
those in water, and in these circumstances the trans isomer may be 
energetically favoured as with [Co en^ Clg]Cl , and this seems to be 
the case with [Co trien Clg]Cl also^14^•
Two other systems with similar isomeric complexity are perhaps 
relevant* Bailar and Peppardv ' prepared three different geometric 
isomers of the [Co en(NEj) gClg]+ ion (figure 6) and this system may be 
considered intermediate between the [Co trien Clg]+ and [Co eng Clg]+ 
systems.
-  7 -
nh3 Cl
— ci _ N —1- - - Cl
T1NHj Cl 1Cl
•hh5
cis dichloro-trans diammine trans dichloro-cis diammine
cis dichloro-cis diammine
ois a-dichloro trans-dichloro
ois JUdichloro 
Figure 6* Isomers of [Co e^NH^gClg] +
The three isomers correspond to the possible trien configurations, with 
the important difference that only one of the cis dichloro isomers (g) is 
optically active, the other possessing planes of symmetry* Although the
-  8 •
cis-dichloro-cis diammino-ethylenediamine cobaltio ion could not be 
resolved, the corresponding carbonate ion was partially resolved, and 
this enabled the configuration of the dichloro ions to be settled with 
reasonable certainty*
The complex diammino-(ethylenediamino-bis-acetylacetone) cobaltic
ion (in which the ligand is represented by 0 N N O )  has been
suggested to exist in the same stereoisomeric foims as trien complexes*
( 33)Morgan and Mairt-Smith ' claimed to have isolated all five isomers by 
careful fractional crystallisation of the (+) camphor-7T-sulphonates.
However they were unable to repeat the result, and for this reason the 
isolation of any active form is dubious* Such Schiffs base quadri- 
dentates normally demand planar configurations and are usually quite 
inflexible*
The stereochemical factors and problems which have been broadly 
outlined are discussed in the following chapters in more detail# In 
chapter 2 the syntheses, relative stabilities, and resolutions of a, 
and trans isomers of a number of compounds of the type [Co trien XY]1** 
are described* The a and forms were resolved and were distinguished in 
various ways - by optical rotations, spectra, paper chromatography, 
powder photography, and reaction rates* However, the mere success of 
resolution of both forms was not sufficient to assign configurations, and 
this was done in two stages* The generic configurations of the a and £ 
isomers were established by a series of transformation reactions which 
are described in chapter 3# Active a o r |  [Co trien Cl^J* was transformed 
through the chloroaquo, carbonato, and diaquo compounds, and finally to
—• 9 —
active a or £ [Co trienCNOg)^*, reac^^ons occurred with full
retention of configuration and activity* The a and configurations 
were determined from the results of a study of the kinetics and stereo­
chemical course of aquation of the three dichloro isomers* The two 
isomers arising from the £ configuration, and [Co trien CltEgO)]^* 
(figure 4) were detected by their different rates of aquation* Absolute 
configurations could then be assigned by relating the rotatoiy 
dispersion curves of all cis compounds to that of the D(+)[Co en^]^+ 
ion*
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C H A P T E R T W O
THE PREPARATIONS, RESOLUTIONS« AND STEREOCHEMISTRY 
OF [Co trien XY]n* COMPLEXES
Basolo suggested that the disubstituted trien complexes of
(4 15)cobalt(lll) that he prepared (p* 4) were all cisv 9 " , and later Kling
and Schläfer suggested that the analogous cis[Cr trien Clg]Cl was only
(6)one geometric isomer, cis a, on the basis of "steric considerations**' ' •
However , the isolation of a compound can be misleading with respect to the
(34)stability, since Ettle and Johnson' ' have clearly shown that either cis 
or trans [Co en^ Cl^]4 can be isolated depending upon which anion is used 
to precipitate the complex« The configurations of the isolated trien
compounds might then be determined by solubility rather than by 
stabilities in the expected order a >■ ß >  trans« The present work has 
shown that all configurations do exist, and that the compounds 
ois[Co trien ClgjCl and cis[Co trien(HOg)gjCl.EgO prepared by Basolo did 
in fact have cis configurations.
It is difficult to determine the stabilities of the dichloro 
compounds because of the complexity of the system in aqueous solution* 
However in methanol no appreciable solvation occurs, and there is good 
reason for believing that the a and trans isomers are appreciably stable 
in this solvent (p. /S'-/7 ) # in this medium then, it is clear that the 
bond-angle strain is not a major factor in determining the stabilities«
-  11 -
The relative stabilities of the a and. £ dinitro and diaquo isomers have 
been determined approximately, and it will be shown that the stability 
is more a function of the substituents than of the amine ligand.
Basolo*8 preparations all used a[Co trien Cl^JCl (synthesised 
directly) as the starting point, but it has now been found that 
a[Co trien(NOg) g]Cl can obtained more efficiently by aerial oxidation 
of a mixture of CoClg, (trienH)Clf and NaNOg. This can be transformed 
quantitatively to cis[Co trien ClgjCl (mostly a) from which all the other 
compounds and isomers can be obtained. The synthetic reactions are 
summarised diagrammatically in figure 7, which includes preparative 
methods used by previous workers. It will be noted that most of the 
substitution reactions yield products with the same configurations as the 
reactant complexes, but a significant exception is isomerisation of crude 
a[Co trien Clg]Cl in alkaline solution to £[Co trien CO^]*, which is the 
starting material for the preparation of the other J3 complexes. Also, 
reaction of £[Co trien CO^]* with concentrated hydrochloric acid yields 
a mixture of the and trans dichloro isomers.
The a and £ dichloro-, a and £ dinitro-, and £ carbonato-compounds 
were resolved by diastereoisomer formation, and a[Co trien CO^JCUO^ and 
the a and £ diaquo compounds were obtained optically active by 
transformations from other optically pure compounds. They were all 
obtained optically pure, since for most of the compounds fractional 
crystallisation or precipitation could not increase the rotations, and the 
transformation reactions considered in the following chapter provide 
unequivocal evidence for complete resolution.
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Various methods including colour, visible ultraviolet and infrared 
spectra, rotatory dispersion, circular dichroism, reaction rates, paper 
chromatography, and solubility served to characterise and identify the 
a, j3, and trans isomers* These are discussed in the following sections 
dealing with each compound*
[Co trien Cl^lCl ISOMERS
Deep purple crude cis a[Co trien ClgjCl was prepared in quantitative
yield by evaporating a mixture of a[Co trien(NOg) g]Cl and excess
(4)hydrochloric acid* (Basolo*s method by direct synthesis 1 gave crude a 
in 80^ yield) • The crude cis j3 dichloro isomer was prepared by stirring 
a suspension of j3[Co trien CO^JCl* 1#5 H^O in ethanol saturated with 
hydrogen chloride, and was obtained as a reddish-violet powder with yields 
approaching 90^. Rearrangement during this reaction was minimised by the 
use of alcohol as mediumv * Both preparations gave a mixture of a and J3 
isomers, but predominantly the desired form* The a isomer was the less 
soluble and could thus be purified by reciystallisation, and the £ was 
freed from most a in this way before it was resolved*
That the crude products from these reactions were isomeric mixtures 
was shown by paper chromatography of the mixtures of [Co trie^NOg)^]* 
isomers obtained by transformation reactions (p*3?,6z) , when two spots (a 
and £ dinitro) were always obtained. The visible spectra of the a and £ 
carbonato isomers are sufficiently different (figure 10) to be used for
-  13 -
estimating the approximate composition of a and J3 isomeric mixtures, and 
the dichloro isomers each may be transformed quantitatively to the 
corresponding carbonato isomers by the reactions:
0.01M HC10. ? NaHCO
[CotrienClg] — —  ■ ■— [CotrienCl(HgO)] . .— ^ [CotrienCO^] .
The dichloro compounds were allowed to aquate at room temperature in acid
solution until aquation to a[Co trienCl(HgO) ] was complete (ID hours)
and the carbonato solution was then formed with complete retention of
configuration from each isomer by excess NaHCO (chapter 3) * By measure-3
raent of the absorption at the visible peak, compositions of dichloro 
preparations were roughly assessed and are given in table 1*
TABLE 1» APPBQXIMATE COMPOSITIONS OF cis[Co trien CLjCl PREPARATIONS
Sample of cisfCo trien Cl^lCl io of other cis isomer present
a prepared from a[Co trien(NOg) gjCl.HgO:
crude up to 40^ £
recrystallised <  5
methanol extracted 30
a prepared by synthesis, reference (4) :
crude 15
reciy8tallised ^  5
£ prepared from j3[Co trien CO^jCl. 1.5 HgO 
by ethanol/hydrogen chloride:
crude 10 - 15$ a
recrystallised 15
-  14
Basolo,s product was also identified as the a isomer by its rate of 
aquation (p#/32 ) and by resolution.
Both ois dichloro isomers were resolved with Na(+)[Co en oXg]*EgO in 
dilute acetic acid solution to reduce hydrolysis, and the diastereoisomers 
(-) a or £  [Co trien Cl2](+)[Co en oXgj.KgO crystallised in good yields, 
with high optical purity# Because of low solubility, and because aquation 
takes place in solution, the diastereoisomers themselves could not be 
recrystallised. The dichloro compounds were recovered from the filtrates 
and from the diastereoisomers with Nal or NaClO^« The diohloro iodide was 
then converted to the acetate or chloride and fractionally precipitated 
with Nal or NaC104# For both cis isomers, the optical isomers were less 
soluble than the racemates, and were fractionated to maximum optical 
rotations. In this way optically pure dichloro iodides and perchlorates 
were obtained, and their rotations are listed in table 2. Optical purity 
was substantiated by the transformation reactions in chapter 3# The woxk
CLwas carried out at low temperatures where possible, to minimise equation# 
Because of the rapid aquation and the low rotation of £[Co trien Clg]* the 
activity was more easily measured in terns of the £[Co trien COg]+, which 
was obtained with full retention of activity from the dichloro complex by 
the transformation reactions described above.
16 -
TABLE 2 » OPTICAL BO TAT IQ NS OF a  AND ß [Co t r i e n  Clo ]*
M o f  transfo rm ed
[Co t r i e n  C0^]+
a[Co t r i e n  C lg ]l*  0 .5  HgO + 2100°
a[Co t r i e n  ClgjClO^ + 2330° + 4350°
J3[Co t r i e n  Clg]C10^ o *-  230 -  3100°
* measured a t  low tem peratu re
These r o ta t io n s  may be compared w ith  th a t  re p o rte d  by Das Sanaa and 
B a i l a r ^ 4  ^ f o r  one o f  th e se  isom ers, [a ]^  ■ **300° f o r  [Co t r i e n  C lg jC l, 
T h is was probab ly  th e  a  isom er s in ce  they  s t a r t e d  w ith  Basolo*9 a  
d ic h lo ro  isomer* The ro ta to ry  d is p e rs io n  and c i r c u la r  d ich ro ism  curves 
measured f o r  th e  o p t ic a l ly  pure a  and £  [Co t r i e n  Clg]C10^ d i f f e r e d  
g re a t ly  ( f ig u re s  28 and 34) and f u r th e r  d is t in g u is h e d  th e se  isom ers* 
P rev ious a ttem p ts^ 4 **4/ to  p repare  t r a n s [Co t r i e n  C lg jC l have not 
been s u c c e s s fu l, p robab ly  because o f th e  r e l a t iv e ly  low k in e t ic  s t a b i l i t y  
o f  t h i s  isom er. However th e  t r a n s  complex has been id e n t i f i e d  in  s o lu t io n  
by b o i l in g  a  m ethanol s o lu t io n  o f  th e  c i s  fonns* At e q u ilib riu m  ^ 4 0 $  o f  
th e  t r a n s * and 60$ o f  b o th  c is  form s, was e s tim a te d ' '  * Under th e se  same 
c o n d itio n s  th e  c i s [Co eng C lg ]+ io n  co n v erts  to  th e  t r a n s  isom er 
q u a n t i ta t iv e ly ,  b u t slow c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  o f  th e  g rey -g reen  s o lu t io n  o f 
[Co t r i e n  C lg]C l in  dry  m ethanol by a  Soxhlet procedure gave la rg e ly  th e  
a  isom er. F u r th e r ,  i t  seemed th a t  th e  pure a  isom er d id  no t g iv e  any
- 16 -
träne even in boiling methanol, and when the Soxhlet extraction was 
repeated with LiClO^ present, again only a[Co trien ClgJClC^ was obtained* 
Also, evaporation of the crude a[Co trien Cl^JCl in excess HC1, and 
evaporation of a[Co trien Cl^jNO^ (prepared from the chloride with one 
mole of AgNOg) only gave the cis dichloro products in the solid state.
These methods produce the trans[Co en^ Clg]+ isomer from the c i s ^ ^ f^  #
Nor could trans[Co trien Cl^]* be precipitated when solutions of the cis 
isomers were poured into ethanol solutions of NH^HO^ or (NH^) #
However, when £[Co trien CO,j]Cl was treated with ice-cold concen­
trated HC1 and allowed to stand, violet £[Co trien Clg]Cl contaminated 
with the green trans isomer crystallised slowly over several days. One 
small fraction was entirely trans[Co trien ClgJCl.HCl 
tetramino cobalt(ill) complexes frequently crystallise as h y d r o h a l i d e s ^ ^  
and the lattice water was confirmed by water bands in the infrared spectrum) » 
The dichloro mixture on extraction with boiling methanol gave a green 
solution from which trans[Co trien Cl^JClO^ was ciystallised with LiClO^*
A second extraction gave more trans product, but no more was obtained on 
subsequent extraction and the purple residue was probably largely the a 
isomer (see above)« Samples of ]3[Co trien ClgJCl which contained no green 
crystals also gave the trans product by the above method»
More precise experiments were not carried out, but it would appear 
from the foregoing properties that £[Co trien Clg]* isomerises to 
trans[Co trien Clg] in methanol, but a[Co trien CLp]* does not isomerise 
(easily) under the same conditions. If the cis £  configuration isomerises
- 17 -
to trans by the movement of the terminal ethylene bridge at the 
tetrahedral nitrogen atom (figure 8a) , it is likely that the other 
terminal ethylene bridge, at the planar nitrogen, is also displaced to 
produce the cis a configuration (figure 8b) *
This would explain the large amount of cis material left after two 
extractions of J3[Co trien Clgjci, and since the change a — - — >  trans 
was not observed, the probable order of thermodynamic stabilities is 
established as a >  trans in methanol* The equilibrium mixture in 
methanol could not be isolated because the equilibrium alters and 
precipitates the least soluble form on concentration*
That trans[Co trien Clg]+ was obtained from £[Co trien Cl^jCl in 
methanol and not from the a isomer suggests that the £  structure is 
intermediate between the a and trans structures (figure 8) « This was 
supported by the reaction of (+)£[Co trien CO^JCIO^H^O (0*15 g*) with 
cold concentrated HC1 (0*5 ml*) • From the resulting scarlet diaquo 
solution, dichloro product began to crystallise after a few hours* Micro­
scopic examination showed that the fine violet crystals of the £  isomer
-  18 -
contained appreciable amounts of green crystals of trans[Co trien ClgJClO^ 
(but no a from spectral analysis) « In the same reaction with 
(+)s[Co trien COgJClO^.HgO, the solution soon became purple and the 
product, crystallising slowly over several days, consisted of large deep- 
purple crystals of a[Co trien Clg]C10^ (estimated to contain ^  10$ , but
no green trans isomer was present. The anation reactions 
diaquo 1 >  dichloro therefore take place largely with retention of the
isomeric foun, and the fact that only one of the carbonato isomers yields 
any trans [Co trien Clg]+ is further evidence for the configurations 
assigned. Similar observations have been made with the two carbonato 
isomers of [Co e^KH^gCO^J* and used to assign the configurations of 
the corresponding cis dichloro isomers*
The equilibration of the a, £  and trans dichloro isomers in aqueous
solution is complicated by aquation so the relative thermodynamic
stabilities may never be determined precisely* However, from the intense
(4)purple colour of the solution in the direct synthesis preparation' J it is 
likely that the a isomer is the most stable as it is in methanol. Further, 
a concentrated solution of _§[Co trien Clg]Cl in concentrated HC1, which is 
initially red-violet, slowly changes to the purple colour of the a form.
The a and £ isomers have similar visible and U*V. absorption spectra 
(figure 28) , but the a absorbs at a slightly higher wavelength than the £  
isomer (^max £ “ 539 m(if A £ ■ 531 m(i), and the absorption of a is 
markedly greater at long wavelengths ^ m 40, e  ^  ■ 9 at 650 mß) thus 
accounting for the reddish tinge in the £ compound. Qualitatively the
-  19 -
absorptions of the dichloro compounds of the bis(en) and trien series are 
similar, but the trien absorptions are generally h i g h e r ^ ^  , and a 
broad band at 380-305 mß in trans[Co en^ Clg]+ and trans[Co prig Clg]+ 
is not apparent in trans[Co trien Clg]+. Absorption data are given in 
table 3*
The infrared spectra of the three [Co trien Cl^JClO^ isomers are
given in figure 9* For comparison, frequencies of the stronger bands of
Basolo^ a[Co trien Cl^JCl ^  , measured by Bailar^ are 1626, 1587,
1353, 1309, 1248, 1181, 1071, 994, 833 cm*"1, although the correspondence
is not exact since the anions are different* Cis [Co trien ClgjClO^
has the most complex spectrum with characteristics of both the a and trans
spectra as might be expected from its intermediate structure* The greatest
differences in the three structures expected to be reflected in the IR.
spectra is the environments of the secondary amine N-H bonds. Whereas the
a has two equivalent NIL, groups, and two equivalent N-H bonds, the
2secondary amines in cis J3 (one) and trans (two) will have some sp 
character. For these reasons it would be expected that the N-H region 
should be more complex in £ and trans than in a# This is in fact observed, 
but the individual frequencies are not fully resolved, (a at 3280 cm~^$
£  at 3270, 3210 cm~^; trans at 3270 , 3220 cm**^ ) • The consistent 
differences between cis and trans isomers noted in [Co erv, Xg]**,
[Co (NHjj) 4Xg]+ and [Co trien BrgjBr^ at the 1600 and 830 caT'*' >^an^ s 
are difficult to observe here, but the single NHg asymmetric deformation 
band in trans [Co trien Clg]+ (1583 cm“*') is split in J3[Co trien Clg]+
(1590, 1577 cnT^) as observed with the [Co en^ Clg]* isomers *
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In [Co trien Clg]+, the chlorine atoms are in different environments 
in the three isomers and should theoretically show different shifts in 
the nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. However, these would probably be 
masked by line broadening^ ^  , and the nitrogen atoms in [Co trien(NOg)g]+ 
would also give broad resonance lines.
(5)Trans [Co trien Brgjßr was prepared by Selb in and Bailarv ' from 
cis[Co trien ClgjCl, and by direct synthesis. On evaporation of 
a[Co trien Clg]Cl with excess HBr, the mixture slowly became olive-green, 
indicating that trans[Co trien Br^]* is the thermodynamically stable 
isomer. The product crystallised as the hydrochloride ( A  ^  170) 9 and 
there was also the possibility of a mixed halo complex, [Co trien Br Cl]Br. 
A better preparation was by evaporating a[Co trie^UO^gjBr.H^O and excess 
HBr to dryness, when trans[Co trien BrgjBr was obtained in good yield
( A  - 112) .
[Co trien CICHqO) ]2+ ISOMERS
The aquation of cis[Co en^ Clg]+ in dilute acid solution to
cis[Co engCl(HgO) ] occurs with full retention of configuration, and the
subsequent stereo change is due to isomerisation of the chloroaquo ion.
Haloaquo complexes have usually been prepared from the corresponding
(A3)dihalo complexes using such aquation reactions ~ «
In the trien system, the cis dichloro compounds aquate in acid
solution to the chloroaquo compounds with full retention of configuration 
and activity. These subsequently aquate at much slower rates to the diaquo 
compounds, largely with full retention. These reactions have been studied
-  21 -
s te re o c h e m ic a lly  (c h a p te r  3) and k in e t i c a l l y  (c h a p te r  5) and no 
is o m e r is a t io n  o f th e  chloroaquo compounds has been d e te c te d , By eq u a tin g  
the  c i s  d ic h lo ro  compounds, th e  c o n c e n tra tio n  o f each chloroaquo isom er 
ro se  to  a  maximum ( ^  98^  o f t o t a l  complex c o n c e n tra tio n  fo r  a ,  ^  94$> 
f o r  £ .)
The complexes were extrem ely  so lu b le  and could  not b e  i s o la te d  fits th e
(44)v 1 * S o lid  p ro ducts  were 
o b ta in ed  w ith  th e  an io n s  [B(CgHg)4 ]**f [P tC lg ]^~ , [Cr(NHg)g(NCS) 4 J" and 
[ 0 ^0 4 ] ~ bu t were no t a n a ly t ic a l ly  p u re . One co o rd in a ted  c h lo r in e  i n  th e  
a  d ic h lo ro  isom er was ra p id ly  removed by Ag+ in  th e  re a c tio n s*  
a [C o trien C lg ]C l + 2AgK) ^  + HgO — >  ajC otrienC ^EgO ) ](H03 ) 2  + 2AgCl
a[C otrienC lg]C 1 + AggS04  + HgO — >  a[CotrienCl(HgO) ]S04  + 2AgCl.
However on ly  g la s s e s  and o i l s  were o b ta in ed  on ev ap o ra tin g  th e se  s o lu t io n s ,  
o r  p r e c ip i ta t in g  the p ro d u c ts  w ith  a lc o h o l .
The chloroaquo io n s  were th e re fo re  p repared  in  a c id  s o lu t io n ,  pH 1 -2 , 
by aq u a tin g  th e  d ic h lo ro  isom ers fo r  s p e c if ie d  tim es ( p . T ^ , ? ^ ) .  The 
racem ic s o lu tio n s  could not be re so lv e d , and th e  a c t iv e  isom ers were pre­
pared from a c tiv e  [Co t r i e n  Cl^JClO^. In  the  p re p a ra t io n  from 
j3[Co t r i e n  C lg ]+, the  ß* and ß chloroaquo isom ers a re  b o th  formed ( f ig u re
4 ) ,  b u t one o f  th ese  i s  p re sen t to  th e  e x te n t o f  only  ^  ( p #/35T ) .
2+A bsorp tion  s p e c tra  o f the  c i s [Co t r i e n  Cl(EUO)] complexes a re  g iv en  
in  f ig u re  29, and ta b le  4 compares th e  t r i e n  and b is (e n ) chloroaquo 
a b s o rp tio n s . The th re e  c is  s p e c tra  a re  s im i la r ,  a lth o u g h  
a[Co t r i e n  Cl(HgO) ] absorbs more th an  th e  J3 isom er in  th e  re d  re g io n ,
s u lp h a te s  as  was o i s [Co en^ 01(5^0) ]S0
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accounting for the more reddish colour of the latter isomer*
Trans[Co trien Cl^j* aquates stereospecifically to
2+J3[Co trien C^E^O) ] in acid solution. However, in the presence of Eg 
one chlorine is removed rapidly and the product is largely 
trans[Co trien Cl(HgO) ]2+* This then isomerises rapidly to the £ isomer, 
so that isolation was not possible (p*/34-).
[Co trien C0„]+ ISOMERS
On heating an aqueous solution of crude a[Co trien Cl^JCl with
LigCOg, red £[Co trien CO^jCl. 1*5 H^O was obtained from the solution with
alcohol* It will be shown later (chapter 6) that the £ diaquo compound is
the more stable (JJ/a ^  /15 at equilibrium) • This suggests that both
chlorine atoms in a[Co trien Clg]+ hydrolyse in the faintly alkaline
solution, and the hydroxoaquo ion isomerises to the £ configuration very
rapidly, as occurs with the bis(en) c o m p l e x e s . The carbonate
(47)subsequently adds to give the £ carbonato complex'“ 1 » The crude 
£[Co trien CO^jci contained some of the a form ( ^  20$) * It is 
alternatively possible that the carbonate ion adds to the chlorohydroxo ion, 
and isomerisation takes place in the subsequent hydrolysis of the chloride 
ion* Further work is necessary to determine the exact course of these 
reactions. ,§[Co trien CO^jBr. 0.5 HgO. 0,5 CgH^OH was prepared by 
reacting trans[Co trien Br2]Br with LigCO^* These carbonato compounds 
were used to prepare the dichloro, diaquo and dinitro compounds by
-  23 -
tra n s fo rm a tio n  re a c t io n s  which occur w ith  r e te n t io n  o f c o n f ig u ra t io n .
A ttem pts were made to  p rep a re  th e  J3 carbonato  complex from CoClg by 
o x id a tio n  w ith  FbO^ ( t h i s  o x id is e s  th e  t r i e n  a l s o ) ,  and a lso  by
t r e a t i n g  th e  [Co(C03),jj^~  io n  w ith  t r i e n  and H C l^ ^  • N e ith e r method 
gave good r e s u l t s .
R eso lu tio n  was b e s t e f fe c te d  by t r e a t in g  J3[Co t r i e n  CO^]Br w ith  
Ag(+)[Co en m al^]* (+)£[Co t r i e n  C03 ](+)[Co en m al^j^H gO  was o b ta in e d  
as  th e  l e s s  so lu b le  d ia s te re o iso m e r by p r e c ip i ta t io n  from th e  s o lu t io n  
w ith  a lc o h o l .  The (+) and (-) o p t ic a l  forms w ere e a s i ly  reco v ered  as  
p e rc h lo ra te s  by t r e a t i n g  th e  d ia s te re o iso m e r and f i l t r a t e  w ith  NaClO^* 
a[Co t r i e n  C0^]+ was p repared  as  th e  p e rc h lo ra te  by aqu& ting 
a[Co t r i e n  Cl^jClO^ to  th e  chloroaquo complex in  HCIO^, and adding NaHCO^. 
The racem ate cou ld  n o t be re so lv e d , b u t th e  a c t iv e  a  carbonato  was e a s i ly  
o b ta in ed  by th e  above tra n s fo rm a tio n  re a c t io n s  from a c tiv e  
a[Co t r i e n  C12 ]C104 *
On r e c r y s t a l l i s i n g  th e  a  and £  carbonato  p e rc h lo ra te s  to  maximum 
r o ta t io n s ,  the  fo llo w in g  a c t i v i t i e s  were o b ta in e d :
[a ]D a  = t  1230°, [a ]B £  « 1 780'
[m] a -  2 4740°, Md J3 «= i  2980*
O p tic a l p u r i t i e s  were confirm ed , and th e  c o n f ig u ra tio n s  a ss ig n e d , by 
tra n s fo rm a tio n  through th e  diaquo to  th e  co rrespond ing  a c t iv e  d in i t r o  
compounds (c h a p te r  3 ) ,  R o ta to ry  d is p e r s io n  and c i r c u la r  d ich ro ism  cu rv es  
a re  g iv en  l a t e r ,  ( f ig u re s  30 and 36)*
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Both the  a  and J3 carbonato  complexes were o p t ic a l ly  s ta b le  and had 
la rg e  r o ta t io n s ,  so th a t  th e se  compounds were very  u s e fu l re fe re n c e  
compounds f o r  a s s e s s in g  th e  amount o f r e te n t io n  o f a c t i v i ty  du rin g  the
o  I
a q u a tio n  o f  th e  [Co t r i e n  0 1 (^ 0 )  ] iso m ers. T h e ir  maximum a b so rp tio n s  
occur a t  th e  same w avelengths ( f ig u r e  10) b u t the  i n t e n s i t i e s  d i f f e r
* 120, -  178 a t  505 mju) .  Thus th ese  compounds were a lso  u s e fu l
fo r  m easuring th e  a ------iso m e ris a tio n  which occurred  du rin g  th e
k in e t ic  s tu d ie s  (c h a p te rs  5 and 6), a s  chloroaquo and diaquo compounds 
co nvert to  th e  carbonato  compounds w ith  f u l l  r e te n t io n  o f c o n f ig u ra tio n  
and a c t i v i t y  (c h a p te r  3)# The —/£ . com positions o f  d ic h lo ro  compounds were 
m easured in  a  s im i la r  manner (p* 13 ) *
An X -ray s t r u c tu r a l  a n a ly s is  o f (-)£[C o t r i e n  CO^ClO^.HgO i s  be in g  
undertaken^ * The m o lecu lar w eight has been measured 
c iy s ta l lo g r a p h ic a l ly ,  to  an accuracy  o f  b e t t e r  th an  2$, and found to  be 
387 (c a lc u la te d  382*7) , confirm ing  th e  m ononuclear s t ru c tu re s  a ss ig n ed  to  
th e se  compounds.
fCo tr ie n (H »0) c ] (C10 ^  ISOMERS
Cis[Co en^H gO )^]^* has been is o la te d  by v a rio u s  m ethods^4^ *, ^ a ,5 0 ,5 ^  * 
However th e  s im p le s t p re p a ra t io n  was th a t  o f L inhard and S t im  from 
[Co en^CO gjclO ^5^  « O p tic a l ly  a c t iv e  a  and J3 [Co tr ie n tE g O ^ ^ C lO ^ ) ^ 
were o b ta in ed  by t r e a t in g  th e  co rrespond ing  o p t ic a l ly  pure carbonato  
p e rc h lo ra te s  w ith  p e rc h lo r ic  a c id  in  s l ig h t  ex cess . On e v ap o ra tio n  th e  
p roducts C ly s t a l l i s e d .  T h e ir  o p t ic a l  p u r i t i e s  were confirm ed by 
tra n s fo rm a tio n s  to  th e  co rrespond ing  a c t iv e  carbonato  and d in i t r o  compounds
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(chapter 3) •
The different colours of the two cis isomers (a scarlet-carmine,
J3 light orange) were reflected in the spectral differences at the first
bands (figure ll) . No evidence was found in the subsequent kinetic
studies on the diaquo system (chapter 6) for the presence of the trans
isomer. The spectrum of the trans compound should be greatly different
3+from those of the cis by comparison with the [Co en^HgO)^ spectra 
(figure 12), and its presence in reasonable quantities ( >■ 5 $  should be 
detectable by this method. Further, the trans[Co trien Cl2]+ ion aquates 
fully to £[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] which in turn aquates to the £  diaquo 
species, so that it is most unlikely that any trans isomer is produced.
[Co trien( NPj  2 ]* ISOMERS
Cis a[Co trien(N02)g]+ was easily prepared by aerial oxidation of a 
mixture of CoXg, trien.HX, and NaNO^. The product preoipitated as 
a[Co trien(ND2)2Jx where X « Cl, Br, NO3» QA.C, (yields 60-80$ and always 
contained a little of the J3 isomer. With the chloride, the isomer 
concentrated in the most soluble fractions but could not be obtained pure 
by this method. However £[Co trien CO^JCl on treatment with HNO^ and 
NaRDg gave pure ^[Co trien(N02)2]N03, which was then converted to the 
chloride through the iodide.
The two dinitro isomers were separated and characterised in several 
ways. Paper chromatograph of the chlorides or acetates using the solvent 
mixtures n-butanol s pyridine : water : acetic acid (4 * 3 : 2 : l) or 
n«butanol ; water t acetic acid ( 7 : 2 : 1 )  separated the a and isomers.
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F r a c t io n a l  r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  o f  th e  c h lo rid e  product from d i r e c t  s y n th e s is ,
end chrom atography o f th e  f r a c t io n s  e s ta b lis h e d  the  p ro p o rtio n s  as
■—/£ . ^  / l *  Q u a n tita tiv e  chromatography o f a  s o lu t io n  o f  a c e ta te s  under
2+eq u ilib riu m  co n d itio n s  (p rep a red  by sy n th e s is  in  th e  p resence  o f Co ion) 
cl 2 7gave th e  —/§_ r a t i o  as * / l ,  which e s ta b lis h e d  a  a s  th e  therm odynam ically  
s ta b le  isomer*
The a  isom er gave a d ia s te re o iso m e r w ith  Na(-) [Co en ox^j.HgO, 
whereas th e  £  would p r e c ip i ta te  only w ith  sodium (+ )antim ony1 t a r t r a t e ,  
and l e s s  r e a d i ly  w ith  sodium( +)a rs e n y l t a r t r a t e .  T his p ro p e rty  was a ls o  
used to  id e n t i f y  th e  isom ers*
From r e s o lu t io n  o f the  a isom er w ith  Na(~)[Co en oXgJ.H^O th e  
o trienCWDg)
th i s  and th e  f i l t r a t e  th e  o p t ic a l  isom ers were reco v ered  a s  iod ides*  
R eso lu tio n  o f th e  J3 isom ers w ith  Na(+j[sbO.*tart] gave th e  d ia s te re o iso m e r  
(+)g4kf3[C° trien(NOg) g](+) [S b O ^ tart] and ag a in  bo th  o p t ic a l  forms were 
o b ta in ed  as io d id e s . An a ttem p t to  p repare
(+)54g£[C° t r i e ^ I E ^ ^ ] ^ )  [Sb(X*.tart] by a  seco n d -o rd er asym m etric sy n th e s is  
from the  l a b i l e  c o b a l t ( i l )  s a l t  (a c e ta te  so lu tio n ) was no t su cc e ss fu l*  
F ra c t io n a l  r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  o r  f r a c t io n a l  p r e c ip i ta t io n  o f  th e  a c t iv e  a  
and J3 io d id e s , bromides o r  p e rc h lo ra te s  gave th e  maximum ro ta t io n s *
[u ]546 O -  200-240°, [m]546 J3 -  1080-1110°.
O p tic a l p u r i t i e s  were confirm ed by transfom ning  the  o p t ic a l ly  pure a  and 
J3 carbonato  compounds to  th e  d in i t r o  isom ers having  th ese  r o ta t io n s ,  and
o trien(NOg)by re so lv in g  Na(2) [Co en o x g ]* ^ ^  w ith  a c tiv e  a[C
d ia s te re o iso m e r (+)a[C ,> ]( - ) [Co en oXg]#HgO was obtained* From
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(Na[Co en oXgJ.H^O was obtained having [a]^ - £ 460° 5^4^).
By comparison with other dinitro( tetramino) cobalt (ill) systems,
trans[Co trien(fl02) 2 ]+ should be distinguishable from the cis isomers by
(55)chromatography, powder-photography, its reaction with concentrated HC1 ,
(40 4l)and by differences in ultraviolet ) and infrared spectrav 9 •
Careful fractionation of the dinitro salts from the syntheses gave no 
fractions which could not be resolved. Basolo*s products from the 
reactions^
cis or trans [^(NH^) ^ (ND^gjCl + trien
a[Co trien C19]C1 + 2NaS0,
were shown to be largely the a dinitro isomer* Methods which gave 
trans [Co en^NO^g]* were n0^ successful in preparing the trans trien 
isomer* Reaction of Na^tCotNOg) g] with trien (one mole) gave only the a 
isomer (precipitated as iodide, perchlorate, or nitrite in 6>0?o yield) * On 
refluxing a[Co trien(N02)2 ] in water no isomerisation was detected, 
although cis[Co en^NO^g]* isomerises on prolonged boiling or evaporation 
to the trans* which can then be precipitated as the less soluble nitrate 
or nitrite^5^ .  Selbin also tried to prepare the trans[Cotrien(N02)2]+ 2^9  ^
but there is no evidence that the trans isomer has ever been obtained*
On reacting the a and £ dinitro isomers with concentrated HC1, the 
solutions slowly became deep purple and red-violet respectively, typical 
of the colours of the a and £  dichloro compounds* This indicates that 
these reactions take place largely with retention of configuration*
The absorption spectra of dinitro (tetramino) cobalt (ill) complexes have 
been studied thoroughly and it is now accepted that cis and trans isomers
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are distinguishable by small but significant differences. In the ultra-­
violet region the third band is always broader and at lower wavelengths 
for the cis isomer(39,57) ^  jjjq spectra of the a and £ trien isomers 
differ slightly in A and €: at the first and second bands (figure 13), 
and the spectral data in table 5 confirm that Basolo^ and Selbin^^ 
prepared the a isomers.
To obtain supporting evidence for the configurations assigned,
infrared spectra were taken of the optically active a and
[Co trien^Og) gJClO^ (figure 14). Of special interest were the N-H
absorptions (3200 cm )^ , and to isolate these from the neighbouring C-H
stretching (2800-3000 cm )^ and water bands (3600 cm”^), the samples were
deuterated at these labile N~H bonds. The resulting N-D bands were then
—1observed at lower frequencies (2400-2500 cm ), and their fine structures 
were measured on a high resolution single-beam instrument (figure 15) •
The two N-D groups in the £  isomer have different environments, as do 
the two NDg groups. For this reason a more complex spectrum would be 
expected in the N-D stretching region than for the a isomer (3 absorptions 
for a, at least 4 and possibly 6 for J3) • This is in fact observed, figure 
15(c) , in accord with the assigned structures. Although the splittings 
represent N-D stretches of the NDg and ND groups, it is impossible to 
assign the frequencies, as there can be up to 100 cm*"^  difference between 
the symmetric and antisymmetric NHg stretches.
X-ray powder photographs of the a and £  dinitro isomers measured in 
Cu Ka radiation were different (figure 16).
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Figure 16» Powder photographs of a and £ [Co trien(HO,-,)
It has already been shown that the cis isomer is the 
thermodynamically less stable, but it is also the more labile* This was 
investigated by observing changes in optical rotations and visible spectra 
of the two isomers* Rotations of (+)a[Co trie^NOg) gJClO^ (in water) 
showed no measurable change after 30 hours at 50° (a^g^ “ +0«44°) « 0*.^ .
for (-)5 4 gfi[Co trien(N02) 2 ]C104 decreased gradually at the following 
rates:
t. _ 40 minutes at 99°0#5
tg  ^ v/N 5 hours at 50°
-h __ ^  50 hours at 20°0#20
NOg" ion had no significant effect on these rates, but more alkaline 
conditions (Na0A.c solution) caused a more rapid decrease in rotations*
oThe visible spectrum of a in water was constant over one day at 20
but thereafter the 323 mß band began to increase slowly, although the 
absorption at the 434 mß band was unaffected (60 days) • The 437 mß band of
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the cis J3 spectrum gradually decreased and the 319 mß  hand increased, but 
there was little net change in the absorption maximum around 437 m(l 
( ^ 3 $  over 4 days) • These changes were slower in the presence of NaNO^. 
However, NaOAc had a greater effect (maximum absorption of £ remained 
constant over 11 days, absorption of a began to increase after one day).
The most likely interpretation of these observations is that the a 
isomer is quite stable, and may be satisfactorily studied in solution.
The £  isomer on standing reacts with water or decomposes, rather than 
isomer is ing to a, and for this reason the compound was isolated from 
solution as soon as possible in transformation reactions (p. &3 ) .
STABILITIES OF GEOMETRIC ISOMERS
Assuming no trans isomer was present in the dinitro equilibrium 
mixture the cis a structure is theraodynamically favoured (over j3) by 
about 0.6 kcal/mole (p. -2k ) * However, the £  is favoured over the a 
isomer for the diaquo compounds by 1.0 kcal/mole (p./73)# It is also 
probable that (in acid) a[Co trien Clg]+ is the most stable of the three 
isomers (p. /ff )• Examination of molecular models established that, if 
angle strain at the secondary amine nitrogen was the most important factor, 
the order of stabilities would be cis a 7 *  cis ß •> trans (p. G )• However,
2
important.
Of the various conformations possible for the two cis structures,
] indicates that other factors must bethe stability of £[Co trien(HgO)
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those that are considered to involve the least number of non-bonded H-H 
interactions are shown in figure 17 (a) and (b), In figure 17(a) all the 
C-H and N-H bonds are completely staggered, Br, Cl, HgO or groups 
can be accommodated at both positions A and B (which have equivalent 
environments), and it might be expected that for cis a[Co trien^Og) 2]+, 
the nitro groups would both be inclined (in the same sense) to the 
N-H-A-B plane (figure 17 c) •
In any confoimational model of the cis £ configuration some H-H 
interaction cannot be avoided (figure 17 b), Substituents such as Br, Cl, 
EgO, and groups can be accommodated without serious interactions at 
position A, However some non-bonded interaction will occur between a 
substituent at B and hydrogen atoms 1 and 2 (figure 17 b) , and this will 
laigely be a function of the size of the group. From this effect alone 
the a compound should be more stable than the J3,
However it is conceivable that the water molecules in the a and £
diaquo ions can hydrogen-bond with one another. The suggested structures
are shown in figure 18 (a) and (b) , and it can be seen that the £
condition is more favourable in teims of the non-bonded interactions
between the hydrogens on the carbons and the hydrogens on the oxygens. It
would seem that in this instance, the interaction between the stable trien
conformation and the substituent is larger than the conformational effect
when the substituent is too small to contribute. The energy difference
/mole,between a and £ diaquo is only 1 kcal,, and this is small enough to be 
accounted for by these small interactions.
flgUftE W a t. Most stable CONFORMATION OF CIS <<[Cotri4nAft]"*
So kit 
ECLIPSING
Figure. 17(b). Most stable CohToRw atio h  OF Cis £  [Cofrien AB]**!
Figure 17(c). Expected Structure of cis^[Cotiri«n(No^^ioisi.
Figure 18(al. Leybold model of suggested structure of
?+cis a[Co trienCHgO)^]’ isomer.
The tyro e«£Uo groups ere uppermost, end the suggested 
hydrogen-bonding between them is indicated by - - - - 
Some H-H interaction such as X X (between 0H? and CH^)
cannot be avoided.
Figure 16(b). Leybold model of suggested structure of
cis 2.[Co trienCHgO)^]34 ^isomer.
The two aquo groups are uppermost, and the suggested 
hydrogen-bonding between them is indicated by - - - - , 
The H-H interaction in the trien conformation (CHgjCHg) 
is denoted by H E. (These are the atoms marked 1 and 2 
in figure 17b.)
Pt<5Uft£ 19. CONFIRMATION OF TRANS CCoTrien Aß]**.
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The chelate rings in the model of the trans structure can not be 
joined without appreciable nitrogen angle-strain. This strain is probably 
the largest contribution to the instability of this configuration, since 
the conformations in figure 19 are reasonably staggered.
No conclusions could be reached about solvation effects#
An important factor to be considered in accounting for the stabilities 
of the cis and trans structures is the interaction between the two 
substituents A and B. It is clear that the size and charge of these 
substituents will be significant, and that for two substituents which are 
negatively charged the most stable arrangement electronically will be the 
trans, where the central positive ion is interposed between the two 
negative charges. The size of the ligands may also be a major factor, and 
this is probably demonstrated by the stability of trans [Co trien Br^]* over 
the cis i s o m e r # Other cis dibromo cobalt (ill) compounds are also 
difficult to prepare^^^*
EXPERIMENTAL
Triethylenetetramine (from Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company, 
NoY.) was used without further purification*
Microanalyses
Microanalyses of carbon and hydrogen were by the standard combustion 
method. Nitrogen was determined by the Kjeldahl method, except for the 
dinitro compounds where the Dumas method was employed. For these latter 
compounds rather drastic Dumas combustion conditions were neeessaiy to
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liberate all the nitrogen.
Ultraviolet and Visible Spectra
Spectra were measured on a Shimadzu recording spectrophotometer 
RS«27 in 1 cm. cells, against water as reference. Dichloro compounds 
were dissolved in ice-cold 0*01 N HCIO^ solution, and the spectra recorded 
as soon as possible (2-3 minutes) • Chloroaquo spectra were measured after 
the above solutions had equated for the appropriate times. Diaquo 
compounds were measured in 0.01 N HCIO^, or obtained by dissolving the 
corresponding carbonato isomers in 0.1 H HCIO^. Carbonato and dinitro 
spectra were measured In water.
Infrared Spectra
These were obtained over the NaCl region usirg a Unicam SP.200 
double-beam infrared spectrometer. The KBr disc method was employed for 
all spectral runs (l mg. of sample in 200 mg. KBr) with either air or a 
KBr disc in the reference beam.
Samples of the optically active isomers of [Co trien(NOg)^JCIO^ were 
deuterated by recrystallisation from DgO (99.7$), The fine structures of 
the N-D absorptions ( ^  2400 cm“1) were measured on a Perkin Elmer 112 
single-beam spectrophotometer fitted with a LiF prism and calibrated with 
HBr gas.
Optical Rotations
Rotations were measured visually with a Bellingham and Stanley 
polarimeter, in a 1 dm. tube unless otherwise stated.
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o -d in i t ro (  tr ie th y le n e te tra m in e )  c o b a lt  ( i l l )  c h lo r id e  1 -hyd rate
Ice  co ld  s o lu tio n s  o f tr ie n .E C l (75 ml* in  44 ml* o f  11*6 N HCl) and 
CoClg^GHgO (119 g* in  100 ml* w ater) were mixed and added q u ick ly  to  s o l id  
NaHOg (72*5 g .)  * The m ix tu re  was a e ra te d  v ig o ro u sly  and th e  yejlow  c is  
d in i t r o  s a l t  commenced to  s e p a ra te  (2 m inutes) • A e ra tio n  was con tinued  
f o r  1*5 hours a t  0°C. The product was f i l t e r e d ,  washed w ith  ic e -c o ld  
h y d ro c h lo ric  a c id  ( I N ) ,  a lc o h o l, a ce to n e , and a i r  d ried*  (Y ield  100 g* , 
579$).
A d d itio n a l d in i t r o  product was o b ta ined  as  iod ide  1 -h y d ra te  by adding 
ex cess  sodium io d id e  to  th e  s o lu t io n .  (Y ield  30 g* , 12$)*
When th e  c h lo r id e  was f r a c t io n a l ly  r e c r y s t a l l i s e d  from hot w a ter 
(9 0 ° ) , the l e a s t  so lu b le  m a te r ia l  (86 g .)  was shown to  be the  a  isom er.
The nex t f r a c t io n s  (8*3 g .)  , o b ta in ed  by ev ap o ra tio n  o f  th e  m other l iq u o r  
i n  a  stream  o f a i r  over a  steam b a th , co n ta in ed  ap p re c ia b le  amounts o f th e  
£  isom er (p* 2 5  ) *
The co rresponding  a  d in i t r o  brom ide, n i t r a t e ,  and a c e ta te  may be 
p re p a red  in  a s im ila r  manner by u sin g  th e  re s p e c tiv e  cobaltous s a l t s  and 
a c id s .  Varying the  o rd e r o f m ixing th e  th re e  c o n s t i tu e n ts ,  th e  presence 
o f  c h a rc o a l, lo n g e r a e r a t io n  tim es , th e  p resence o f a  la rg e  ex cess  o f the  
r e s p e c t iv e  an io n  ( i* e .  NaJBr in  th e  p re p a ra tio n  o f th e  b rom ide), o r  the  use 
o f  trien.HOAc and excess LiCl to  re p la c e  tr ie n .E C l in  th e  p re p a ra t io n  o f 
th e  c h lo r id e , gave no s ig n i f ic a n t  improvements in  y ie ld .
The analogous p re p a ra t io n  o f  [Co trien (N 02) 2 ]C104 from Co(ClC>4) 2 
s o lu t io n  (11 .9  g . CoCO  ^ in  206 ml* 1*0 N HC104 blown down to  50 ml* over a
steam bath), trien.HClO^ (15 ml* in 50 ml* water and 33 ml« 3.1 N HCIO^) 
and NaNOg (14,6 g.) also gave a mixture of a and £ isomers (yield 31 g., 
77$)• Here the order of solubilities was reversed? on fractional 
recrystallisation the least soluble material (2.4 g.) was largely the £ 
isomer. (The perchlorate was converted to the triiodide with excess Nal,
acetic
one drop glacialAacid, and hydrogen peroxide added dropwise. A suspension 
of the triiodide in ethanol was reduced to the iodide by bubbling through 
SOg. The iodide was converted to the dinitro chloride solution by 
grinding with AgCl in a little water),
Anal, Calcd.
Found*
Calcd.
Founds
for (i) otCo^Hj^) (B02) gJci.HgO: 
C, 20.54; H, 5.71; N, 23.97
C, 20.65; H, 5.88; N, 23.61
for (1) a[Co(C6H18N4) (K>2) 2]l.^0 
C, 16.30; H, 4.52; N, 19.00
C, 16.74; H, 4.64; N, 18.90
Calcd. for (2)o[Co(C6H18H4)(H02)2]Br«H20s 
C, 18.23; H, 5.06; N, 21.27 
Found: C, 18.30; H, 5.03; N, 21,23
Calcd. for (^)a[Co(C6H18N4)(H02)2 ]N03 :
C, 20.06; H, 5.05; N, 22.47 
Founds C, 20.17; H, 5.36; N, 27.41
Calcd, for (^aCCofCgH^K^) (H02)2 ]C104 :
C, 18.17; H, 4,56; N, 21.19 
C, 18.26; H, 4.54; N, 20.90.Found:
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R eso lu tio n  o f  g p -d in itro ( tr ie th y le n e te tra m in e )  c o b a lt  ( i l l )  c h lo rid e
To an aqueous s o lu t io n  o f a[Co trien(NOg) gJCl.HgO (2 .0  g . in  30 m l.) 
a t  35°, Na(-)[Co en oxgj.HgO (1*0 g .)  was added g ra d u a lly , and
red-brow n (+)a[Co trie^ N O g ) g ] ( - )  [Co en ox^j.HgO commenced to  sep a ra te  
im m ediately. T his was f i l t e r e d  a f t e r  5 m inu tes, washed w ith  a sm all 
volume o f  ic e d  w a te r , a lco h o l and ace to n e , and a i r  d r ie d .  (Y ie ld  1 .3  g . ,
75$  .
(c z  H g N z) (cz
A n al. C alcd . f o r  (+) a[Co(CgH^8N4) (ND^)g3(~) [Co J.HgQ t C, 23.61}
H, 4 .62 ; N, 18.36} Found* C, 23.76} H, 4,54} N, 18 .36 .
The d ia s te re o iso m e r was ground w ith  excess Nal (added g rad u a lly ) in
s u f f ic ie n t  w a te r to  g iv e  a  s lu r r y .  Yellow (+)a[Co trien(NOg) ^Jl.HgO
sep a ra te d  and was f i l t e r e d ,  washed w ith  ic e -c o ld  Nal s o lu t io n , a lco h o l
and ace to n e , and a i r  d r ie d .  An 0 .3 2 ^  aqueous s o lu t io n  gave a , . ^  * + 0 .1 5 °
whence [ a ] - . .  = + 47° m o4o
A nal, C alcd. f o r  (+) a[Co(C H j ^ )  (NOg) gJl.HgOi C, 16.30} H, 4.56}
N, 1 9 .0 1 . Found* C, 16.40} H, 4.86} N, 18 .78 .
The laevo  isom er was f r a c t io n a l ly  p r e c ip i ta te d  from th e  f i l t r a t e  as
io d id e  o r bromide by g ra d u a lly  adding Nal o r NaBr r e s p e c t iv e ly .  The le a s t
so lu b le  f r a c t io n s  were o p t ic a l ly  p u re , fo r  th e  io d id e  [ tt]54g ■ -  50°, fo r
th e  bromide [ a L * -  55°.546
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Anal* Calcd. for (~)a[Co(CgH^gN4)(NOg) gjl.HgO:
C, 16.30; H, 4.56; N, 19*01 
Found: C, 16*24; H, 4.97; N, 18.85.
Calcd. for (-) a t C o C C g H ^ )  (N0g)g]Br.Hg0 :
C, 18*24; H, 5.10; N, 21.27 
Found: C, 18.40; H, 5.01; N, 21.04.
Racemic a[Co trien(NDg)g] nitrate and acetate were resolved in the 
same manner as the chloride. The iodide and bromide were too insoluble 
to be resolved directly and were first converted to the acetate by shaking 
with a slight deficiency o^feilver acetate (0.95 molar ratio)*
Optical isomers (+) and (-) a[Co trien(NOg)g] iodide or bromide were 
fractionally reciystallised from hot water (90°) without racemisation.
The least soluble fractions were optically pure, e.g*
(1) [a]546 = - 55°
(2) - 49°
(3) 0
The perchlorates of the optical isomers were obtained as fine yellow 
needles by fractional precipitation with NaClO^ from a solution of active 
chloride ([a]546 - t 50°)•
Anal. Calcd. for (+)a[Co(C6H18N4)(E0g) 2]C104 t C, 13.17; H, 4.56;
Nf 21.19. Found: C, 18.02; H, 4.66; N, 20.7.
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Chromatographic separation of a and ß dinitro isomers
Solutions of the dinitro chlorides or acetates were applied to the
paper as spots, and eluted with the solvent mixtures:
n-butanol i pyridine : water t glacial acetic acid (4 : 3 : 2 : l) or
n-butanol : water : acetic acid (7 : 2 : l)« Relative R.F. values for
ß 17the two isomers were 'ty a vr‘ * /l* The presence of extraneous ions 
(NaHOg, NaQAc, NaBr) caused some streaking so it was better to isolate the 
dinitro compounds before chromatographing*
In determining the —/J3 equilibrium ratio, the solution from the 
acetate preparation was applied to a wide sheet of chromatography paper 
(Whatman 2MM) in a horizontal band immediately after aerating the solution 
for 4 hours* After separation (8 hours), the two horizontal bands were 
cut apart and the isomer eluted from each band with water. Relative 
concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically at 435 mfl (figure 
13) to be — m 2*7* This ratio increased with the time the acetate 
solution was left stand before chromatographing, probably due to 
decomposition of the £ isomer (p. 30 ) * —/g_ * 3.5 after two days* Both 
isomers showed little change in rotations or spectra after standing in the 
chromatography solvent over the time taken for separation*
o-dichloro( triethylenetetramine) cobalt (ill) chloride
A mixture of a[Co trien(NOp)gJCl.HgO (97*5 g* in 100 ml. water) and 
excess HC1 (70 ml. of 11.6 N) was evaporated on a steam bath to dryness 
(overnight) * The purple product was ground in ethanol, filtered, washed 
with ethanol and acetone, and air dried* The yield of mixed a and J3
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[Co trien Cl^JCl was theoretical (86 g.) . (table l).
(4)The method described by Basolov ', aeration of a mixture of
triethylenetetramine and excess CoCl^, followed by addition of 10 N HC1
and evaporation of the solution, gave a crude product which was blue
rather than violet. The blue colour was probably due to the anion 
2*-[CoCl^] and was difficult to remove by reorystallisation. In Basolo*s 
method, as evaporation proceeded and successive crops of crystals were 
filtered, the mother liquor became dark olive-green. However, the 
addition of LiClO^ did not precipitate trans[Co trien Cl^JClO^ (p. 5(o ) .
The product was dissolved in the minimum volume of boiling 3N HC1, 
filtered through a sintered-glass filter, and stood overnight in a 
refrigerator. The crystals were filtered off, washed with ice-cold HC1 
(IN), alcohol and acetone, and air dried. Two recrystallisations gave the 
pure a isomer, (solubility approximately 2*6 g./lOO ml*)*
Anal* Calcd. for atCotCgH^N^Cl^Cl: C, 23.11; H, 5.78; N, 17.98.
Found: C, 23.10; H, 5.81; N, 17.75.
Resolution of a-dichloro(triethylenetetramine) cobalt(III) chloride
The resolution was carried out in slightly acid solution to suppress 
fast hydrolysis reactions. The extent of aquation was minimised by 
working quickly. Small-scale preliminary trials established the solubility 
of this isomer, and hence the amount of preweighed resolving agent to be 
used in the large-scale resolution.
A saturated solution of twice recrystallised a[Co trien Cl^JCl (28 g.) 
was made by shaking it vigorously with 800 ml. acetic acid solution pH 3 
at room temperature for two minutes. The undissolved material (8.1 g.) was
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filtered off* Na(+)[Co en oXgJ.H^O was then added (11.2 g.), and
the solution was stirred and the beaker was scratched with a glass rod*
The red-violet diastereoisomer (~)a[Co trien Clg](+)[Co en oXg]*HgO began 
to separate immediately, and was filtered after 5 minutes, washed with 
methanol and acetone, and air dried* It was quite insoluble and could not 
be reciystallised* The yield was not improved by working at lower 
temperatures nor by allowing the solution to stand for a longer time. 
(Yield 15*3 g., 81$) • The measured optical rotations were:
[a]^ * - 1050° (dp *» «• 0.43° for 0.0408$ solution in 0.01 N HCIO^),
[a]_„Q ■ - 1590° (at this wavelength the resolving agent has nearly zero 
rotation) .
Anal. Calcd. for (-) a[Co(C6E LeH4)Cl2](+) [ ^ ( C g H ^ ^ C g O ^ g J . H g O :
C, 24.44; H, 4.75; N, 14.25. Found: C, 24.57; H, 4.92;
N, 14.34.
(-) a-4ichloro( triethylenetetramine)cobalt(ill) iodide. 0.5-hydrate
The diastereoisomer was ground (twice) in an ice-cold mortar with 
Nal (excess) and a little ice-cold water containing 1 drop of glacial 
acetic acid. The slightly soluble (-)[Co trien Clgjl was filtered off, 
washed with a little ice-cold Nal solution, alcohol and acetone and air 
dried. The grinding of the slurry was carried out as quickly as possible.
The (-)[Co trien Clgjl was converted to the chloride by shaking it 
vigorously with excess AgCl in water containing a drop of acetic acid.
Agl was filtered off and the a isomer was fractionally crystallised as the 
iodide or perchlorate by adding Nal or NaClO^. Both iodide and perchlorate 
crystallised as deep-violet needles and the optical forms were less soluble
than the racemates
Alternatively, the iodide was transfoimed to acetate by shaking it 
vigorously for three minutes with a slight deficiency of silver acetate 
in a small volume of ice-water containing one drop of acetic acid. Agl 
was filtered off and the iodide or perchlorate fractionally crystallised 
as before.
The maximum rotations measured were: iodide, [a]^ * +2100°, -2130°
.o _ _____, . . .  . .. . ,n r-i „„„»o(dp * —1*06 for 0.05$ solution in acetic acid), ^a 5^ 7 g “ +2320°, -2340°; 
perchlorate, [a]p ■ +2330°, -2250° (a^ « -K}.93° for 0*04$ solution in 
acetic acid)•
Anal. Calcd. for a[Co(CgH^gN4) Clgjl. 0.5 HgO:
Calcd. for a[Co(C6H18N4)Cl2 ]ClD4
C, 17.52; H, 4.61; »» 13.59.
C, 17.46; H, 4.59; N, 13.28
C, 17.59; H, 4.59; Nf 13.59.
cio .
C, 19.16; H, 4.82; N, 14.91
C, 19.06; H, 4.75; N, 14.55
C, 19.38; H, 4.81; N, 14.80.
Active a[Co trien Clgjl was converted to perchlorate by grinding twice in
an ice-cold mortar with a little water containing one drop of acetic acid
and excess NaClO,.4
In another resolution the diastereoisomer (15.3 g.) was ground twice 
in an ice-cold mortar with a little water containing one drop of 5N HC104, 
and excess NaC104 (added in small portions). The (~)a[Co trien C12]C1D4
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which c r y s t a l l i s e d  was f i l t e r e d ,  washed w ith  ic e -c o ld  NaC104 s o lu t io n , 
m ethanol and e th e r ,  and a i r  dried*  (Y ield  10«3 g .)  • The fo llow ing
s o lu tio n  in  0 .0 1  N HCIO^) , [o jgyg “ -2030° (76$ o p t ic a l ly  p u re ) .
(+) q -d ic h lo ro ( tr ie th y le n e te tra m in e )c o b a lt(  I I I )  p e rc h lo ra te
From th e  f i l t r a t e  from th e  se p a ra tio n  o f the d ia s te re o iso m e r, the
agen t were t o t a l l y  p r e c ip i ta te d  by a d d ii^  a la rg e  excess o f ace tone  (10 
l i t r e s ) ,  and f i l t e r e d  a f t e r  10 m in u tes .
T h is  p roduct was ground w ith  HCIO^ and NaClO^ a s  d e sc rib ed  fo r  the
r Wasd ia s te re o iso m e r, and th e  (+)a[Co t r i e n  CI^JCIO^ f i l t e r e d  o f f .  (Y ield  
10 .3  g . ,  8 6 $ ). I t  was 77$ o p t ic a l ly  p u re , [a ]^  * +1790°, [ a ] ^ g  *= +2090°* 
The d e x tro  isom er could  no t be p r e c ip i ta te d  from th e  f i l t r a t e  by 
CIO^ o r I  io n s .
Samples o f (+) and (-) p e rc h lo ra te s  cou ld  no t be p u r i f ie d .
The re s o lv in g  agent was recovered  from th e  f i l t r a t e s  by p r e c ip i ta t in g  
i t  w ith  excess e th a n o l .
( j )  q -c a rb o n a to ( tr ie th y le n e te tr a m in e )c o b a l t ( l I l )  p e rc h lo ra te  1 -h y d ra te
Twice r e c r y s t a l l i s e d  a[Co t r i e n  C lgjC l (20 .7  g .)  was added to  HC104
s o lu tio n  (150 m l. o f  0 .013 M) , and the  s o lu tio n  was s t i r r e d  fo r  a  tim e
s u f f ic ie n t  f o r  th e  d ich lo ro  c h lo rid e  to  d is s o lv e , and aquate  com pletely  to
th e  chloixPaquo s tag e  (30 h o u rs ) . Excess NaHCOg (1 2 «6 g .)  was added,
fo llow ed by NaC104 (14 g .)  * The m ix tu re  was th en  evaporated  in  a  c u r re n t
o f  a i r  a t  room tem peratu re  and ( m j  a[Co t r i e n  C0„]C10 soon began to— o  4
r o ta t io n s  were observed :
o p p o site  o p t ic a l  isom er (+)a[Co t r i e n  C lgjC l and rem aining re so lv in g
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crystallise. It was filtered off, and recrystallised fractionally from 
hot water (80°) hy cooling and adding NaClO^. The fractions were filtered 
off, washed with methanol containing a little water, ethanol and acetone, 
end dried at 50°. By their visible spectra, the first two fractions 
(yield 8*7 g., 34$) were shown to be pure o[Co trien CO^JCIO^.K^O*
A resolution of the compound was attempted by adding 
K(+) [Co en raalgj^HgO (l mole) to a solution of (^)d[Co trien CO^jClO^.HgO 
(1 mole) at 50°* On evaporation at room temperature (~)d[Co trien CO^jclO^ 
separated as the least soluble component. This contrasts with 
j3[Co trien CO^JCIO^, which may be resolved in this way since KCIO^ first 
separates, and then the diastereoisomer may be crystallised.
(+) cu»carbonato(triethylenetetramine)cobalt( III) perchlorate* 1-»hydrate.
This was prepared in a similar manner to the racemic perchlorate by 
transforming the active cis a dichloro perchlorate with full retention of 
configuration (chapter 3). (+)d[Co trien Cl^jClO^ (11*5 g.,
[d]^ » +1000°, 77$ optically pure) was aquated in 0*01 M BCIO^ (200 ml*) 
for 15 hours. NaHCO^ (5*7 g.) was added, and after 15 minutes NaClO^
(8.4 g.) was added. Orange-red crystals of (+)d[Co trien CO^jClO^.HgO 
began to crystallise in a few minutes, and were filtered off after one 
hour. They were washed with methanol/water, ethanol and acetone, and 
dried at 50°. (Yield 5.4 g., 46$) . This fraction gave [d]^ « +1200°
(a^ - +1*24° for 0.102$ aqueous solution), [dj^g = +1430°*
Anal* Calcd. for (+) d C ^ C g ^ N ^ ^ J C l O ^ E g O i  C, 21,97; H, 5.27;
N, 14.64. Founds C, 21.99; H, 5.21; N, 14.71.
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A f u r th e r  f r a c t i o n  (4*1 g .)  , o b ta in ed  by reduc ing  the volume to  50 m l. in  
a  ro ta ry  e v ap o ra to r , gave [ a L  * +1050° and [a L ™  « +1300°.
On r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  from warm w a ter (50°) as  d esc rib ed  fo r  th e  
racem ic isom er, th e  measured r o ta t io n  could no t be in c re a se d  above 
[a ]^  * +1230°, and th e  o p t ic a l  isom ers were le s s  so lu b le  than  th e  racem ate . 
The (+)a[Co t r i e n  CO^jClO^.HgO c r y s ta l l i s e d  a s  p la te s  o r  prism s; th e  
co rresponding  isom er was o b ta in ed  only  as  needles*
a - d ia W t r i e t h y l e n e t e t r a m i n e ) c o b a l t ( m )  p e rc h lo ra te
To ( +)«[Co t r i e n  COgjclO^HgO (2*59 g* , [a ]^  * +1200°) 10$ excess 
HCIO  ^ (3*0 m l. o f 5M) was added dropw ise w ith  s t i r r i n g  a t  0°C* A fte r  
e ffe rv escen ce  was com plete, th e  s o lu t io n  in  a  beaker was p laced  in  a  
vacuum d e s ic c a to r .  When th e  s o lu tio n  had evaporated  n e a r ly  to  dryness 
( l  week) th e  w ell-fo rm ed  deep red d ish -carm ine  c r y s ta l s  of 
(+) g46S [Co trienCEgO ^JCciO ^) ^ were f i l t e r e d  o f f  in  a  s in te re d - g la s s  
f i l t e r ,  washed tw ice w ith  e th e r ,  and qu ick ly  p laced  in  th e  vacuum 
d e s ic c a to r .  They were an a ly sed  a f t e r  3 days. (Y ield  3 .1 3  g . ,  8 6 $ ).
A nal. C alcd. f o r  ( + ) 3 *  C» 13*C5; H> 4 *n ?
N, 10 .39 . Found: C, 13 .29 ; H, 4 .02 ; N, 10 .22 .
The measured r o ta t io n  was [ a ]D -  -168° (c^ * -0 .1 9 °  fo r  0.0566$ s o lu t io n  
in  0 .01  M HC104, in  a  2 dm. tube)*
The (+)a[Co t r i e n ^ O ) 3 wa8 s l i g h t ly  hygroscopic* A sample 
on an enclosed  b a lance  in c re a se d  in  w eight by about 1$  in  15 m inu tes. 
T h e re fo re , th e  compound was weighed out q u ick ly  f o r  k in e t i c  runs in  th e
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normal manner# The sample used was re-analysed after the kinetics had 
been completed and was found to be still analytically pure. However, the 
complex decomposed when left under vacuum for an extended period, (p# 50 ) .
Trans-dibromo(triethylenetetramine) cobalt(III) bromide
This was prepared in a similar manner to that described for 
a[Co trien Clgjci* a[Co trien(NOg) gjBr.HgO (79*0 g# in 100 ml* water) was 
treated with excess HBr (77 ml# of 5#8 N) and after evaporation to dryness, 
the olive-green product was ground in ethanol, filtered, washed with 
ethanol and ether, and dried at 50°* (yield 85 g#, 95$)* The product
2
was not possiblev"'/ #
ß-Carbonato (triethylenetetramine) cobalt( III) chloride 1*5-Üydrate
o trien Cl^
in water (170 ml*) was heated on a steam bath with occasional stirring#
The violet colour soon changed to red, and after the solution had become 
alkaline (60 minutes) the excess Li^CO^ was filtered from the hot solution# 
After cooling, CaClg (4 g#) was added to eliminate carbonate ion and the 
solution was filtered again# From the filtrate,
j}[Co trien C0^]C1# 1*5 H^O was crystallised by carefully adding ethanol# 
After standing, the crystals were filtered, washed with ethanol and 
acetone, and air dried. (Yield 79 g., 89$). The visible spectrum of this 
crude product showed that it contained about 80$ of the isomer. The 
product was recrystallised from a small volume of warm water by carefully 
adding ethanol*
]C1 (85 g# of crude) and Li^CO^ (25 g#)A mixture of a[C
contained a little unreacted a[Co trien(N0r>)
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Anal. Calcd. for £[Co(CgH N4)C03]C1. 1.5 Eg0 : C, 25.65; H, 6.41;
N, 17.10. Found: C, 25.52; E, 6.33; N, 17.19.
The J3 carbonato perchlorate was obtained as well-formed red needles by- 
adding NaClO^ to a solution of £[Co trien CO^jCl. It was recrystallised 
slowly from hot water (50°) by leaving the solution to stand (5 days) •
The lai^ge crystals which first separated had a visible spectrum identical 
to that of optically pure (-)|3[Co trien CO^JClO^.EgO.
o trien C0^]Br. 0.5 
[Co trien Br^jBr (89 g. in 180 ml. water) and Li^CO^ (20 g.) in a similar 
manner to that above. After removing excess Li^CO^, the solution was 
cooled in an ice bath for one hour. The impurity a[Co trien(NO^) ^ jBr.HgO 
which separated (p.4-5" ) was filtered. Ethanol was added to the filtrate 
and the deep-red product crystallised on standing. (Yield 57 g., 83^ 6).
It was recrystallised from water by the addition of ethanol.
Anal. Calcd. for £[00(0^ ^ )  COgjBr. 0.5 Eg0. 0.5 CgEgOE: C, 25.48;
E, 5.89; N, 14.86. Found: C, 25.49; E, 5.71; N, 15.18.
The same sample was also recrystallised from water by methanol.
Anal. Calcd. for £[Co(CgE^N^ CO^jBr. 0.5 EgO. 0.5 CE^OE: C, 24.33;
E, 5.72; N, 15.14. Found: C, 24.45; E, 5.48; N, 15.21.
The difficulties experienced by previous w o r k e r s ^ * ^  in 
crystallising trien carbonato compounds were ascribed to high solubilities, 
but it was likely that mixtures of the carbonato and diaquo isomers were 
present. Once crystallised, all a and £ carbonato derivatives could be
EgO. 0.5 CgEgOE was prepared from trans
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reciystallised easily, and were not appreciably hygroscopic«
Silver (+) bis(malonato) ethylenediamine cobalt(III) 2-Kydrate
To an aqueous solution of K(+)[Co en mal^J^HgO (38,8 g, in 70
ml,), a warm solution containing a slight excess of AgN0^ (17,4 g. in 25 
ml,) was added. On cooling, Ag(+) [Co en mal,,],211,0 precipitated. It was 
filtered off, washed with a small volume of iced water, methanol and 
acetone, and air dried. Prom the filtrate more product was precipitated 
by adding ethanol. The second fraction was recrystallised from hot water 
(60°) by the addition of ethanol, and added to the main crop. (Yield 
43.1 g,, 94$). The product had the following rotations*
[a]^ - +1430° (dp * +0.73° for an 0,0511$ aqueous solution) ,
[a]576 - +2080°, [a]546 - +1060°.
Anal. Calcd. for Ag(+) [Co(C2HQN2) ( C ^O^) 2],21^0 : C, 20.57; H, 3.45;
N, 6,00. Pound: C, 20.76; H, 3,56; N, 5,96.
Resolution of ß-carbonato( trie thy lenetetramine) cobalt (ill) Bromide
Ag(+) [Co en malgj^HgO (43.1 g.) was shaken with a slight excess of 
J3[Co trien CO^jBr. 0,5 HgO. 0,5 CgH^OH (32.6 g. in 100 ml, water) for 5 
minutes in a stoppered flask. The silver bromide was filtered off and 
washed with water, and the filtrate and washings (which were free of Ag+ 
ion) were evaporated in a rotary evaporator to 100 ml. Methanol and 
ethanol were added, and on standing overnight the diastereoisomer 
(+)j3[Co trien C0^](+) [Co en mal2].4H20 crystallised as fine silvery-pink
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plates. It was filtered off, washed with methanol and acetone, and air- 
dried. (Yield 23.7 g., 78$) . The product gave the following rotations:
[a]^ - +1500° (cLß - -K)*66° for an 0.044$ aqueous solution) ,
[oclr-~a » +2230°* On evaporating the filtrate further, to 60 ml., and 
repeating the precipitation with methanol/ethanol, very little more 
diastereoisomer was obtained (0*3 g. having [a]^ ■ +1440°) «
The diastereoisomer was recrystallised from the minimum volume of 
water by adding methanol (or dimethylformamide) to incipient 
crystallisation and allowing the solution to stand. The maximum rotation 
obtained (least soluble fraction) was [a] “ +1540°f so that the 
diastereoisomer obtained in the above resolution was almost optically pure* 
Anal. Calcd. for (+)£[0o(C6H18H4)C03](+) [Co^gHgRj) (C3E j04)2 ].4^0 i 
C, 27*27; H, 5.76; N, 12*73. Found: C, 27.35; E, 5.88;
N, 12.50.
(+) ß-carbonato(triethylenetetramine)cobalt (ill) perchlorate 1-hydrate 
The diastereoisomer (22.5 g., [ c t * +1540°) was dissolved in the 
minimum volume of water (50 ml.) , and when excess NaClO^ was added, orange- 
red (+)£[Co trien COgjClO^.HgO began to ciystallise immediately* It was 
filtered after 5 minutes, washed with methanol containing a little water, 
methanol and acetone, and air-dried. (Yield 12.0 g., 88$). The product 
was reciystallised from warm water (50°) by adding ethanol to incipient 
crystallisation. (+)£[Co trien CO^jClO^.EgO crystallised as orange-red 
needles and was filtered fractionally, washed with ice-cold NaClO^ solution, 
methanol and acetone, and dried at 50°. The optical isomers were less
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so lu b le  than  th e  racem ate* The y ie ld  o f  pure isom er, [a ]^  “ +770° 
(a^ = +0*73° f o r  0 .0957$  aqueous s o lu t io n ) ,  was 11*3 g .
A nal. C alcd. fo r  (+)£[Co(C6H1QN4)COglClO^HgO s C, 21 .97 ; H, 5 .2 7 ; 
N, 1 4 .6 4 . Found: C, 21.91; H, 5 .37; N, 14 .55 .
The d ia s te re o iso m e r was a lso  converted  to  th e  carbonato  io d ide  
(through th e  t r i i o d id e  and re d u c tio n  w ith  Na^SO^) , and to  th e  t e t r a -  
phenylborate d e r iv a t iv e ,  which was acetone  s o lu b le .
A nal. C alcd. fo r  (+ )^[CoCCgH^N^CO,^ 0 ( 0 ^ )  4 J .  1 .5  HgO: C, 60.91;
H, 6 .5 5 . Found: C, 60.63; Hf 6.62*
(-) ß -ca rb o n a to (t r ie th y le n e te t r a m in e ) c o b a l t ( i l l )  p e rc h lo ra te  1 -h y d ra te  
The f i l t r a t e  from th e  se p a ra tio n  o f d ia s te re o iso m e r was reduced in  
volume on a ro ta ry  ev ap o ra to r to  50 m l. On a d d itio n  o f  excess NaC104> 
(-)J3[Co t r i e n  CO^JClO^HgO c r y s ta l l i s e d  im m ediately and t h i s  was 
r e c r y s t a l l i s e d  a s  d esc rib ed  above. The pure product had th e  fo llow ing  
r o ta t io n s :  [a j^  -  -780°, [ a ] &7g = -9 3 0 ° . (Y ield  9 .5  g . f 54$ ).
A nal. C alcd. fo r  W £[C o(C 6H]L8N4)C03 ]C104.H20 : C, 21 .97; H, 5 .2 7 ;
N, 14 .64 . Found: C, 22 .08; E, 5 .3 1 ; N, 14 .64 .
The re so lv in g  agent Na(+)[Co en malgJ^HgO was p r e c ip i ta te d  from th e  
f i l t r a t e s  w ith  e th a n o l.
^ 5 1C ß ^ ^ ^ u° (^ r i ethylenefretramrine) c o b a lt  ( I I I )  p e rc h lo ra te
This was p repared  in  a s im ila r  manner to  th a t  d esc rib ed  fo r  th e  
co rresponding  c i s  a  isom er ( p .4 - f  ) •  (~).§[Co t r i e n  COgjClO^HgO (1 .3  g . #
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[a]jj “ -730°) was carefully treated with excess HCIO^ (2.0 ml. of 5N) , 
and the solution placed in a vacuum desiccator. The orange-red product 
slowly crystallised and after 4 hours was filtered off on a sintered-glass 
filter, washed with ether, and dried in a vacuum desiccator (3 days) • It 
was veiy soluble in water, soluble in the alcohols and acetone, but 
insoluble in ether.
Anal. Calcd. for (-) 546ßCCo ( C g H ^ )  (HgO^KciO^ 3 * C, 13.®,- H, 4.11;
N, 10.39. Found: C, 13.40; H, 4.16; N, 10.30.
An 0.205^ solution in 0.01 M HC104 gave « -0.38° whence [a]^ * -186°,
ra]ewo ■ -200°. It was ehown to be optically pure by transforming the 57o
above solution to optically pure (-)£[Co trien CO^] with excess NaHCO^.
The carbonato solution had ■ -1.12°, whence [m ]^ ** -2970°•
A sample of (-) 54&§^° trienjHgOigXCJO^Jg on 011 enclose<  ^balance 
increased in weight by 6% in 13 minutes. Samples for kinetics were weighed 
in the noimal manner as quickly as possible.
Decomposition of cis-diaquo(triethylenetetramine)cobalt( III)
Perchlorates
When samples of both the a and J3 isomers were kept in a desiccator 
(over calcium chloride) for a long period (3 months) both isomers darkened 
in colour (the a changed from reddish-carmine to violet-red, the £ changed 
from reddish-orange to brownish-orange), were much less hygroscopic than 
the original samples, and both contained some dark brown or dark green- 
brown material, insoluble in water. However the samples were completely 
soluble in ethanol and acetone. The dry, freshly prepared samples were
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merely stored in stoppered bottles, and under these conditions they were 
quite stable*
3-dinitro(triethylenetetramine)cobalt(III) nitrate
A slight excess of HNO^ (101 ml. of 2N) was slowly added to 
£[Co trien CO^JCl. 1.5 HgO (32.7 g.). After 30 minutes, NalOg (15.0 g.) 
was added to the diaquo solution and yellow-orange crystals of 
J3[Co trien(N02)2 ]N03 slowly separated (l hour). The product was filtered 
off after one day, washed quickly with ice-cold HNO^ (1 N) , alcohol and 
acetone, and air-dried. (Yield 28 g., 809&) • It was recrystallised from 
hot water (90°).
Anal. Calcd. for £ [ C o ( ( N 0 2)2]K)3: C, 20.06; H, 5.05; N, 27.47.
Found: C, 20.29; H, 5.13; N, 27.36.
3~dinitro(triethylenetetramine) cobalt(III) iodide
Nal was added to a hot solution of £[Co trien(N02)gjNO^ (4.4 g. in 
90 ml. water at 80°) and the corresponding iodide crystallised out. It 
was filtered off, washed with ice-cold Nal solution, alcohol and acetone, 
and air-dried. (Yield 4.8 g., 9C$) • The complex was recrystallised 
quickly fron hot water, 90°.
Anal. Calcd. for £[Co(C6H18N4)(NOg)2]l: C, 16.99; H, 4.28; N, 19.82.
Found: C, 17.06; H, 4.27; N, 19.84.
Resolution of ß-dinitro(triethylenetetramine) cobalt(III) iodide
J3[Co trien(NOg) 2Jl (30.0 g. in 80 ml. water containing one drop of 
glacial acetic acid) was transformed to the acetate, by shaking the
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so lu tio n  w ith  a  s l ig h t  d e f ic ie n c y  o f s i l v e r  a c e ta te  (3 .9  g . ) .  The Agl 
was f i l t e r e d  o f f  and sodium(+)antim onyl t a r t r a t e  (3 .6  g .)  was added 
slowly to  th e  s o lu t io n .  On s c ra tc h in g  the s id e s  o f th e  v e s s e l ,  th e  yellow  
d ia s te reo iso m er (+) ^.^ß[Co trien (N 0 2)2 ](+ ) [S b O -ta rt]  commenced to  sep a ra te  
im m ediately. (Y ie ld  6 .4  g .)  The d ia s te re o iso m e r was r e c iy s t a l l i s e d  
f r a c t io n a l ly  fro n  ho t w ater (7 0 ° ) .  The le a s t  so lu b le  f r a c t io n s  were the  
most a c t iv e ,  and the  h ig h e s t r o ta t io n s  measured w ere: [a j^  * +138°
(Op * +0*41° fo r  0.3C$ aqueous s o lu t io n ) ,  ** +142°, [a]g^g = +198°.
A nal. C alcd. f o r  (+ )54^ [C o (C 6H18N4) (MOg)g ](+) [Sh0(C4H406) ] :  C, 20 .60 ;
H, 3 .80; N, 14 .42 . Found: C, 20.63; H, 3 .89; N, 14 .25 .
The d ia s te re o iso m e r was shaken in  so lu tio n  w ith  excess N al, and
(+ )f.4öß[C° tr ien (N 0 2) g ] l  p r e c ip i ta te d .
The laevo isom er was p re c ip i ta te d  as th e  io d id e , by a d d itio n  o f Nal
to  th e  f i l t r a t e  a f t e r  the  removal o f the  d ia s te re o iso m e r.
A ctive  d in i t r o  io d id es  were p u r i f ie d  by ra p id  f r a c t io n a l
r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  from h o t w a te r (9 5 ° ) . The f r a c t io n s  were f i l t e r e d ,
washed w ith  ic e -c o ld  Nal s o lu t io n ,  e th an o l and ace to n e , and a i r  d r ie d .
The o p t ic a l  isom ers were l e s s  so lu b le  than  the racem ate , and the  maximum
ro ta t io n s  measured w ere: [ a L  -  +149°, -1 5 6 °; [ a l cr,Q » +160°, -167°;D o r a
[ a ]546 -  +255°, «255°.
A n a l. C alcd. f o r  £ [ 0 0 ( 0^ ^ )  (BD2) 2 ] l :
C, 16.99; H, 4 .28 ; N, 19.82
Found (d ex tro  isom er) : C, 17.03; H, 4 .24 ; N, 19.70
(laevo  isom er): C, 17 .01 ; H, 4 .26 ; N, 19 .53 .
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Active dinitro perchlorates were prepared by shaking the
corresponding active iodides with excess AgCl in water* The silver
halides were filtered off and the perchlorates were fractionally
precipitated as yellow plates by adding NaClO^ solution slowly* The
active isomers which were less soluble than the racemate, were filtered,
washed with ice-cold NaCIO, solution, ethanol and acetone, and air dried.4
The optically pure laevo perchlorate gave the following rotations:
[ a * -156° (a^ ■ -0.31° for an 0.198$ aqueous solution), [a]578 “ -181°,
M 546 - -282°-
Anal. Calcd. for (-)546ß[co(c6H18H4) 0*>g)2 ]C!K)4 « 0, 18.17; H, 4.56;
Nf 21.19. Poundt C, 18.30; H, 4.71; K, 21.20.
Although not quite as stable optically as the a isomer, the J3 dinitro 
perchlorate and iodide were recrystallised from boiling water by cooling 
and adding NaClO^ or Nal without appreciable change in rotations.
ß~dichloro(triethylenetetramine)cobalt(III) chloride 0.5-hydrate
J3[Co trien CO^JCl. 1.5 HgO (16.1 g*) was suspended in ethanol (500 ml*) 
saturated with dry hydrogen chloride, and stirred. There was a slow 
effervescence, and in the early stage more HC1 was bubbled through the 
solution periodically. After standing overnight, J3[Co trien ClgjCl was 
filtered off as a fine reddish-violet powder, washed with ethanol and 
acetone, and air-dried. (Yield 12.5 g., 82$).
This product was resolved without purification, but for analysis a 
saturated solution was made up quickly in dilute acetic acid (pH 3) at 
room temperature, and the compound recrystallised by cooling quickly in an
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ice-bath and adding hydrochloric acid (12 N)•
Anal. Calcd. for £[Co(C6H gN4)ClgJCl. 0.5 HgOs C, 22.46; H, 5.93;
N, 17.47. Found: C, 22.16; H, 5.83; N, 17.38.
Resolution of ß-dichloro(triethylenetetramine) cobalt(III) chloride
/t /This isomer aquated rapidly ( 1/^ in acid solution ^  6 minutes at 
25 ) and the resolution was therefore carried out quickly, and where 
possible at low temperatures. A saturated solution of the dichloro 
isomer, prepared by shaking the solid with dilute acetic acid solution 
(pH 3) at 20°C for 2 minutes, was filtered quickly into a flask cooled in 
an ice bath. (The residue was enriched in the less soluble a isomer) • A 
solution thus prepared (8.2 g. in 300 ml.) was immediately treated with 
Na(+) [Co en ox^J.HgO (5.0 g.) • The diastereoisomer
(~)£[Co trien Clg](+)[Co en oXgJ.H^O separated immediately and was filtered 
off after 4 minutes. It was washed with a little iced water, alcohol and 
acetone, and air dried. (Yield 5.0 g., 65$). An 0.066$ solution in cold 
0.01 N HCIO^ gave ■ +0.09°, cc5^q = -0.09 i 0.02°, whence [ M j ^ +800°, 
-800°. The optical purity of the complex was determined more 
accurately by converting the above solution, after it had aquated to the 
chloroaquo ion (l hour at 25°) to the carbonato complex with excess 
NaHCOg (p. #0 ). The rotation measured was 85 -0.35°, whence
[m ]578 ■ -3100°. At this wavelength the (+) [Co en ox«?]" ion has nearly 
zero rotation, and the resolved carbonato compound has [Mj^g ■ -3700°.
ITo diastereoisomer separated when the resolution was carried out at room
temperature
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A nal. C alcd. fo r  ( - )  J3 [C o (C g E ^ ) Clg ](+) [Co(CgHgN^CgC^)g J.HgO: C, 24 .44)
H, 4 .75; N, 14 ,25 , Found: C, 24,25; E, 4 ,66; N, 14,04,
(-)J3[Co t r i e n  C lr,]l was recovered  from th e  d ia s te re o iso m e r by a 
procedure id e n t ic a l  to  th a t  desc rib ed  fo r  th e  a  isom er, (p .4 -°  ) •  The 
g rin d in g  w ith  Nal was c a r r ie d  out q u ick ly  a t  0°C. The isom er was p u r i f i e d  
b j^haking  th e  io d id e  (3  g ,)  in  an ic e -c o ld  d i lu te  a c e t ic  a c id  s o lu t io n  
(60 m is .) w ith  an excess of AgCl. The s i l v e r  h a lid e s  were f i l t e r e d  o f f  
(2 m inutes) and NaCIO was added in  sm all p o rtio n s  to  th e  f i l t r a t e  to
f t
f r a c t io n a l ly  p r e c ip i t a t e  (-Oj^Co t r i e n  CI^JCIO^ as v io le t  p la te s .  These 
were washed w ith  ic e -c o ld  EaClO^ s o lu t io n , e th an o l and ace to n e , and a i r  
d r ie d . The o p t ic a l  isom er was le s s  so lu b le  th a n  th e  racem ate , and the  
r o ta t io n  measured fo r  th e  l e a s t  so lu b le  f r a c t io n  was cl^  = -0 ,1 2 °  f o r  a  
0 .051$ s o lu t io n ,  whence [a j^  ® -2 3 0 ° , The s o lu t io n  was transfo rm ed  to  
J3[Co t r i e n  C0^]+ and ct^ * -0 ,4 2 °  whence [m] « -3100°,
A nal. C alcd. f o r  ( - ) j3[Co(C6H16N4) C lgJC lO ^ C, 19.16; H, 4 .62 ; N, 14.91* 
Found: C, 19 .28 ; H, 4 .82 ; N, 14 .96 .
A f te r  removal o f  th e  d ia s te re o  isom er, (+)i§[Co t r i e n  Cl^JClO^ was 
p re c ip i ta te d  f r a c t io n a l ly  from the  f i l t r a t e  by adding  NaClO^. (T o ta l y ie ld  
3 .9  g . ,  80$). An 0 .0 5 7 $  s o lu t io n  o f th e  l e a s t  so lu b le  f r a c t io n  ( l  g .)  gave 
Op *= +0.15° whence [a j^  s  +240°. The s o lu t io n  was converted  to  th e  
£[Co t r i e n  C0^]+ io n  which gave [m]^ °  42650°. F ra c tio n s  2 (1 .4  g .)  and 3 
(1 .5  g .)  gave [m]^ ** 4-1800° and 4450° r e s p e c tiv e ly  f o r  th e  carbonato
complex
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The combined filtrates were reduced to a small volume Mid the 
resolving agent recovered by adding ethanol.
Trans-dichloro(triethylenetetramine)cobalt(ill) chloride and perchlorate 
J3[Co trien CO^jCl. 1*5 H^O (20 g.) was treated with excess ice-cold 
HC1 (50 ml. of 12 N.)• The solution was placed in the refrigerator and 
as the product crystallised, it was filtered fractionally in a sintered- 
glass filter, washed with acetone, and air-dried. The first two fractions 
(7.0 g.) , which separated after one day, were red-violet. The next 
fraction obtained (0.2 g., after 2 days) was all green 
trans[Co trien CljJCl.KCl.K^O.
Anal. Calcd• for trans [Co( C ^ ^ )  Cl^Cl.KCl.P^O: C, 19.69; H, 5.78;
N, 15.31. Found: C, 19.51; H, 6.07; N, 15.25.
More violet product was filtered off over the next 7 days, and this was 
shown to be largely the j3 isomer (p. 13 ) # A microscopic examination 
showed that all fractions contained some green crystals of the trans 
isomer.
The violet product (about 10 g.) was refluxed in methanol (300 ml.) 
for one hour. The residue was filtered off and excess diy LiClO^ was then 
added to the green solution. On cooling in an ice bath and scratching the 
vessel walls with a glass rod, green crystals of trans[Co trien Cl^JClO^ 
were obtained. These were filtered off after 10 minutes to avoid 
contamination with the cis isomers, washed with ethanol and ether, and air 
dried. The residue was extracted again and more of the trans isomer 
obtained. (Total yield 1.5 g.).
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Anal* Calcd. fo r  trän e [Co (CgH^^N )^ Cl^jClO^s C, 19*16; H, 
N, 1 4 .9 1 . Pound: C, 19 .23; H, 4 .72 ; N, 1 4 .8 2 .
4 .82 ;
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C H 1 P T E B  T H R E E
RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE STEREOCHEMISTRY OF THE 
GEOMETRIC AND OPTICAL ISOMERS
INTRODUCTION TO TRANSFORMATION REACTIONS
Many substitution reactions of geometrical isomers of cobalt (ill)
complexes yield a mixture of cis and trans products, and rearrangements to
form the other geometrical isomer are quite common. However, some
reactions always seem to occur predominantly with retention of geometrical
(and optical) configuration, and a few proceed with complete retention of
(35 70)geometric structure and optical activity' 9 ' *
To determine the relative geometric configurations (a or £) of the 
prepared cis diacido-triethylenetetramine-cobalt(lll) compounds, it was 
necessary to utilise reactions which are known to occur without any re­
arrangement or racemisation in similar systems, in particular the bis(en) 
series. In fact this consideration dictated the preparations described in 
chapter 2, and the isomers were incorporated in the following scheme of 
reactions:
«2° 2+ 21iC03 ? [CotrienCOj]+cis [CotrienC 1^ .] ------cis [CotrienCl( EUO) ]
2H+ *z. 2ND-
-■■-■■■>  cis [Co trien( EUO) o  ] ^----— >  cis[Cotrien(NOo)o J
It is convenient to review the stereochemical, kinetic and mechanistic
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evidence that each of these separate steps occurs with retention in similar 
systems•
The stereochemical course of aquation reactions is reviewed in chapter 
4, and in particular it has been found that all cis compounds of the type 
[Co erv, ACl]n+ aquate stereospecifically in acid solution to give 
cis[Co er^ A(HgO) ](n+^  + as the first aquation product« In all instances 
where active compounds have been used, no loss of activity was found to 
occur during the aquation reactior& Sometimes however, the aquation 
product may racemise, or isomerise to the trans isomer as occurs with 
cis[Co eng 01(^0) ] . If the rates of these subsequent reactions are
comparable with the aquation rate, then some activity will be lost before 
the aquation is complete.
2+Optically pure (+) [Co en-, Cl(HgO) ] is converted to optically pure 
(+)[Co eiv, C0g]+ with sodium bicarbonate, and the rotation of the isolated 
product agrees with that obtained by resolution of (^)[Co en-> C0g]+ ion,
so the configuration is retained (44) There has been little work on the
detailed mechanism of this reaction, but oxygen-18 studies of Hunt 
et al.^60  ^ and Posey and T a u b e on the reverse reaction of acid on 
carbonato complexes (see below) suggest that the bicarbonate ion or CO,
adds to the coordinated water without cleavage of this Co-0 bond. The 
chloride ion then dissociates from either species (a) or (b) (figure 20)
and the carbonato group subsequently coordinates intramolecularly 
This mechanism is consistent with the retention of configuration«
(62)
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The r e a c t io n  o f  (+) [Co en^ COg]* w ith  a c id  to  form th e  diaquo io n
(+)[Co eru(H 20) J a lso  proceeds w ith  f u l l  r e te n t io n  o f  a c t i v i t y ,  and
th i s  was dem onstrated  by reco n v ers io n  to  th e  carbonato  io n  when th e
(4.4) 18
o r ig in a l  r o ta t io n  was re g a in e d v '  . The exchanges o f HgO w ith
[Co(NH3) 4C03 ]+ and [(^(NH^) 5C03J+ in  a c id  s o lu t io n  have shown
th a t  th e  proposed mechanism ( f ig u re  21) i s  c o n s is te n t w ith  r e te n t io n  o f
a c t i v i t y  in  th e  b is (e n )  complex* Only one of th e  w ater m olecules in  th e
18tetram m ine product was en riched  w ith  0 ( f r a c t io n  o f co o rd in a ted  w ater 
en riched  found ■ 0*493) and th e  re le a s e d  COg was o f normal abundance 
(enrichm ent found ^  1 $ ). In  th e  p o s tu la te d  mechanism ( f ig u re  21) , th e  COg 
i s  subsequen tly  e lim in a ted  by a d eca rb o x y la tio n  re a c t io n  in v o lv in g  C-0 
bond cleavage and one Co-0 bond i s  thus not broken*
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Figure 21
3+Nitrite ion added to active [Co en^HgO)^] gives the cis-dinitro complex 
with the same rotation as that obtained by resolution of the 
(i) [Co eiLpCNOg)^]* ion • The mechanism of this two-stage reaction 
(for each water molecule replaced) has been investigated in recent years 
by kinetic(63,64,65,66) i s o t o p e s t u d i e s  in a number of cobalt(lll) 
compounds, and is depicted in figure 22 for [Co en^(NH^) (H O^) ] *
;NK3r1. /  Co * /  N--------— 0Hi
Figure 22
Nitrite ion (or more probably NgO^) adds to the coordinated water molecule 
to form the nitrito complex, which subsequently rearranges intramolecularly 
to the nitro compound with retention of configuration. In the diaquo
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3+compound cis[Co eng(HgO)g] the secon^ water molecule will be replaced by
NOg" ion in a similar manner. Initially the Co-0 bonds are not broken,
and the 0 studies showed that neither of the oxygen atoms (of OflO)
exchanged with the solvent or added N0g~ ton. 97.5$ retention of the Co-0
3 .^ (67^bond was found in the product from cis[Co en^HgO)^] v • The 
intramolecular rearrangement occurs also in the solid state, but at a 
slower rate(64»67>68),
Thus it has been shown, by comparing optical rotations of products
obtained in these transformation reactions of bisethylenediamine compounds
with those of the corresponding resolved compounds, that there is no loss
of optical activity. Coupled with the mechanistic evidence outlined above,
this establishes that full retention of configuration occurs in these
reactions (i.e. inversions are excluded). Independent rotatory dispersion
evidence also indicated full retention, and by relating R.D. curves to that
3+of the D(+) [Co en^] ion, the absolute configurations of the products in 
the bis(en) series were assignedv « These two approaches are used in the 
following sections to first relate the configurations of all the a and £ 
trien complexes, and then to assign their absolute configurations.
TRANSFORMA.TIDNS OF TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE COMPLEXES
Optically pure cis a and J3 [Co trien ClgJClO^ were each transformed 
through the chloroaquo, carbonato and diaquo compounds to the corresponding 
a or £ dinitro complexes, according to the scheme previously outlined 
(p* ) • The rotations and R.D. curves measured for the carbonato and
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dinitro compounds, both in solution and after isolation as the 
perchlorates, could then be compared with the rotations obtained by 
resolving the racemic compounds*
The aquations of the dichloro compounds were carried out in acid 
solution at room temperature* From a knowledge of these rates (chapter 5) 
and the rates of subsequent aquations to the diaquo compounds (chapter 6) 
the times when the concentrations of the chloroaquo compounds rose to the 
maxima were calculated using the equation in appendix D. Measurements of 
rotation and R.D. were made at these times. In the £ aquation a mixture 
of two chloroaquo isomers (ß and ß , figure 4) was produced, but one of 
these is present to the extent of only (p♦/!*? ). No isomerisation of
the chloroaquo compounds occurred.
The solutions of the aquated complexes were transformed to the 
carbonato solutions with excess NaHCO^, and these compounds were 
subsequently converted to the diaquo solutions with excess concentrated 
HC10„.
Finally, treatment of solutions of the diaquo compounds with NaNO^ 
gave the dinitro compounds. The reaction in the system was more rapid 
than in the a* When the j3 product was retained in solution, the activity 
and spectral observations paralleled those of Pearson et al#^ ^  and 
Murmann^^ on the analogous bis(en) system, so that the dinitro complex 
was first formed. This subsequently underwent isomerisation and mut€u- 
rotation to the dinitro compound, which then tended to decompose.
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[CotrienCHgO) 2 ]w+----^  [Cotrien(0U0)2]+---- [Cotrien(0M3) (HOg)
---- >  [Cotrien(H02)2]+
If the products are isolated as perchlorates, isomerisation to the dinitro 
compounds is completed in the solid state, and decomposition is avoided.
Tables 6 and 7 give the rotations measured for the products in the a 
and reaction series.
On comparing the rotations of the carbonato and dinitro products in 
each series with those of the corresponding resolved compounds (or a 
carbonato recrystallised to maximum rotation) it is evident that optical 
activity is totally preserved to better than 95rfo throughout each series. 
With incomplete recovery of the dinitro compounds, retention may be stated 
to be better than 1/1 90^, but it is noted also that these latter rotations 
are much smaller and solutions are more highly absorbing, so that these 
rotations are less accurate. Rotations of the isolated diaquo isomers 
(chapter 2) are the same as were measured in solution during the 
transformations, and optical purity was confirmed by transforming the 
isolated compounds to the corresponding active dinitro and carbonato com­
pounds, The diaquo----carbonato transformation occurs with full
retention, as in the bis(en) series^^ ♦ The results also confirm that 
complete resolution of both isomers of the dichloro, carbonato, and dinitro 
compounds has been attained.
The tables show that for the dichloro, chloroaquo, carbonato and 
diaquo compounds, the a isomer has the larger rotation at all wavelengths 
(except a diaquo at 578 mju) , However, the dinitro compound has larger
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rotations than the a isomer* This reversal of the relative magnitudes of 
rotations on going from £  carbonato (with the lower rotations) to £  
dinitro (with the higher rotations) was fortunate and significant, for it 
(i) eliminates the possibility that J3[Co trien Cl^]+ and £[Co trien CO^]*, 
with the lower rotations, might have been incompletely resolved a isomers, 
and also (ii) indicates that isomerisation £  — >- a does not occur in 
these two transformation steps* If isomerisation did take place, the 
measured dinitro rotation would be lower than that of resolved 
j3[Co trien(NOg) g]+*
From measurements of rotations, it was found that the transformation 
reactions
+ _ 
a[Co trien (N0g)2 --------->• cis[Co trien(HgO)g] +
6XC6SB NO
a or J3[Co trien C1(H20) cis[Co trien(N02) 2 J*
also proceed largely with retention of configuration* (p. 85 and 90)*
It will be appreciated that the second of these reactions is not as simple 
as the corresponding transfomation from diaquc complexes, for the first- 
formed product will be cis[Co trien C1(N02)]+* Subsequent hydrolysis of 
the Cl ion in the neutral solution might not be stereospecific*
ROTATORY DISPERSION CURVES AND ASSIGNMENT OF ABSOLUTE 
CONFIGURATIONS FROM COTTON EFFECTS
Plane polarised light may be considered to be composed of left- and 
right-circularly polarised components (denoted 1 and r) superimposed, and
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optical rotation (a) results from a difference in the refractive indices 
(n) for the left and right components when the active medium is irradiated 
with plane polarised light. Also, in the vicinity of an optically active 
electronic transition there is a difference in absorption (6 ) for the 
left- and right-components by the sample, causing the emergent light beam 
to be elliptically polarised to an extent measured by the ellipticity,0  , 
such that 0 ^  oC (€  ^- €  J  ^  , This elliptic polarisation is called 
"circular dichroism". Thus the optical rotation, a, is measured by the 
angle between the plane of polarisation of the incident light and the major 
axis of the emergent elliptically polarised light, and OC .
The variation of rotation, hereafter expressed in terms of molecular 
rotation [m ], with wavelength is called "rotatory dispersion".
Both of these effects, optical rotation and C.D. arise fron an 
optically active transition, and in the vicinity of an isolated transition 
the R.D. and C.D. curves have the characteristics shown in figure 23 (a) 
or (b) . Whereas the C.D. is either positive or negative, the rotation is 
both positive and negative and goes through zero in the middle of the band 
where the ellipticity is greatest. The R.D. curve which is positive on 
the long wavelength side of the corresponding absorption band, and has a 
positive slope of U/ A  ie associated with a positive C.D. as in figure 
23(a) . The quantitative relationships between the R.D. and C.D. have been 
summarised by Mason^71' and it is noted that the amplitude [A] of the 
"anomaly" in the R.D. curve is related to the maximum C.D. by:
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This is useful in correlating the two effects, since a large C.D. is 
associated with a large R.D. effect. They are thus complementary, both 
being due to unequal interactions of a dissymmetric molecule with the two 
circularly polarised components of plane polarised light in an active 
transition region, and are together referred to as the "Cotton effect".
A positive Cotton effect then refers to a transition giving a positive C.D. 
band, and an R.D. curve of positive slope. Just as the optical isomers 
are mirror images, so are the R.D. and C.D. curves (compare a and b of 
figure 23) • Thus the shape of each R.D. curve and the sign of each C.D. 
band may be used as criteria for the configuration of the asymmetric 
centre. However, it is not possible to assign the configuration 
empirically from these curves, and reference must be made to some absolute 
structure. An absolute standard has been provided for cobalt and related 
complexes by the absolute X-ray analysis of the D(+) [Co en^]^* ion^^ , 
and if the configurations of complexes can be related to this ion through 
their R.D. and C.D. effects, their absolute configurations are thus 
determined. However, it follows from the origin of optical rotatory power 
that such correlations of configuration will only be valid when the Cotton 
effects for the different complexes are compared at the corresponding 
electronic transitions.
These measurements were first successfully applied by Mathieu^^ to 
relate the configurations of a number of analogous complexes of the type
the visible absorption band (called band I) so that the measured R.D. was
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a composite of at least two separate R.D. curves, and. in the cases where 
both transitions contributed significantly to the rotation they were 
resolved by the C.D. These latter curves showed two bands, and for some 
complexes these had opposite signs. In all instances most of the activity 
arose from the transition which was observed as the maximum absorption, 
and which Mathieu called the "principal" absorption. The less important 
transition, the "accessory" band, was sometimes observed as a shoulder on 
band I. From the sign of the Cotton effect for the "principal" absorption 
in each complex the configurations were related, complexes with the same 
sign having1 the same configuration.
(74-79)This procedure has been used in a number of instances sincev 
configurations being related from the signs of the Cotton effect 
determined from the slope of the R.D* curves at the "principal" bands.
This approach was rather empirical however, in the sense that it could not 
be certain that the same electronic transition was involved where the 
comparisons were made, and as late as 1958 it was claimed that the method 
alone could not be taken as proof of relative c o n f i g u ra t i o n* However 
it has been justified by the agreement of the R.D. results with those from 
Werner’s least soluble diastereoisomer method, Delepine’s active racemate 
method, and kinetic and mechanistic evidence in a variety of complexes of 
Co(lll), Rh(lll), Ir(lll) and Cr(lll) ^ 62h
In many cobalt(III) complexes, the "principal" absorption bands are 
sufficiently isolated to interpret the corresponding R.D. curves clearly 
in terns of the Cotton effect (from the slope of the R.D. curve) . However
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when the R.D. curve is complicated by a number of overlapping active 
absorption bands, the C.D. must be measured to determine the sign of the 
Cotton effect for each transition. Also in these complicated instances,
C.D. measurements may characterise in more detail than do simple 
absorption measurements the electronic transitions responsible for the 
absorption and rotatory power, since the individual C.D. peaks are usually 
well separated and fairly narrow for each transition. One can thus expect 
a greater use of C.D. in the future both to assign spectroscopic 
transitions^8^  and to aid in correlating configurations^^*
An approach which largely eliminated the uncertainty that different 
transitions were responsible for the R.D. comparisons was to consider a 
series of cis cobalt(lll) bis(en) complexes in which the substituents were 
varied systematically^82^. For the (+)[Co en^NHjx]11* compounds where
, NO^ *", the curves all had essentially the
same maximum rotatory power on the long wavelength side of the visible 
absorption band and a positive Cotton effect which shifted towards the 
violet as the substituents followed the order in the spectrocheanical
series Cl"--- ^-HgO ---• Similarly the ions
(+) [Co eng XY]n+, where XY - Gig, ClO^O), CC>3, (HgO).,, (NHg)2, (K02)2 ,
showed essentially the same spectrochemical gradation (figure 26) * However 
the maximum rotatory powers were not expected to correspond exactly since 
the symmetries of the individual complexes varied more widely than in the 
former series, but approached essentially ’’cubic” symmetry in 
[Co en^NHg)^] (in the crystal field sense) . The regularities were taken 
to indicate that the same active transition was involved in all the
X - Cl , HgO
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complexes of both series. The common configuration of each of the above
complexes was then related to that of the D(+) [Co en^] ion, since this
3+ion and (+)[Co er^NH^),,] have essentially the same "cubic” symmetry, 
and the spectra and R.D. curves were practically identical (figures 24 
and 25) .
Until recently the electronic transitions responsible for the
absorption of radiation and the rotatozy power of metal complexes were not
understood in any detail. However, at the present time rapid progress is
being made in the interpretation and understanding of the spectra,
3 Sespecially of d and strong-field d complexes, and configurations may now
be related confidently by comparing R.D. and C.D. curves.
Transition metal complexes usually have three main absorption bands.
Band I is located in the visible region, band II is usually in the near U.V*,
and band III is a charge-transfer band located in the U.V., and the
disposition of these broad bands is shown for the complex [Co en^] in
figure 24. These bands arise from a number of electronic transitions
involving the metal ion, and all or some of these transitions will be
optically active if the complex is dissymmetric.
(71)Mason 7 has shown that complexes of octahedral symmetry, 0^, e.g*
[Co(NHg)g] have one d — > d  transition, ^  within band I. In
dihedral complexes of D^ symmetiy, e.g. [Co en^]^+, ^T^ splits into two
1 1active transitions Ap and E (denoted E ) and these are necessarily 
opposed in their sign of C.D. The solution and crystal spectra and C.D* 
of the (+) [Co en^]^+ ion of known absolute configuration (denoted D
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have been extensively studied^^,^ ,^  , and the ^Ag and "Ss transitions
have been definitely assigned as shown in figure 24. In all the dihedral
complexes so far studied, the ^E transition gives a considerably larger
C.D. than the neighbouring transitions and is thus readily identified*
3 6It has been proposed that all dihedral d and d complexes where the
intense C.D. band for the E transition is positive should have the absolute
D configuration (figure 24) #
When the symmetry is lowered further to C^, as in the cis complexes 
n+ 2
[Co en^ X ] ’f E splits into two components of A and B symmetries, and
A9 becomes a transition with B symmetry. These complexes with the
3+absolute configuration D of (+)[Co en^J should give an A transition
(from ^E ) with a positive C.D. bsnd^^ , The similarity between the a
3+ 3+absorption, R.D. and C.D. of (+)[Co er^] and (+)[Co en^NEj)^] will be 
evident from figures 24 and 25 and the common absolute configuration D of 
these ions is thus established. It is clear then that the large positive 
C.D. band in D(+) [Co en^UH^g] has A symmetry. This fact will be used 
to relate the configurations of the trien complexes to the bis(en), and 
thence to the absolute configuration of D(+) [Co enu J .
The electronic transitions responsible for the rotatoiy power have not 
been characterised experimentally in any detail in complexes with a 
symmetry lower than D^ (dihedral) • It seems probable however from Masonfs 
studies that the transitions giving rise to most of the rotatoiy power in 
the cis[Co eng XY]n+ complexes previously mentioned were A transitions, 
and these coincided with the "principal" absorptions. Gillard^^ has also
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assigned (from C.D.) the transition at 462 mß  in (+) [Co as
that with A symmetry, and the R.D • inflexion is observed at this wave­
length (figure 26) • The situation has also been rationalised by 
Brushmiller et a l . ^ ^  by assuming that the cis[Co en^ XY]n+ complexes 
approximated to symmetry* The "principal" absorptions were then 
assigned as the "Ss transitions giving rise to most of the R.D«, and the 
"accessory" bands observed in the absorption and C.D. were assigned to the 
^A^ transitions. It was noted in Brushmiller*s studies that, depending on 
the relative crystal field strengths of the X and Y ligands, the two 
observed C.D. bands had the same sign (X and Y different field strengths 
as in the chloroammino complex) or different signs (X and Y similar 
strengths as in the dichloro complex)• The relative energies of the 
and transitions also depended on the relative strengths of X and Y, and 
when these were similar, as in all the trien and bis(en) complexes 
considered below, the ^Ag "accessory" transition was located on the long 
wavelength side of band I*
ASSIGNMENT OF CONFIGURATIONS TO THE TRIEN COMPLEXES
Since the trien ligand may be considered as two ethylenediamine 
molecules bridged, and in view of the great similarity of the absorption 
spectra (tables 3-5, figures 10-13) and R.D. curves (figures 26,27 and 33) 
for the cis[Co en^ XY]n+ and a and £  [Co trien XY]n+ ions, the above 
considerations should be valid for the trien compounds. The trien 
complexes have Cg symmetiy or approximate to C^ symmetry, and the R.D# 
arises mainly from the one transition of A symmetry.
2 ZTOO*■
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R.D. curves of the cations studied in the (+) cis a transformation 
series are shown in figure 27. It will be noted that in the vicinity of 
the first absorption band (band I, "principal" absorption) each compound 
exhibits a positive Cotton effect. These absorption bands and the R.D.
inflexion points shift towards the violet as the substituents essentially
-  2-follow the order in the spectrochemical series, Cl -- >  CO ---H^O
---displacements of the inflexion points, and the relative
magnitudes of [m ] at the long wavelength maximum exactly parallel those
the A transition is involved in all these complexes.
The individual contributions to the R.D. curves are made clear by the 
C*D. measurements on the (+) a trien complexes, given with the R.D. curves 
in figures 28 to 32. For the dichloro, chloroaquo, diaquo and dinitro 
compounds where the acido substituents have identical or similar crystal 
field strengths, the two main active transitions in band I are clearly 
resolved by the C.D. curves. By comparison with the analogous bis(en) 
compounds, it is the A transitions which give rise to most of the rotation 
(this follows from the relation between C.D. and rotation given earlier) 
and coincide with the "principal" absorptions. B transitions will lie at 
shorter and longer wavelengths but in each of these compounds only one B 
is observed, the "accessory" band, and this is probably the B transition 
derived from A^ v « This has much less rotatoiy power than the A
previously found (figure 26) so that
transition and is opposed in sign, and for the dichloro, chloroaquo, and 
diaquo ions lies on the long wavelength side of band I appearing as a 
shoulder in figures 28 and 31. In the dinitro compound it can not be
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certain which B transition is responsible for the weak C.D. peak at 400 
mji,, but it is clearly opposed in sign to the A (figure 32). The 
carbonato compound is of higher symmetry, the bis(en) carbonato being 
treated as octahedral by Brushmillerv , and only one strong C.D. band 
is observed, although this probably arises from two transitions of similar 
energies. The C.D. data for the dichloro compound suggests that the 
discrepancies between the calculated and measured R.D. curves for
T+ (81)Cl J are due to the band II transitions rather than
(61)charge-transfer transitions as was suggested'' * , Thus since the C.D. is 
positive for the A transitions throughout the series of (+) cis a 
complexes, the common configuration is established. Also since the R.D. 
curves exactly parallel those of the analogous (+) [Co en^ Xy]n+ ions, the 
common configuration of the following ions is established as absolute D.
(+) a[Co trien Clg ]+ (+)[Co en2 C12 ]+
(+) a[Co trien Cl(HgO) ]2+ (+) [Co eng Cl(HgO) f +
<+) a[Co trien C0„ ]+o (+)[Co en2 C03 r
(+)5462[CO trien (HgO)g ]3* (+) [Co en2 (H20)2
j3+
(+) [Co en2 ( ^ 2
j3+
<+) 546^°° trien (NCg)? ]+ (+) [Co en2 ^ 2 ]+
and D(+)[Co en^]3*
The R.D. curves for the complexes in the (-) cis trien 
transformation series are given in figure 33, and all have negative Cotton 
effects for the principal transition. Although the C.D. curves for the 
(-) £  trien complexes (figures 34 to 38) are not as well resolved as for
(+) [Co eng
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the a compounds, the signs of the A transitions are clearly negative, and 
the B transitions are very weak. Moreover, it appears from figures 34,
35 and 37 that for the £ configurations the A and B transitions have the 
same sign. The negative Cotton effects for the A transition ("principal”
reactions all occurred with retention of configuration.
It has been mentioned previously (p. 3) that if the centre ethylene 
bridges were removed in the cis a and cis £ triethylenetetramine
identical symmetry properties. This means that if an isomerisation 
a — ^ or — > a occurred in any step in the a and £ transformation
series respectively, by the movement of a terminal ethylene bridge, this 
would be in effect the same as an inversion of configuration D to L in the 
bis(ethylenediamine) compounds • Isomerisation should be reflected there­
fore in a change in sign of Cotton effect. Since this does not occur, it 
must be concluded that the compounds within each series transform without 
change of configuration, and this is in agreement with the observed 
retentions of activity for the reactions and the mechanistic evidence 
presented earlier*
The absolute optical configurations of the trien and bis(en) complexes 
are summarised in figure 39. The figure shows that in the cis J3 trien
absorption) over the series of (-^[Co trien XY]n+ compounds indicates 
that these complexes all have the same configurations
which is absolute L. Thus the J3 transformation
structures [Co trien XY]n+, the two configurations would be related as D
In this sense the trien and bis(en) complexes have
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compounds th e  o p t ic a l  c o n fig u ra tio n  i s  f ix e d  by th e  l ig a n d , and no t by th e  
r e l a t iv e  p o s it io n s  o f the  s u b s t i tu e n ts  X and Y. Thus th e  two geom etric
t  M
isom ers and £_ should have q u a l i ta t iv e ly  s im ila r  R.D. and C.D. 
c h a r a c te r i s t i c s .  However, th e  d i f f e r e n t  lig a n d  f i e l d  s tre n g th s  o f th e  Cl 
and HgO groups m ight be expected to  a l t e r  th e  m agnitude o f  the  C.D. fo r  
th e  two t r a n s i t io n s  observed in  band I ,  when t h e i r  p o s it io n s  a re  i n te r ­
changed .
The m agnitudes o f the  c i r c u la r  d ichroism  curves a re  a ls o  c o n s is te n t
w ith  th e  a  and J3 s t r u c tu r a l  assignm ents. Models o f  th e  two c i s  isom ers
in d ic a te  th a t  the  te tram in e  ligand  forms an extended h e l ix  in  th e  a
complexes ( le f t-h a n d e d  fo r  the  D c o n f ig u ra tio n , f ig u re  3 9 ), whereas the
lig a n d  in  th e  £  isom ers i s  only about 1/2 to  2 /3  h e l i c a l ,  th e  r e s t  being
a q u a s i - l in e a r  z ig -zag  ch a in . Because o f th e se  s te reo ch em ica l arrangem ents
(83)o f th e  lig a n d , Mason^ 1' has suggested th a t  th e  a  isom ers should  have a  
la rg e r  C.D. than  the  £  isom ers ( in  ab so lu te  magnitude) , p a r t i c u la r ly  in  th e  
c h a rg e - tra n s fe r  reg io n s  where lig an d  e le c tro n s  a re  more in tim a te ly  
in v o lv ed . This i s  observed ( f ig u re s  28 and 34, 30 and 36, 31 and 37, 22 
and 38) and a d d i t io n a l ly , th e  C.D. in  th e  v i s i b l e  re g io n  i s  la r g e r  fo r  the  
a  isom ers a l s o ,  as might be expected i f  the ligand  c h a rg e - tra n s fe r  and the 
m etal ion  t r a n s i t io n s  mix to g e th e r  to  some d e g re e . U n fo rtu n a te ly  the  
aq u a tio n  p roduct from (-)J3[Co t r i e n  C lg ]+ g iv es  a  sm all and f a i r l y  
f e a tu r e le s s  d ich ro ism , so th a t  i t  i s  n o t p o ss ib le  to  deduce which o f th e  
two (-) £  chloroaquo isom ers ( f ig u re  39) i s  formed p re d o m in a n tly ^ ^  •
The assignm ents of r e l a t i v e  o p t ic a l  c o n f ig u ra tio n s  o f th e  a  and j3 
t r i e n -  and bis(en)-com pounds by Cotton e f f e c t s  agree  w ith  W erner^
-  77 -
( 86}solubility criterion. Werner'1 ' proposed that the least soluble 
diastereoisomers of similar complexes with the same resolving agent had 
the same configuration, and the method has been found to apply 
generally' ' . The least soluble diastereoisomers of the trien and bis(en) 
complexes with Na(+)[Co en ox^j.HgO are as follows (chapter 2):
(+) Q.[Co trien Clg](-) [Co en oXgJ.HgO
(+) J3[Co trien Cl<-,](-)[Co en oXgj.H^O
(+)546£[Co trien(N02)2](-)[Co en oXgJ.HgO 
(+) [Co erig Cl2 ](-) [Co en oXgJ.HgO
(+)546 LCo 3(-)[Co en ox2]
Hence the above cations should have the same optical configuration, in 
agreement with the R.D. and C.D. considerations (figure 39)*
EXPERIMENTAL
Measurement of optical rotation and optical 
rotatory dispersion curves
Rotations at 589 mß (sodium D line) , 578 mß (mercury yellow line) and 
546 m/Lt (mercury green line) were measured visually on a Bellingham and 
Stanley polarimeter.
R.D* curves in the visible range (400 to 700 mfJ) were obtained with a 
polarimeter attached to the Shimadzu photoelectric Spectrophotometer QR-50. 
Rotations were generally measured at room temperature, at intervals of 20 
mßt using a 1 dm. or 2 dm. polarimeter tube. Slits corresponding to band
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w idths o f le s s  th an  10 m(J, were used , excep t in  reg io n s  o f h igh  a b so rp tio n  
( in  the  v i c in i ty  o f the  " c ro ss -o v e r” p o in t in  th e  R,D, cu rv e , end below 
400 mß f o r  th e se  complexes) . The accuracy  was g e n e ra lly  b e t t e r  th a n  
i  0 .03° except in  reg io n s  o f high a b so rp tio n , where s p e c if ic  r o ta t io n s  were 
very  s e n s i t iv e  to  s l i t - w id th  and c o n c e n tra tio n . R o ta tio n s  were n o t 
measured f o r  th e  d in i t r o  compounds below 460 mjLX, because of h igh  
a b so rp tio n .
R o ta tio n s  a re  exp ressed  in  m olecu lar ro ta t io n s  [m] ,  which a re  r e l a t e d
to  o th e r  q u a n t i t ie s  by th e  ex p re ss io n s :
100 a^  °
M M x  »a .  10a°
100 cd md
where a
[a]A
c
m
M
d
*» a c tu a l  r o ta t io n  a t  w avelength Amjit
■ s p e c if ic  ro ta t io n  a t  w avelength Amu 
«= °/o co n ce n tra tio n  o f s o lu t io n
= m olar c o n c e n tra tio n  o f  s o lu t io n  
* m olecular w eight o f s o lu te
■ path  len g th  o f  c e l l  in  d ec im e tre s .
A ll  ro ta t io n s  were measured in  a 1 dm, tube 
u n le s s  o therw ise  s t a t e d »
C irc u la r  d ichro ism  curves
C.D, cu rves over th e  v i s ib le  and u l t r a v i o l e t  range were k in d ly  
m easured by D r, S , F* Mason, U n iv e rs ity  o f E x e te r , England,
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Measurement of R.D. of (-)ß[Co trien Cl^lClO^
The half-life time (t 1/2) for aquation to the chlorö^aquo stage is 
about 12 minutes at room temperature. To reduce this rate, 20 ml. of 
ice-cold 0.01 N HCIO^ was pipetted into a flask containing the weighed 
optically pure sample ([m ]^ of transformed carbonato ■ -2950°)
(0oC150 g.) to give 0*00200 M solution of complex. The flask was stoppered, 
shaken vigorously to dissolve the sample and the solution was quickly 
transferred to a dry polarimeter tube thermostated at 10°C* When thermal 
equilibrium was established (2-3 minutes after the acid was added) 
rotations were measured. Several separate solutions had to be prepared to 
record the complete R.D. curve, given in figure 34, Fogging of cell 
windows was prevented by blowing air into the cell compartment of the 
spectrophotometer*
Transformation of (-; ßfco trien Cl^lClQ^ to 
(-) ß[Co trien Cl(E-,0)
The 0.00200 M solution of (-)£[Co trien Cl^JClO^ in 0.01 N HCIO^ was 
allowed to warm to room temperature, and stand for 70-60 minutes, when the 
initial red-violet colour changed to carmine. This corresponds to about 
6 half-lives for aquation at this temperature, when the concentration of 
the £ chloroaquo is a maximum (approximately 93^ 6) • The R.D. curve then 
measured (figure 35) has small contributions from traces of the dichloro 
and diaquo compounds.
Rotations did not vary after aquation times between about 40 and 90 
minutes, but solutions aquating for longer times gave rotations tending to 
those of (~)J3[Co trien(R^O)2]3+.
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2+Transformation of (-) ß[Co trien Cl(ELO)] to 
(~) 3fCo trien CO^]+
-»2+After aquation to j3[Co trien Cl(HgO) J was complete, (90 minutes) 
the solution containing aquated species of total concentration 0.002 M 
was converted quantitatively to £[Co trien CO^J* by adding excess NaHCO^ 
(0.05 g #, about 2 x excess) over the quantity required to neutralise the 
HCIO^ and 2 moles to react with complex.
[CotrienCl(EpO) ]2+ + 2NaHC0,,— ^[CotrienC03]+ + C02 + H^O + 2Na* + Cl"
On shaking, the solution changed to carmine-scarlet and the high 
absorption carbonato peak (507 mji) developed almost immediately, but on 
standing the absorption then decreased slightly (2-3^) which was probably 
associated with a two-stage reaction (page 5*} ) • The R.D. curve (figure 
36) was measured after the solution had stood for about 30 minutes. The 
spectrum and rotations of _§[Co trien CO^]* were unaffected by excess 
NaHCO^.
NaHCO^ was a more convenient reagent than Na^CO^, for this reaction 
is much faster at low pH and moreover, competition from OH ion is
avoided.
The conversion to carbonato after aquation times between about 50
minutes and 3 hours gave the same optical rotation. The time before
transforming aquated solutions to the carbonato was thus not critical, for
3+racemis&tion of |3[Co trie^EgO)^] is comparatively slow at pH 2. At 
considerably longer aquation times however, some loss of activity occurred.
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The (-)J3[Co trien C0^]+ ion was optically stable in aqueous 
solution. The rotation of a solution at 50° decreased 7$ after 14 hours.
Transformation of (-) ßfCo trien CQ„]+ to 
(~)54e ß[Co trien(HoO)o]^^
ECIO^ (11*6 N) was added drop by drop to the 0,00200 M solution of 
(“)£[Co trien CO^]* until the solution had pH ^ 2 .  On shaking in a 
stoppered flask, the colour charged almost immediately to light scarlet- 
orange of the diaquo compound. As only a few drops of concentrated 
acid were required, the concentration of complex changed negligibly 
compared to the precision with which rotations could be measured on the 
Shimadzu instrument. The R.D. curve (figure 37) was measured after 15 
minutes when spectral measurements showed the formation of the diaquo 
compound was complete.
Starting with fully resolved (-)J3[Co trien CO^CIO^.H^O 
([a]^ “ -770°) , this was dissolved in 0.1 N HC104 to give 0.00204 M 
(-vr)4g|3[C0 triei^HgOjgJ solution, whose R.D. curve was measured after 
one hour and found identical to the above.
Optically pure (-)546£[Co t r i e n ^ O ^ X c i O ^  ([a]D = -166°,
[m ]^ * -900°) was isolated by treating (-)£[Co trien CO^jClO^.HgO with 
concentrated HCIO^. This was described previously ( p . ^  )•
That the reverse transformation, from diaquo to carbonato, also 
occurs with full retention of configuration was shown by treating a 
0.00378 M solution of (-)54&ß[Co t r i e n ^ O ) J(C104)3 in 0.01 M HC104
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(cLp = -0 .3 4 ° , [m]jj * -900°) w ith  NaHCO  ^ u n t i l  th e  s o lu tio n  was a lk a lin e *
The measured r o ta t io n  (a^  * -1*12°, [m]^ 88 -2970°) corresponded to  
o p t ic a l ly  pure (-)J3[Co t r i e n  CO^]*, and on tran sfo rm in g  back to  diaquo w ith  
HCIO^, th e  o r ig in a l  r o ta t io n  (a^ * -0*34°) was re s to red *
r Z i
T ransfo rm ation  o f ( - )  (3[Co trien (H ^O )^] to
j ^ 46_ j£ o J r ie n £ r o 2i g2 !
T his tra n s fo rm a tio n  was s tu d ie d , s ta r t in g  w ith  th e  re so lv ed  J3 
carbonato  o r £  diaquo p e rc h lo ra te s*
To a 0*00378 M s o lu tio n  of o p t ic a l ly  pure (“) 54g£[Co trien(H^O) ^J(C]0^)^ 
in  0*01 M HCIO  ^ ( [mJ^} * -9 0 0 ° ) , excess NaNOg was added. The co lou r 
changed to  th e  yellow  o f th e  d in i t r o  compound in  about 10 m inu tes, and the  
fo llo w in g  r o ta t io n s  were m easured;
Time from adding 
NaNOg
^ /4  hour V 2 hour 15 hours [Ml a t  15 
hours*
“ d -  0 .35° -  0 .34° -  0*27° -  720°
°578 -  0 .39 -  0.38 -  0.29 -  770°
a546
M 546
-  0 .58
-  1540°
-  0*56
-  1480°
-  0 .40
-  1060°
-  1060°
The ro ta t io n s  m easured a t  15 hours correspond w ith  th o se  o f  re so lv ed  
W 546ß[Co ■trien(M02) 2]C104 ([m] ^  = -1120°).
(-)£ [C ° t r i e n  CO^jclO^.HgO, e s s e n t ia l ly  o p t ic a l ly  pu re ,
= -2890°) (0 .3827 g .)  was d isso lv e d  in  5 ml* o f  w a te r , and HCIO^ was
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added (2 .1  ml* o f 1 .0  N) so  th a t  th e  r e s u l t in g  diaquo s o lu t io n  was 0 .01  M 
in  HC104 # A f te r  20 m inutes excess NaHO  ^ was edded (0.35 g . ,  2 x excess) 
to  n e u t r a l i s e  th e  a c id  and form th e  d in i t r o  complex. The yellow  product 
(*")546^-[^° 2 ^ ^ 4  began c i y s t a l l i s e  from th e  yellow -orange
s o lu tio n  (pE v/'  4) in  10 m in u tes , and was f i l t e r e d  o f f  a f t e r  1 .5  days, 
washed w ith  70<fo m ethanol, m ethanol and ace to n e , and a i r  d r ie d .  The 
orange f i l t r a t e  was a c id i f ie d  w ith  one drop o f a c e t ic  a c id , and NaClO^ 
(0.065 g .)  was added. On ev ap o ra tio n  in  a ro ta ry  ev ap o ra to r to  3 ml* and 
c o d in g  in  an ic e - b a th ,  a f u r th e r  sm all y ie ld  o f product was o b ta in ed .
T o ta l y ie ld  was 0.359 g . , 91io. R o ta tio n s  measured were
[M]D -  610°
-  710°
» 5 4 6  " -  1080° (a546 = -0 .5 3 °  fo r  0*195^ aqueous so lu tio n )
which correspond  w ith  th o se  o f f u l l y  re so lv ed  ( - ) 546£[Cotrien(NO^) ]C104 
( [ m3 = -620 , -720 , -1120° fo r  D, 578 and 546 mu r e s p e c t iv e ly ) •
Measurement o f the  v i s ib l e  a b so rp tio n  gave f o r  th e  maximum £  * 240 in
0.00262 M aqueous s o lu t io n .  The same ro ta t io n s  ( [MJ = -1070°) and 
a b so rp tio n  maximum ( G = 241) were o b ta in ed  a f t e r  th e  s o l id  product 
had been l e f t  a t  30 fo r  5 days to  ensure th a t  n i t r i t o - n i t r o  iso m e risa tio n  
was com plete, and r o ta t io n s  and spectrum  were co n sta n t as th e  s o lu tio n  
stood f o r  2 h o u rs .
. C alcd . fo r  (“) 546£[Co(C6H18N4)(N0?) 2 ]C104 j C, 18.17; H, 4 .56;
N, 21*19. Found: C, 18.33; H, 4 .70; N, 21*32.
Anal
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The same transformation from («-^[Co trien CO^jClO^.H^O was carried 
out in more dilute solution (0*00500 M) so that the dinitro product 
remained in solution. In dilute solutions, the colour changed to yellow 
soon after addition of NaNOg, and measurements of rotations (0*00500 M 
solution) and visible absorption (0*00200 M solution) gave the following 
results:
Time after addition m £ •^578 ^ 5 4 6 ^"max
of NaNCc
vmax
1*5 hours 449 m/jL 184
5 « -680° -800° -1360° 444 206
9 " -580 -700 -1040 443 216
19 " -520 -620 - 900 442 250
26 " —500 -580 - 880 441 215
32 " 440 215
44 " 440 207
On standing, the spectrum slowly changed, withAmax decreasing and 
becoming constant at about 440 mju, while ^ m a x  increased to a maximum 
then slowly began to decrease. Initial rotations were higher than those 
of (-)£[Co trien(NOg) 2]+, but slowly decreased and corresponded to those 
of resolved (-^[Co trie^NO^gjClO^ at about the time £  was a maximum 
(about 15 hours) • Although precise experiments were not carried out, 
these observations are interpreted, by comparison with the 
cis[Co er^iCp^] system, as isomerisation and mutarotation of
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j3[Co trien(ONO) g ] + to  J3[Co trien(O M )) (M)g) ]+, thence  to
J3[Co trien (N 0 2) The d in i t r o  product may th e n  decompose s in ce  th e
a b so rp tio n  and ro ta t io n s  d ecrease  s im ultaneously  (p . 30 ) .
T ransfo rm ation  o f (-) ß[Co t r i e n  Cl(ELO) ]^+ to
---------- ------------ ---------------------- - ---------------------------------- —  ^  '  -------------------------------------------------- <C ' '  -----------------------
( - ) S1C £ [ Cc trien (ljD „) p ]+
("*)£[Co t r i e n  ClgjClO^ (0 .0413 g .)  was equated  in  0 .01 M HCIO^
(20 m l.) f o r  one h o u r. The r e s u l t in g  0.0055 M chloroaquo s o lu t io n  (shown 
to  be o p t ic a l ly  pure by tra n s fo rm a tio n  to  carbonato  having [m]^ * -2950°) 
was transfo rm ed  d i r e c t ly  to  th e  d in i t r o  w ith  excess NaNO^. A fte r  2 hours 
th e  s o lu t io n  had tu rn ed  yellow  and measurement o f  r o ta t io n  gave:
* -  0 .29° whence [M j^ g  = -  530°
a546 “ * ° - 45°  M 546 “ -  820°
(d is p e rs io n  r a t i o  c t g ^ / c ^ g  * + 1*55)
On s tan d in g  a t  room te m p era tu re , th e se  r o ta t io n s  slow ly decreased , and 
a f t e r  2 .5  days,
Og70 = -  0*24°, * -  0*2? (d is p e rs io n  r a t i o  = + 1.54) .
These r o ta t io n s  a re  compared w ith  the  co rrespond ing  v a lu es  f o r  re so lv ed  
^ 5 4 6 ^ C° ^r ^en(^8g) 2^C^ 4 *
= -  720°f [ M „ = -  1120° (d is p e rs io n  r a t i o  = + 1.55) .
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Measurement of R.D« curve of (+) a[Co trien C1q ]C10^
Aquation of this isomer to the chloroaquo stage has t^y^ about 80 
minutes at 25° in 0*01 N HCIO^, so the R.D. curve (figure 28) was 
measured quickly at room temperature, in 0.00200 M solution. The sample 
used was optically pure, [a]^ * + 2330°.
Transformation of (+) a[Co trien C1^]C10^ to 
(+) a[Co trien CI(HqO)]^+
The solution of 0.00200 M (+)a[Cc trien ClgjClO^ in 0*01 M HCIO^ was 
allowed to stand until the first stage of aquation was complete (10 hours, 
98jo (+) a[Co trien Cl(HgO) ]' ) and the colour had changed from deep blue- 
violet to deep carmine. Rotations were constant up to at least 40 hours, 
so the R.D. curve (figure 29) was measured between these limits.
Transformation of (+) q[Co trien Cl(HpO)] to 
(+) a[Co trien C0„ ]*
This transformation was carried out exactly as described for the £ 
isomer (p. $ 0  ) #
Three separate experiments, in which solutions of 
(+)jl[Co trien Cl^JClO^ were aquated for 5*5, 16 and 43 hours gave identical 
rotations on transfoimation to carbonato solution. The 0.00200 M solution 
of (+)a[Co trien CO^]^ was very stable optically; no change in rotation 
occurred in 24 hours at room temperature. The R.D, curve is given in 
figure 30.
Addition of NaHCO^ before aquation to the chloroaquo ion was complete
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( th a t  i s ,  in  le s s  th an  4*5 hours) gave a low er r o ta t io n  f o r  the  carbonato  
p ro d u c t, due to  iso m e risa tio n  to  th e  £  hydroxoaquo isomer in  a lk a l in e  
c o n d itio n s .
The carbonato p roduct o f t h i s  tra n s fo rm a tio n  was is o la te d  as the  
p e rc h lo ra te  and te tra p h e n y lb o ra te  d e r iv a t iv e s .  O p tic a lly  pure 
(+)a[Co t r i e n  Cl^JClO^, [a ]^  = + 2330° (0.100 g .)  was aquated  in  
0 .01  M (10 ml#) f o r  15 h o u rs , and excess NaHCO  ^ (0*055 g .)  and
NaClO^ (0#044 g .)  were th e n  added. The s o lu t io n  was evaporated  in  a  
c u rre n t o f  a i r  (room tem peratu re) to  d e p o s it re d  p la te s  o f 
(+)a[Co t r i e n  CO ]C 10 .H O which were f i l t e r e d  o f f ,  washed w ith  m ethanol 
and ace to n e , and a i r  d r ie d . The ro ta t io n s  were * + 0 .9 6 ° ,
« + 1*18°, Og4g * + 1#25° f o r  0.0792$ s o lu t io n  in  w a te r , whence 
[m]^ = + 4630°, = + 5700°, [m 4g = + 6030°. A second sm alle r
f r a c t io n  of pink c iy s ta le  (95$ o p t ic a l ly  pure) was p re c ip i ta te d  on a d d itio n  
o f  a lc o h o l . T o ta l y ie ld  was 0.0924 g . ,  91$ .
A nal. C alcd. fo r  (+) Ci[Co(CgH^gN4) C0^]C104#Hg0« C, 21 .97 ; H, 5.27;
N, 14 .64 . Found: C, 21 .82 ; H, 5 .29 ; N, 14 .68 .
On f r a c t io n a l  r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  from w ater, the  maximum ro ta t io n  which 
could be ob ta ined  was [m] *= + 4730°, = + 5920°, = + 6170°
(a^ * + 0 .95° fo r  0*0765$ s o lu t io n ,  [a j^  = + 1240°) so th a t  th e  above 
is o la te d  product was o p t ic a l ly  p u re .
In  a s im ila r  manner, a d d it io n  o f  a co n cen tra ted  aqueous Na[B(C8Hj_) 4 J 
s o lu t io n  to  th e  carbonato  s o lu t io n  p re c ip i ta te d  (+)a[Co t r i e n  CO^] 
[b (C6H5) 4 ].2H20 w ith  [M]D = + 4750°, [m]570 = + 5450°, [m]&46 « + 5800°
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( « D  “  +  0 # 4 0 ° '  a 5 7 8
= + 0 .4 6 ° , a546 * + ^ ,4 9 °  fo r  0.0524$ s o lu tio n  ln
a c e to n e /w ater) • (Y ie ld  1 .13  g . from 1.00 g .  o f (+)a[Co t r i e n  Clg]C104> 
69$) . T h is  was in s o lu b le  in  w a te r , b u t so lu b le  in  a ce to n e /w a te r.
A nal. Calcd* fo r  (+) a[Co(C6H1QN4)C 03] [ > ( 0 ^ ) 4 ] . 21^0* C, 60.05;
H, 6 .83 ; N, 9 .0 4 . Found: C, 60.83; H, 6 .65 ; N, 8 .8 6 .
as  d e sc rib ed  in  th e  p rev ious s e c t io n s ,  was converted  to  th e  a  diaquo w ith  
HC104 a s  d e sc rib ed  f o r  th e  correspond ing  £  tra n s fo rm a tio n  (p . ?t ) • The 
a diaquo s o lu t io n  was carm ine co lo u red , and had the  fo llo w in g  ro ta t io n s :
The R.D. curve i s  g iven  in  f ig u re  31.
O p tic a l ly  pure (+)a[Co t r i e n  CO^ClO^HgO, [a j^  ■ + 1200°, (0*00822 g .  
in  10 m l. water) was a lso  transfo rm ed  to  th e  diaquo by adding one drop o f 
c o n ce n tra te d  HC104 to  th e  0,00215 M s o lu tio n , and th e  fo llow ing  ro ta t io n s  
were measured a f t e r  20 m inu tes:
0,00200 M s o lu t io n  o f o p t ic a l ly  pure (+)a[Co t r i e n  C0„]+ prepared
950° (Oß « -  0 .19°)  
300°
W 546 " + 4700°
m 930° (cLß * «• 0.20°) 
190°
+ 4750,0
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^ 5 4 6 ^ C0 trien(H20)2](cl04)3 = ' 910°» M 5 7 8  = " 190°»
C^^546 * + t almos '^ optically pure, was isolated from the reaction
of (+)a[Co trien CO^JClCL.EgO as described previously (p.44 )♦
- 3+Transformation of a[Co trien(EoO)o]
to 1+L-4C a[Co trienfflOjJ 4'
(+)a[Co trien Cl^jClO^ (1*00 g. having [a] * + 2250°) was aquated
in 0*0012 M HC10^ (50 ml*) for 12 hours, then excess NaHCO^ (0*46 g.) was 
added, followed by excess ECIO^ (7*8 ml* of 1*0 M) after 30 minutes. To 
the resulting- diaquo solution excess NaNOg (1*8 g.) was added after a 
further 50 minutes* (+)^ga[C° trien(NOg) g]C10^ formed slowly and 
precipitated as yellow-brown needles. These were filtered off in three 
fractions, washed with ice-cold NaClO^ solution, alcohol and ether, and 
air-dried, and the R.D* curve (figure 32) was measured after two days.
Each fraction had the same rotations, [m ]^^ * + 220° (flg^ g “ + 0*11°) , 
[M]D » + 20°, [m ]570 = + 40°. (Yield 0.95 g., 90$ . The yellow-brown 
filtrate from which no more clean product could be obtained on evaporation 
was inactive*
Anal* Calcd* for (+) 546s[Co(CgH^8N4) (N02)2 ]C1C4 * C, 18*17; H, 4.56;
N, 21.2. Found: C, 16.06; H, 4.59; N, 20,5.
This series of transformations was repeated, starting with
(+)a[Co trien ClgjclO^, [a]^ * + 2180° (0*100 g.) , The dinitro product
was not isolated but the final volume was adjusted to 50 ml, with water,
and the R.D. curve of this solution (0*0053 M) was measured after 2 days,
and found similar to that obtained above, [m ]-.,. * + 190°.J546
—  90 **
On treating the a diaquo solution with excess KaNO,,, the yellow 
colour of the dinitro developed slowly (over 12 hours) . This contrasted 
with the more rapid formation of the corresponding £  dinitro product,
2+Transfomation of (+) a[Co trien Cl(EUO) ]
~ ~m 11 ' ' ' 1 . I I I m f jT
to (+^ 4G a[Co trien(KOc)c ]+
2+A solution of (+)a[Co trien 01(^0)] , prepared by aquating
(+)a[Co trien Clg]C10. in 0,01 K HC104, was transformed directly to 
dinitro solution by addition of excess 3M0g, The solution was diluted 
(to 0*0086 M) and the R.D, curve was measured when the yellow colour had 
completely developed (two days) , C W 546 = [m ]j, * 0°, Comparison
with the values for resolved (+)a[Co t.rien(N0,p) gj+ (0^ -1545 = + 220°) shows 
that most of the activity ras retained.
Transformation of fl[Co trien(NOo),., j+
1-1-I546 a L9.°., .V:Lel>(B20l2j!l
A 0,0020 M solution of (+) ,_^ga[Co trien(NOg) ^ JciO^ in 0,1 M HCIO^ 
changed slowly to the scarlet diaquo solution. After a long period (2,5 
months) rotations were
[m ]b  - - 950° (Ojj - - 0.19°)
[M]57 8 = - 350°
[M]546 = + 3200° .
Comparison with the rotations of (+)^4gCc[Co trien(HgO) ^ (CIO^) ^
([m ] » - 950°t ** 300°, + 4700° for D, 578, and 546 mß respectively)
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indicates that the transformation occurred largely with retention of 
configuration and activity (at least 70$) , racemisation of the diaquo 
solution being negligible in this time.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R
THE KINETICS, STEREOCHEMICAL COURSE ARP MECHANISM 
OF OCTAHEDRAL AQUATION
MECHANISMS AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Inorganic substitution reactions include the replacement of one 
ligand (X) by another (y ) in a complex, or one metal ion (m) by another 
(M ) . These two broad classes of reactions are called nucleophilic (S^ 
and electrophilic (S ) substitution reactions, and are represented 
schematically as follows :
Y~ ■»
M
1X1s --- >  M - Y + X (SN>
M - X ----^  M •* X + M <*■>
2+  -2+S£ reactions, for example the reaction of Hg with [Co (NHjj) gCl] , are 
less commonly studied than S^ reactions, and most of the reactions 
discussed in this and the following chapters are of the latter type*
Two distinctly different reaction paths are visualised for 
nucleophilic substitutions. These are the S^l (dissociative) and 
(displacement) mechanisms, and modifications of these, such as conjugate» 
base mechanisms, are also likely in certain instances*
An S^l mechanism implies that the M - X bond dissociates (in an 
octahedral complex) to give a 5-coordinated intermediate, while in an S^2
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mechanism the incoming reagent Y bonds to give a transition state of 
increased coordination number. In these instances the mechanisnß are 
described as "pure" or "limiting” and are denoted as Sjjl (lim) and S^2 
(lim) « In aquation reactions, to which this thesis will be confined, 
the incoming reagent Y is water, and the dissociative mechanism is 
commonly pictured as a prior lengthening of the M - X bond to a critical 
distance, followed by the bonding of a water molecule and the expulsion 
of X. Water then plays a significant part in this aquation mechanism, and 
such a process has been described as "solvent-assisted S^l", figure 40 ^
Figure 40. Solvent-as sisted V mechanism.
However, in an mechanism the bonding of water leads the
liberation of X. These considerations show that the differences between 
these two mechanisms depend on the relative importance of the bond­
breaking and bond-making steps, so that there may be a continuous range of 
mechanism from S^l (lim) to (lim) • The greater part of the effort 
expended in studying substitution reactions of complexes has been concerned 
with the identification of the S^l or mechanisms. Frequently the 
differences between the two is subtle and unequivocal evidence for one or
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the other is difficult to obtain.
Two major approaches to the subject have been used, the kinetics of
isotopic water exchange in labile aquo complexes , and kinetic and
stereochemical investigations of more inert compounds. Although the vast
excess of solvent water reduces all the reactions to pseudo first-order,
considerable information may be obtained from the relative rates and the
kinetic parameters for similar complexes.
Since a wide range of cobalt (ill) and chromium( III) complexes have
been prepared, and these are relatively inert, they are the logical
systems for mechanistic studies, and most of the work has been done on
these complexes. The rates of substitution reactions depend very much on
ligand field stabilisation energies (L.F.S.E.), and for ions with d and 
6low-spin d configurations the octahedral structure is favoured in terns
of these energies. In going from the octahedral to any other structure in
the activated state, a considerable loss in L.F.S.E. occurs so that these
complexes are generally measurably slow in their reactions. The inertness
of cobalt(ill) complexes is also a consequence of the high charge and
small size of the central atom. These same factors enter into the
6 3+ 3+reactions of the analogous d ions Eh and Ir , but in these higher 
transition series ions the higher effective charges and larger ligand field 
effects cause their reactions to be slower still, and to have higher 
activation energies. Stereochemical and kinetic studies on octahedral 
complexes other than those of Co(lll) and Cr(lll) have been limited, but 
they are gradually being extended to the less labile complexes of 
Bh(lIl)(91,9S»lle), Ir(lIl)(U 8  ^ and
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For each of the limiting mechanisms S 1 and S 2 several intermediatesN N
are considered possible, and these are shown, as derived from an octahedral
complex [m  A,_ X]n*, in figure 41* Basolo, Stone and Pearson^4^  originally
assumed that the seven-coordinate transition state for an S^2 reaction
would be a pentagonal bipyramid (figure 41a or b) formed by attack of Y at
an octahedral edge. It is now considered more likely that a nucleophilic
reagent would enter into an open space between the ligands, that is at an
octahedral face. This would be a position of minimum electron density with
(95 96)respect to the orientation of the d-orbitalsv * 1 , as well as being the
(97)least sterically congested. In addition, Ingold has pointed out that 
the pentagonal bipyramid structure would involve excessive bond rearrange­
ment which could be alleviated by face attack, and two different structures
have to be invoked depending on whether Y attacks at a face adjacent to the
(97)departing ligand X or trans to X (figure 41 c and d) v « In the structure 
shown in figure 41(d), one of the inert ligands A has moved along an 
octahedral edge, and as Y enters and X is expelled, this ligand A gradually 
assumes the position occupied by X in the original octahedron. This 
process has been described as "edge-displacement" by Brown, Ingold and 
üfy-holm^^ # For the S^l mechanism, the two plausible intemediates are the 
tetragonal pyramid and the trigonal bipyramid (figure 41 e and f) •
The ligand field theory has enabled many aspects of transition metal
chemistry to be understood in terms of the splittings of the metal
(95,99) 3 6d-orbitals 7 * For example, in octahedral d and d complexes where
all the d-electron density (filled t^^ orbitals) is concentrated between
-  96 -
the ligands, the addition of a seventh ligand is hindered by the large
energy rearrangement necessary to promote a t? electron to an e orbital
“6  &
(95}before the bond can forsr ' • However the ligand field calculations show 
that some transition states are quite feasible. In table 8 these 
calculations are given for the various possible intermediates and 
transition states arising from d^ (Cr(lll)) and d^ (Co(lll) , Rh(lll), 
Ir(lll)) octahedral complexes, and the calculations have been made taking 
all the ligands (five or seven) as equivalent. Values for the octahedron, 
square pyramid, trigonal bipyramid and pentagonal bipyramid are taken from 
Basolo and P e a r s o n • Hush’s c a l c u l a t i o n s f 0r the trigonal biprism 
where the incoming and outgoing groups occupy adjacent faces on the 
octahedron were for two models, where the angle 0 in figure 41(c) had 
values of 109°28 and 90°. The calculations showed that the 109° model 
was the more realistic as it gave the smaller A e& for all configurations 
dn.
The difference between the stabilisation energy for a given 
intermediate and the original octahedron is considered as a contribution 
A e to the total activation energy of the reaction, so that a large A E ö 
value implies a slow reaction by that particular path. (A negative A e fitg
value is essentially a zero value, so that high-spin d complexes will be 
(30)labilev ') • These calculations assume that the spin does not change in 
going from an octahedral ground state to the respective transition state, 
i*e* the electrons remain in the same orbitals. Inspection of table 8 
leads to the following predictions concerning the rival mechanisms, on 
ligand field considerations only*
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A E  is smaller for the trigonal biprism transition complex (with all 
bond lengths equal) than for a symmetrical pentagonal bipyramid (for all 
dn s y s t e m s ^ . Calculations have not been made for Ingold’s edge- 
displacement model (figure 41 d) but it must have a similar eneigy to the 
trigonal biprism (figure 41 c) since edge-displacement and
(92)non-edge-displacement can be observed in similar moleculesv ' .
For an S^l mechanism a trigonal bipyramid is less favoured than a 
square pyramid as far as ligand field effects are c o n c e r n e d # However 
it should be noted that strong P - d bonding from an electron-donating7T 7T
(101 30)ligand could stabilise the trigonal bipyramid inteimediate * 1 9 and
there is also less steric repulsion between the ligands in this structure.
These factors are not taken into account in the above calculations.
The L,F.S.E#’s of the trigonal biprism and tetragonal pyramid
structures are so similar that ligand field effects would not be expected
to predispose a system to undergo reaction by an S i  mechanism, rather thanN
S^ .2, as has previously been thought to be the case^^ , One must consider 
that these two configurations are equally plausible, and it is later shown 
that both these paths should lead to retention of configuration. Since 
this is not always observed, some or all of the other structures must be 
involved.
That ligand field effects are very large is shown by the good 
qualitative agreement between predictions based on ligand field 
calculations and experimentally observed reaction rates for systems with 
various numbers of d electrons. These calculations emphasize that the 
inertness of Co(lll) and Cr(lll) complexes is due to high L,F.S#E.*s.
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However, the predictions in regard to stability and geometries of metal 
complexes may be modified by electrostatic, covalent and steric factors, 
but when these factors vary uniformly over a series of metal ions the 
theory can account for the observed differences^^’^  •
GENERAL ASPECTS OF AQUATION
The most important and widely occurring reactions of complexes are
hydrolysis reactions. Both 0H~ ion and the water molecule may be
considered as nucleophilic reagents, and in cobalt(lll) complexes a factor
6of approximately 10 is observed between the rate constants for these two 
react ions . Whereas attack by water is referred to as ”aquation” or
”acid hydrolysis”, attack by 0H~ is called ”base hydrolysis". Both 
processes overlap, but in acid solution below pH 3, aquation is usually 
independent of hydrogen ion concentration and base hydrolysis is 
eliminated, unless the complex is also an acid, e.g* [Co en^ C
With the possible exception of 0H~ ion, there is no evidence for the 
direct reaction of a nucleophilic reagent, Y, at the cobalt atom in 
cobalt(lll) complexes in aqueous solution. In acid solution water usurps 
the function of substituting agent in the presence of other nucleophilic 
agents such as Cl"*, HOp"*, etc., so that the reaction mechanism for the 
substitution of X by Y proceeds through the intermediate formation of an 
aquo complex.
[Co(HHg)5 X f + + HgO --- >. [Co (HHj.) 5(1^ 0) ]3+ + x"
[Co (MH3)5(H20)]3+ + Y _ ----[CotMH^g Y f+ + HgO.
l(EjO) ]2+.
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Thus the investigation of substitution reactions generally, relies on a 
complete understanding of aquation*
Aquation was the first reaction of complexes to be studied kinetically 
when Lamb and Marden^0*^  in 1911 measured the rates and equilibria of the 
reactions s
[Co(MH3)5C1]C12 + HgO [co(nHg) gHjjO ]C13
A number of important early studies on cobalt (ill) ammine and amine 
Systems, and particularly the acidopentammine, diacidotetrammine and 
diacidobisethylenediamine series, were made by Larnb^^^"^^ , 
Brb\isted^106,lv'‘7', Mathieu^4",J'08  ^ and Garrick^1C9> , but most of the 
systematic data has been accumulated in the last decade. Despite 
considerable effort an unambiguous and universally acceptable mechanism for 
aquation in cobalt (ill) complexes has yet to be agreed on, although at 
present it seems likely that both S^l and S^2 mechanisms occur#
In recent years two main views as to the mechanism of aquation have 
arisen and several reviews^80,96t110-“11^ 89^ 1»99»92) h & y e  given the 
evidence which the authors consider to support one or other of the
probable mechanisms^ Whereas Basolo and Pearson(30) have placed more weight
(112)on the mechanism, Ingold, Nyholm and Tobev ' , drawing on organic
chemical experience hold that a greater range of S„1 and S„2 mechanismsK N
occur. Certainly the weight of evidence seems to support bond-breaking 
being more important than bond-making for the aquation of many halo 
complexes of cobalt(lll).
It has already been pointed out that the problem in octahedral
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aquation arises ftom the fact that kinetics in aqueous solution give no 
direct information as to molecularity of the reactions or the role played 
by the solvent* There are few solvents of low complexing power in which 
charged metal complexes are soluble, so that almost all aquation studies 
have so far been made in water. However the kinetic study of reactions 
between complex ions and water in non-aqueous systems, for example 
tetrahydrothiophen dioxide, has begun^*^, but the importance of the back 
anation reaction and ion-pair effects has so far excluded any deduction as 
to the molecularity of the aquation reactions. Other substitution 
reactions however, have been studied in solvents such as methanol^  ^ and 
dimethylsulphoxide where the aquation reactions can be avoided,
although it has been pointed out^11^ that there is no assurance that in 
such situations one type of solvolytic process has not merely been replaced 
by another.
Since a number of factors undoubtedly contribute to the rate and 
mechanism for any particular complex, a complete kinetic study on any one 
compound may reveal only limited details of mechanism as the various 
factors can not be separated^^*^^ • Some of these factors are discussed 
later. An approach which has been commonly used is to study a series of 
compounds where some of these contributing effects are expected to remain 
essentially constant. By correlating the observations with the remaining 
factors, some information as to mechanism can sometimes be inferred.
REACTION INTERMEDIATES AND OVERLAP OF MECHANISMS
If the existence of intermediates of reduced or increased coordination
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number ca.n be inferred from the experimental data pertaining to an
aquation reaction, the S^l or mechanisms are thus demonstrated* Posey 
(80)and Taube made a search for a five-coordinate intermediate with a
finite lifetime by studying the aquation of [Co(KEj)gX] + ions, where
2+ + 3+X * Cl, Br, I, in the presence of Bg , Ag and T1 ions. The
18 18 reactions were carried out in H^O -enriched acid solutions, and the 0
3+enrichnent ratio in the [Co (HH^ ) ^  (HgO) ] product from each of the three
complexes was measured. The results showed that an intexmediate of
common properties was not formed when the reactions were catalysed by Ag+
or Tlw , but the same isotopic ratio was found for the three halogen 
2+complexes when Bg was used. This implied that the rapid removal of X
2 + _3+by Bg gave the same intermediate, [Co(NHjj)g] , and this is probably the 
strongest evidence for the S^l mechanism in an aquation reaction. Pearson, 
SchmidtA and Basolo' ' have recently demonstrated the existence of a five- 
coordinated intermediate [Co en(en-B) (NO^ClJ0 in the reaction of 
[Co en^NOg) Cl]+ with nucleophilic reagents (NO^", SCN~,B3") in dimethyl- 
sulphoxide and with catalytic amounts of bases present. In this case the 
intermediate is the conjugate base, foimed by dissociation of a hydrogen 
ion, and the observed kinetics could not be explained in terms of a 
bimolecular mechanism.
It is rare however, that such definite conclusions have been reached 
for substitution reactions, but these results regarding the intermediates 
do not necessarily apply in aqueous acid solution and in the absence of 
metal ions. In fact Posey and Taube1 s observations suggested that the 
aquation of [Co(Mlj) ,-X] in the absence of Eg to facilitate Co-X bond
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ru p tu re  invo lved  some S^2 c h a ra c te r  
mechanism a ss ig n e d  to  th e  aq u a tio n  
la te r*
, and t h i s  ag rees  w ith  th e  S 2
N
2+of [Co e n ^ H H ^ C l] which i s  d iscu ssed
A lso , such o b se rv a tio n s  need no t ex tend  to  s im ila r  compounds. For
exam ple, w h ile  the  te tra g o n a l pyramid s t r u c tu r e  would be expected fo r  th e
3+ ( 99)above [^(N H ^) in te rm e d ia te  on a  lig a n d  f i e l d  b a s is '' , th e  f iv e -
c o o rd in a ted  in te rm ed ia te  which would r e s u l t  from [Co(HH^) ^C l^] by-
d is s o c ia t io n  o f  Cl" i s  more l ik e ly  to  be a t r ig o n a l  b ipyram id because o f
2+7r«bonding s ta b i l i s a t io n *  P re lim in ary  experim ents on th e  Hg - c a ta ly s e d  
a q u a tio n s  o f  cis[C o  en^ Cl^ ]+ and a  and £  [Co t r i e n  C l^ j*  appear to  support 
t h i s  l a t t e r  s tru c tu re *
A sq u are  pyram idal in te rm e d ia te  would have a very  l im ite d  l i f e t im e ,  
so th a t  most re a c tio n s  proceeding through th i s  in te rm e d ia te  may be so lv e n t-  
a s s is te d  S i  (p* ^3 ) .  A s im ila r  id ea  has been expressed  by Adamson^ 
who m easured th e  r a t e  o f  s o lv o ly tic  replacem ent o f th e  f i r s t  SCN group 
from [ C r ( M g ) ^ ( S C N ) i n  a  number o f s o lv e n ts .  The r a t e  c o n s ta n ts  in  
w ater and in  a  s e r ie s  o f a lco h o ls  were no t g r e a t ly  dependent on th e se  
s o lv e n ts , b u t decreased  by a f a c to r  o f two when m easured in  D^O, and were 
n e g lig ib ly  sm all in  non-hydroxy l i e  so lv en ts  such a s  n i t  rome th a n e . The 
k in e t ic  im portance o f th e  so lv e n t , and the i n a b i l i t y  o f s tro n g  n u c leo p h ile s  
(CN , , i " )  to  a c c e le r a te  th e  r a t e  suggested  th a t  (lim ) and
(lim ) mechanisms could  be e lim in a te d . In  th e  mechanism proposed, d e sc rib e d  
a s  S^2 FS ( f r o n t - s id e ) ,  th e  r o le  o f  th e  so lv en t OH group was param ount, 
th e  so lv en t b e in g  hydrogen-bonded to  the lig an d s  in  th e  t r a n s i t i o n  s ta t e  
( f ig u re  42) #
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Son
M .
'H
\
VT \ ' H -----HSCN
Figure 42» V FS Mechanism,
Adamson thus considers that most substitution reactions of octahedral
complexes in ROH type solvents can take place via the S^2 FS process, 
where the intermediate M-EOH-X may be present in only catalytic quantities* 
S^2 IP ( "io repair") and CB ("conjugate base") mechanisms account for 
other situations, and it is claimed that much of the evidence cited for 
S^i aquation mechanisms could also be explained by , although
clearly the latter mechanism can not apply when extensive rearrangement 
occurs*
The above considerations draw attention again to the continous range
of mechanism between S.T1 (lim) and S 2 (lim) that may be expected. In theR R
next section it is shown that it is very difficult to distinguish between 
the S^l tetragonal pyramid and S^2 cis-attack mechanisms since they both 
lead to retention of configuration, but stereochemical changes can some­
times give valuable evidence as to mechanism. These situations are 
discussed in the following section*
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STEREOCHEMISTRY
Most of the data accumulated so far on aquation refer to pentammine 
or bis(en) c o m p o u n d s • In the first instance, only one configuration 
exists so studies on this system give no information on the stereochemical 
course of a reaction. Bis(en) compounds can exist in trans and D and L 
cis isomeric forms, so that observations of stereochemical changes can give 
a good deal of information. Before considering the stereochemical results 
which have been obtained, it is convenient to review the possible products 
which may result from each reaction intermediate, for the stereochemical 
changes occurring during reaction are expected to depend somewhat on the 
mechanism involved. The mechanisms are discussed in terms of the cis and 
trans bis (diamine) compounds of the type [Co(AA)2 BX]n + where X is the 
ligand replaced and B is a non-participating reference ligand, following 
Basolo and Pearson*s a c c o u n t # AA represents a diamine molecule such as 
ethylenediamine •
The stereochemical consequences of S^. reactions of the D-cis and 
trans isomers, involving the two alternative intermediates, are shown in 
figure 43. In these discussions it is assumed that the incoming group Y 
(a water molecule in aquation), should enter the activated complex at the 
most accessible positions, which are indicated by arrows. In the tetragonal 
pyramid it is thus assumed that ^ will enter the position vacated by X, 
while for the trigonal bipyramid intermediate the addition of Y is assumed 
to take place in the trigonal plane. The ratios of the isomeric products
X TRANS
+  Y
k-'
TRANS
k ' '
TETRAGONAL PYRAMID
A ' ' - ,
TRIGONAL BlPYRAMlD I
a
/  C°  a /
TRIGONAL BlPYRAMlD ID-ClS
2 CIS
* -  (Re t e n t io n ')
1 TRANS 
(Sta tis t ic a lly )
CIS
* ‘fll,ACE*AlSATION')
' ' - A
TETRAGONAL PYRAMID
CIS
(Re t e n t io n )
figure. 45. stereocwfmicm chances accompanying s n 1 
RUCTION OF CCoenx6Xln+ NITH Y.
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shown a re  s t a t i s t i c a l ,  assuming a t ta c k  o f  Y i s  equ ally  l ik e ly  a t  a l l  the  
p o ss ib le  p o s i t io n s .  From th e se  c o n s id e ra tio n s  i t  i s  ev id en t th a t  only  a  
t r ig o n a l  bipyram id w i l l  perm it rearrangem en t, and th a t  lo s s  o f a c t i v i t y  
from th e  c i s  can occur only  th rough tr ig o n a l  bipyram id I I  o r  by 
iso m e r is a tio n  to  t r a n s  through t r ig o n a l  b ipyram id I  ( f ig u re  43) «
The concept o f  ”edg e -d isp lacem en t” f o r  b im o lecu la r mechanisms was 
r e f e r r e d  to  e a r l i e r .  T h is was ab le  to  account f o r  any observed s te re o  
change c i s  < — >. t r a n s  o r  D < —>  L in  te rn s  o f a s in g u la r  type  o f change 
d e p ic te d  in  f ig u re  44.
A A
Y ,
, /  M /  - - - - - - - - - --  . /  M . /
6
K -----------r - A k-------i—A
F igure 44.  Edge-displacem ent
T h is  i s  because th e  la b e ls  a tta c h e d  to  complexes D, L, o r  c i s  and t r a n s  
m erely depend on th e  p o s i t io n  of some u n a ffe c te d  group A, which may be a t  
any o f the  fo u r  rem aining p o s i t io n s ,  Trans < — =► tra n s  s u b s t i tu t io n s  
however can n o t occur by such a re p re s e n ta t io n ,  and c i s  —>  c is  and 
D •<— > D s u b s t i tu t io n s  need n o t, so th a t  s u b s t i tu t io n  can occur w ith  o r 
w ith o u t edge-d isp lacem en t. In  the in s ta n c e  where edge-d isp lacem ent i s  no t 
p o s s ib le ,  i . e ,  t r a n s  •<— ^  t r a n s . th e  t r ig o n a l  b ip rism  (which always le ad s
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(97)to retention of configuration) is considered, to be involved , and this 
can also explain a change — >D, so that this last observed change cam
not be interpreted unambiguously on the bis(en) model. The third 
structure considered, but the least likely (p. 9S' ) , is the pentagonal 
bipyramid, and bimolecular attack by Y might then occur at an octahedral 
edge cis or trans to the displaced ligand X. Edge-displacement is then 
essentially equivalent to trans-attack, and the trigonal biprism to cis- 
attack, so that the stereochemical changes are drawn for clarity in terms 
of the pentagonal bipyramid, (figure 45). The correlation with the other 
models is given in the figure.
Figures 43 and 45 show that all possible stereochemical changes can
be observed with both the S i  and S 2 mechanisms, so that the stereo-IT IT
chemistry of the reaction product is often not in itself diagnostic of the
mechanism. There is one instance however, where a stereospecific reaction 
can be assigned a mechanism with a high degree of certainty. If a trans 
isomer yields exclusively a cis product, then this would be good evidence 
in support of a trans-displacement mechanism. If a seven-coordinate 
intermediate can be excluded, then this rearrangement could occur only 
through a trigonal bipyramid (I in figure 43), but it would be unlikely to 
be completely stereospecific since statistically the cis product is 
favoured. Inversion is less specific, as the figures show that it can 
result from a trigonal bipyramid (II in figure 43) , or by trans-attack 
(edge-displacement) at one edge of the octahedron (figure 45) • Inversion 
will occur from a trigonal bipyramid however, only if the two chelate groups 
AA are different so that II is not symmetrical and attack at position (l)
TOans (also prow 
TRIGONAL BlPRISM)
TftANS
-  x
CIS (EDGE-DISPLACEMENT)
D-ClS (ALSO FROM TRIGONAL
Bip r is m  o r  edge- d ispla c em en t;
AMBIGUOUS)
P-CIS (EDGE-DISPLACEMENT)
■*- TRANS (EPCf-DISPLACE W EN T)
L -C IS  (INVERSION) (EDGE -  
d is p l a c e m e n t )
figure 45, St e r e o c h e m ic a l  chang es  accompanying shi  reaction 
OF [Co(AA)2 BX ] n+ WITH Y.
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is preferred (figure 43) . Thus if the two diamine groups AA are identical
by preferential attack at position (2) (figure 45) . Such specificity 
could only result from a unique combination of inductive and steric 
effects of the groups attached to the metal, making the positions of attack 
non-equivalent•
No instances of inversion are known in aquation reactions, but what
is believed to be the first instance of a stereospecific trans----^-cis
change is presented later in this thesis*
Some of the stereochemical evidence on aquation mechanisms will now 
be outlined*
Stereochemical results of aquation
Until recently, the stereochemical aspects and products of aquation 
have been relatively neglected, and frequently kinetic measurements of 
aquation have not been accompanied by stereo studies. Sometimes this has 
been due to the difficulty in isolating the pure aquo products for spectral 
comparison, but often because of the rapid rates of subsequent reaction or 
isomerisation of the aquation p r o d u c t s # However Tobe and his 
colleagues are now undertaking refined kinetic studies of aquation 
reactions and correcting for subsequent isomerisations, so that the ratio 
of isomeric products as a direct consequence of reaction can be determined*
Tables 9 and 10 list the reported observations on the steric course of 
aquation which are considered reliable, and most of these have been made 
only in the last few years.
(as in bis(en) complexes) an inversion must
TABLE 9 ISOMER RATIOS OF FIRST-FORMED PRODUCTS IN AQUATION
[Co e i^  A X ]+ + HgO------ ^ [ C o  en^  A(HgO) J2 +  + x'
X A C o n d it io n s % C is  % T ra n s R e fe re n c e
c i s - C l  OH H2° 100 0 119
N3 h c i c 4 100 0
120
C l ™ 3 100 0 119
NCS HC104 100 0 121
titt +
f HC104/AgC104 75 25 ? 94
lffl3
I ? 100 0 112
o h 2+ HgO/AgNOj + •» 108
k o 2 HC1C,4 100 0 9 4 ,9 7
c i s - B r  NCS it 100 0 121
™ 3 +
it 100 0 1 1 2 ,1 2 2
cis-N O ^  NH3 + ii 100 0 112
c is - E  P ™ °3 + 123
t r a n s - C l  OH H2 ° 75 25 119
% HC104 20 80 120
C l h u o 3 35 65 119
- tran ß [C o (A A )2C lg ] + II + 124
e s s e n t i a l l y  r e t e n t i o n  o f  c o n f ig u r a t io n  c la im e d  B u t n o t p ro v e d , w here 
AA = N- and C - s u b s t i t u t e d  e n , t n ,  p n , b n , dan*
NCS
•j*
h c io 4 5 0 -7 0 50 -3 0 121
™ 3
i i 0 100 125
* 8 " 0 100 9 4 ,9 7
CN HgO o r  H+/ % Z+ 0 ^ 1 0 0 126
t r a n s - B r  NCS h c io 4 43 57 127
™ 3+
I I o 100 125
V 0 100 114
tran s-N O ^  NH^‘ HC10„4 0 100 125
* (N o ta t io n  o f  + s i g n i f i e s  c h i e f  i s o m e r ic  p ro d u c t)
TABLE 10 ISOMER RATIOS IN AQUATION AT OCTAHEDRAL CENTRES
OTHER THAN COBALT (ill)
Compound Conditions aJo Cis °!o Trans Reference
cis[Cr en? Clg]+ HC1 ^  100 o 128
cis[Cr eng(HgO)ClJ^+ m c 3 ^  100 ^  0 129
cis[Cr eng Fg]+ M + 130
trans[Cr erv, Clg]+ HH03 or HC104 some most 128,131
transfer eng(HgO)C1J2+ hho3 some some 129
cis[Rh py2 Cl4f H2° + - 132
cis[lr w2 C14T It + - 132
tr&ns [Rh py? C14J~ H mm + 132
transfir py ? C14J“ It - + 132
cis[Rh eng Cl^J* KOH or M 0 3 ^  100 ^  0 93
transfRh en^ Clg]+ ii ^  0 V^IOO 93
and other dichloro tetramino Rh(lll) ions full retention 93
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Up to a few years ago the available data suggested that all reactions 
of geometric isomers of the type
[Co(M)2BX]n+ + HgO — [Co(AA)2B(H20)](n+1) + x"
(both forward aquation and reverse anation reactions) proceeded largely
without stereochemical change, and this in turn suggested that substitution
proceeded by an mechanism through a tetragonal pyramid, or by with
cis-attack (without edge-displacement) • More detailed studies indicated
that while retention of configuration was predominant, rearrangement did
occur in some instances and this, together with kinetic data led Ingold 
v (97)and Asperger in 1956v ' to propose that the two mechanisms operate in
different complexes of the type cis and trans [Co erig BX]+, where for a
constant replaced ligand X, the S.T1 or S 2 (cis-attack) mechanism is
decided by the orienting ligand B* The correlation of rates and stereo
change with the polar effects of B is indeed very convincing, for it is
just those ligands B which can exhibit a -+E (electromeric) effect (OH,
Cl, NCS) which always cause stereo-change from trans factors by a
proposed S„1 mechanism* In the other instances of trans factors, and 
r i ~
always with cis factors, the retention is complete (also borne out by the
limited data on Cr( III) , table 10) and the following stereochemical rule
(112)has been proposedv 1 t "In octahedral aquations which replace X in filled- 
sub-shell complexes MR^AX of a transition metal M, configuration will be 
totally preserved, unless A and X are trans, and A but not R has unshared 
electrons adjoining M,” The predominating tendency for complete retention
is explained by one water molecule in a tightly bound and well-ordered
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inner solvation shell being in such close juxtaposition to the replaced
group that it will merely substitute at the same position, whether
loosening (S„l) or binding (S 2) is in the l e a d ^ ^  . Tobe^11^  has N N
suggested that hydrogen-bonding between the incoming water and outgoing 
Cl” ion in the transition states in both S i  and S 2 aquations might 
predetermine the orientation of substitution before the Cl has completely 
passed the transition state separation. The operation of the -*E effect to 
cause stereo change only in trans factors by the S^l mechanism is 
postulated to arise from the requirement of non-orthogonality for the 
effect to be manifested. The orienting group might then cause sufficient 
prior loosening of a normally less easily loosened c is-group (i.e. amino 
group) to allow some edge-displacement involving dissociation of the labile 
trans group. The extent of rearrangement should then be in the order 
Cl Br p> for replaced groups X, correlating with the binding energies
of the Co-X b o n d ^ ^  , although the available data is not sufficient to 
test this (table 9) ,
A similar suggestion to account for the observed rearrangements has
(101 30)been made by Basolo and Pearsonv 9 ' in that electron-donating ligands
such as Cl , OH and NH^ 
are cis to the removed ligand might 7r-bond to a cobalt 4p orbital, whose 
energy would he lowered by dissociation of the negative ligand. The cis 
position is thereby labilised more than the trans, which accounts for the 
greater rates for the cis isomers (see later) • On the other hand if a 
group dissociates completely leaving an intermediate of coordination number
(in the predicted order Cl OH NKg**) which
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five, p - d bonding to the vacated d-orbital could favour rearrangement 7 7r it
to a trigonal bipyramid. The energy of this d-orbital would be lowered 
and strong 7r-bonding could take place in the trigonal plane, ir-bonding 
might thus over-ride ligand field factors, and reference to figure 43 
shows that stereochange should result, especially from a trans factor.
The difference between these postulates and those of the former authors 
arises in that Ingold suggests dissociation might accompany rather than 
precede the edge-displacement in the case of the trans isomer, while the 
cis isomer will always aquate more rapidly through a tetragonal pyramid 
intermediate. Easolo and Pearson*s postulates should lead to some 
rearrangement and racemisation from a cis factor through a trigonal 
bipyramid, but this has never been observed (table 9)*
It is of interest to mention Mathieu’s application of polarimetric 
methods to study the stereochemical course of aquation of some complexes, 
since these methods have been used in the present work. Ey measurements 
of the R.E. curves Mathieu^^^ showed that the aquations of
essentially with retention of generic configuration. These conclusions 
were also supported by the solubility criterion and by circular dichroism, 
but the measurements were not quantitative. Further evidence that
(+) [Co erig A Cl] + or 2+ where A = Cl, H^O, N0o, NCS, HE^ took place
(+) [Co en^ Clg]+ aquates with retention was furnished by measuring the
rate of mutarotation This rate was found equal
to the rate of loss of Cl determined conductimetrically so that the
change in optical activity was a direct result of the replacement of Cl
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ion by water, and the amount of racemisation and isomerisation was not
(133)extensive. More recent work by Pearson, Meeker and Basolov *'w  showed 
that the products resulting from aquation of cie[Co eng Clgj at pH 3 
and 25° were [Co eng Cl(HgO) in the isomeric ratio 79$ cis, 21$ 
trans. This agreed with the isomeric ratio of chloroaquo products 
calculated from MathieuTs determination of the subsequent loss of 
activity, if this was assumed to be due to isomerisation of cis to trans 
[Co eng Cl(EgO)] . The ratio quoted above was that found at the end of 
the aquation, but it has since been d e t e r m i n e d ^ ^  that the actual 
aquation of cis[Co eng Cyj does occur with 100$ retention to 
cis[Co eng Cl(HgO)j . This then isomerises to an equilibrium mixture 
of 73$ cis, 27$ trans (in 0.01 M HNCy) with the forward rate identical 
to the rate of loss of activity^^),'^‘'; * These results are represented 
by the following reaction scheme:
Ls[CoerigClg]+ cis[CoengCl(EgO) ]*
+ Cl
7 3 %  c\s 
27 7o trans
\l
ns[CoengClg]*-.6^ %  ->trans[CoengCl(HgO)
+ HgO + Cl'
cis[Coeng(HgO) g]' + Cl
trans [Coerig (HgO) g] * + Cl"
Under the kinetically controlled conditions quoted above the rates for 
the initial aquation and chloroaquo isomerisation are much greater than 
those for aquation of the second chloro group* The isomerisation could
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occur by water exchange through a five-coordinate intermediate, or by an 
intramolecular m e c h a n i s m , but water exchange rates have yet to be 
measured*
The aquations of chloroaquo tetramino compounds, as represented by
the equilibria on the right of the above scheme, have received more
limited attention, probably because of the complexity of the system in
that the rates of approach to cis - tr&ns chloroaquo equilibrium are
greater than the rates of subsequent aquation to diaquo isomers,
Brönsted^^^ was the first to make reliable kinetic measurements on
these systems. In acid solutions of p H <  3 the rates of aquation of
cis[Co(M3) ^ (H^O)  ^ and ci£[Co(M^) ^ (HgO) Cl]^+ showed a linear
dependence on — —^  and could be expressed by the equation
[H+]
obs k +Q
k
W]
The k Q term was ascribed to aquation of the aquo species 
[Co (NH3) 4(HgO)x] while k (slightly dependent on total concentration) 
was due to aquation of the conjugate base 4 (0H)x ]+ so that the
aquation reaction went through two paths. The reaction scheme postulated 
was:
[Co(KH3)4(E20)C1]2+ + EgO M hHj) 4(HgO) g]: + Cl
«a * instantaneous*
[Co(KH3)4(0H)C1]+ + EgO
* instantaneous *
[Co (NH3)4(0H) (EgO) J + Cl
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which yields the rate expression
k -6 1obs
and if K (the acid dissociation constant of the aquo ion) 10~8L
4then kg is about 10 x k^* This greater reactivity of the hydroxochloro
as compared to the aquochloro complex was accounted for by its smaller 
positive charge, but it can also be attributed to ‘rr-bonding (p*/«E/ ) * 
Brönsted failed to account for cis - trans isomerisation in the chloroaquo 
and diaquo compounds since he used the conductivity method, so the 
constants determined refer to the overall aquation rate, but the above 
reaction course is accepted as being correct. Complexes such as 
[Co(EHg) ^ C 1 a n d  j2 * without such acidic protons aquate
much more slowly, and with rates independent of [H+] at low
conductivity methods, so that again isomerisation was neglected. It was 
shown however that the equilibrium
pH(106,107,109)
Mathieu
The corresponding bis^thylenediamine) system was first studied by 
(49).e  using potentiometric titration, glass electrode, and
+ Cl
was sensitive to the conditions, being displaced to the right by 
decreasing concentration of complex or chloride ions, decreasing
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r (10 8)temperature, or decreasing [H J* In a later paper , active diaquo
solution was obtained by the above aquation so that essentially little
isomerisation was claimed to occur. In these studies the rates were not
separated into the chloroaquo and chlorohydroxo paths, but Tobe and co- 
(139)workers ' recently made a refined kinetic study of the aquation and 
isomerisation in water of cis and trans [Co eiv, Cl(OH) ]+. Aquation and 
isomerisation rates were comparable but they could be separated and the 
precise steric course determined. The rates of aquation of the chloro­
hydroxo isomers had previously been detemined by Pearson, Meeker and 
Basolov 1 , The stereochemical results are shown in the following 
scheme :
c i s r C o en jH o 'flC l]24 .  H+ ---------- 3» [Coen2(0K)ClJ+,
73$ cis
The foregoing remarks summarise almost all of the relevant data on 
the steric course of aquation of cobalt (ill) compounds where only two 
geometric isomers are possible. Very little kinetic work has been 
recorded on systems with greater isomeric complexity, and even less work 
has been done on the stereochemical aspects. Aquation rates have been
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- 2 +  - 2 +  measured f o r  the  compounds [Co en d ien  ClJ ' , [Co te t r a e n  C lj ,
[Co t r ie n (M g )C l]  and [Co t r i e n  C lg j , but each e x is t s  in  s e v e ra l
isom eric  forms ( f ig u re s  46 and 4) and the  s te reo ch em istry  was no t
e l u c i d a t e d • The k in e t ic s  showed th a t  th e  [Co t e t r a e n  C1J^+ was a
IS O M E R S  OF [ C e e n d k n C l ] 2+
H
[Co t-b n  cyTam C (]^+
F ig u re  46.
m ix tu re  o f  iso m ers, bu t i t  cou ld  no t be decided  w hether th ese  were 
d i f f e r e n t  arrangem ents o f  th e  p en ta -co o rd in a ted  lig a n d  around th e  m e ta l, 
o r  w hether th ey  were due to  iso m e ris a tio n  in  th e  lig a n d  i t s e l f .  The 
k in e t ic s  o f th e  o th e r  compounds in d ic a te d  th a t  only  one isom er was
r -2 +p re se n t in  each in s ta n c e .  The LCo en d ie n  C lj system was r e c e n tly  
s tu d ie d  i n  more d e t a i l ,  and the  th re e  isom ers ( f ig u re  46) may have been 
s e p a ra te d  by t h e i r  d i f f e r e n t  s o l u b i l i t i e s  in  w a te r , m ethanol and e th a n o l .
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(134)but the dissymmetric isomers could not be resolvedv ' . Similarly,
the kinetics have been measured for [Co i-bn cytam Cl] (figure 46) ,
(134)but this also was not resolvedv '. The rates of aquation of the trans 
dichloro and one of the cis dichloro isomers of [Co en(NHg) ^ Cl^]*
(figure 6) were found to be very similar(15) and this behaviour is
i+intermediate to that in the systems [Co en^ Clg]+ and [Co trien Cl,-,] 
(chapter 5) • It would thus be interesting to determine the 
stereochemical course of aquation of trans-dichloro [Co en(M^)gCl^]"^.
The study of aquation will inevitably expand in the direction of 
more complex systems such as the above, but many preparative 
difficulties have to be overcome.
KINETICS
The following are the factors contributing to the rates of aquation 
of octahedral complexes, and many of the experimental approaches which 
have been used in an attempt to separate these factors are also indicated*
Environmental Effects 
(A) External pressure
Application of this tool has so far been very limited, and has not 
allowed very definite deductions to be made. The volume change and A s ^  
for the reaction
[Co(NH3)5 (H20 ) f + + I^O18 [Co (SH3)5(H2018)]3+ + HgO
did eliminate a compact mechanism, so that some S^l character was
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• , jC135)involved *
(B) The effect of added ions
Aquation rates are for the most part- independent of ionic 
strength jl, especially at low /l, in accord with the Debye-Euckel theozy
on the primary salt effect. Some specific catalytic effects at higher ß
2- - . (109,80)with SO^ and ions have been attributed to ion-pair formation' <
An ionic strength dependence can be expected for reactions of weak acids,
such as aquo complexes, by a ’’secondary salt effect”, and this is
2+discussed later in connection with the aquation of [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] 
ions.
Aquations which proceed to equilibrium, e.g.
[Co (HH3)5C1]2+ + HjjO ^  [CoCm^CHgO) ]3+ + Cl'
are dependent on [Cl ] because of the mass-action effect. The replace­
ments of the first chlorine atoms in dichloro complexes are essentially 
complete, but the positions of equilibria in the subsequent aquations 
are dependent on [Cl ] as a b o v e f and the reverse anations show 
second-order kinetics.
Cations like Eg , Ag and Tl*" catalyse aquation of halo-
complexes, the rates being first order both in complex ion and cation
2 *4" 2+concentrations. The S^l, Eg - catalysed aquation of [Co(EH3)5Cl]
was mentioned earlier, and the S i  designation of mechanism refers to theE
reaction with water. These reactions are essentially reactions 
however, in that the initial and rate determining step is the rapid
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removal of the Cl ion by Hg * It has recently been shown for the 
[Co erVj Clg] isomers that the subsequent aquation then takes place 
largely with retention of configuration, and in this way 
trans[Co erv> Cl(HgO) ]^  + was isolated for the first time^ *
(C) Hydrogen ion concentration
Monoacido complexes usually aquate at a rate independent of [H+]
below pH 4, but aquo-acido complexes, being weak acids, show a
dependence on [H+] as discussed previously*
Aquations of complexes containing strongly basic ligands, such as
[Co(NH^) ^ C0^]+, or those containing ligands with a high tendency to
hydrogen bonding are acid catalysed at low pH, where protonated species
must be formed* In the latter category is the aquation of
trans[Co eng F^] and cis[Cr en^ F ] where hydrogen bonding is held
2+to weaken the Co-F bond in the reactive species erigF-Co-F-H * No 
such catalysis has yet been observed with other halo complexes(123,130)
(D) Solvent
The little data available on this factor has been referred to 
previously*
Structural Effects
(E) The Central Metal Atom
From the limited data on complexes of metals other than cobalt(lll) 
good correlations have been found between measured values of rates and
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activation energies, and those predicted by the ligand field and 
effective ionic charge theories. For example, the slower reactions of 
rhodium(lll) complexes have E about 2 kcal*/mole higher than corres- 
ponding cobalt(lll) reactions, but from the insensitivity of hydrolysis 
rates of rhodium complexes to charge, S^2 (trigonal biprism) mechanisms 
are extremely likely here^^ «
(F) The displaced ligand
In the series [Co(NHj) 0r 3+, the rates varied markedly with
the nature of X, and decreased in the order ECO^“ >  >  I~ >  Br~
HgO >  Cl >  SO 2~ >• QAc" P» SCN~ >  NO^ . This same order has been 
observed in other series, and generally correlates with the order of 
ligand field strengths. It has been suggested from the wide variation
( 3q\of rates with the displaced group that bond-breaking is importantv 1, 
but the above order does not correlate with the reported activation 
energies•
The rates of aquation of carbon-substituted acetato complexes 
[Co(NHjj) ^ (CRgCOO) (r = H, halogen, alkyl, OE) followed the trend of
basicities of the acetato groups, and steric factors appeared to have 
little effect. This was evidence against an S^2-cis-attack mechanism, 
but was in agreement with either or S^2-trans-attaok m e c h a n i s m • 
Although in this series the basicities of the acetate ions differed by
4a factor of 10 , the rates differed only by a factor of 12, tending to 
support the bimolecular m e c h a n i s m *
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Tobev has also investigated the effect of the displaced ligand
aquation mechanisms have been assigned as (cis-attack), in accord
2+with a previous bimolecular assignment for the [Co(NH^)^X] ion. The
rates increase along the series C l <  Br -c "but the activation energies 
also increase, so that the rates are determined largely by the entropies 
with the solvation greatest in the chloro compound. The difference 
between the chloro and nitrato complexes was attributed to the greater 
hydrogen-bonding of Cl with the entering water than of as the
latter group may be already intramclecularly hydrogen-bonded through the 
amine groups (figure 47) ♦
(G) The net charge on the complex
Many aquations involve displacement of a negative ligand from a 
positively charged complex. For a dissociation mechanism, the effect of 
increased positive charge would be to decrease the rate and increase the
Figure 47
activation energy, although for an S 2 mechanism there is not necessarily
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any correlation. In all cases of chloro complexes investigated, singly 
posit5-vely charged complexes aquate much more rapidly than doubly 
positively charged cations. For example,
ccis[CoenoCl^]* 
wtrans [Co (NH^) Cl ]+
and these ratios
4 2
(101)
kcis[Co eng (EH^ C1 f  +
:[Co(HHcj) gClJ
550
800
are in accord with that calculated on the basis of
an electrostatic treatment of a dissociation mechanism' ' # Similarly,
100
i2-tk[dichloro complex]+ * k[corresponding
• The
- — £ * chloroaquo complex]c
greater reactivity of a dichloro complex (e.g. [Co(NHj) 4Clg]+) compared
• '2+to a monochloro complex ([Co(NHg) ) may also be attributed to
7r-bonding from the remaining chlorine to the metal in the tetramino 
complexes. This would tend to stabilise the transition state and favour 
a trigonal bipyramid, and the same consideration applies to the relative 
rates of dichloro and chloroaquo complexes, and the chlorohydroxo and 
chloroaquo complexes, since the OH group will 7T-bond more effectively 
than chlorine^^^* It is perhaps more significant if the activation 
energies as well as the rates can be correlated with these factors.
There is some evidence that in chloro complexes containing polyamines 
a correlation exists between rate and the number of N-H bonds, and it has 
been suggested that when the increased positive charge in the transition 
state can be dispersed to the peripheral atoms more effectively, E should 
be lowered and the rate increased. This is as observed (section H below)
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(15)and would be especially so for dissociationv • With an increasing 
number of H-H bonds the solvation should also be increased (lower A;'/ ) 
and this should also help to disperse the charge and aid reaction*
(H) Chelation
(15)Pearson, Boston and Basolo investigated this effect in the three
series of complexes below, where the rates of aquation of the first
/ -4- —lv ochlorine atoms (x 10 min ) are given for 25 and pH 1«
QisCCo (ffi3)4 Cl2]+ very fast trans[Co (NH^ ) 4 Clg]* 1100
clsfCoen(HH„)?Clg]+ 140 * trans[Coen(NH^ ) gCl^]+ 130
cis[Co eri, Cl^ ]+ 150 trans[Co en2 Clg ]+ 19
a[Co trien Clg ]+ 90
[Co (NH^g Cl ]2+ 4*0
cis[Co en^NH^) Cl]2+ 0*85
cis[Cotrien(HEk) Cl]2+ 0*40 (probably cis a)
[Co en dien Cl]2+ 0.31 *
[Co tetraen Cl]2+ 0.15 * * * isomer unknown
In each series increasing cheletion caused a decrease in rate* However 
in such series the inductive effects of the coordinated nitrogen, the 
number of N-H hydrogens (see above) and the molecular size (hence 
solvation energies) varied also, so that an unequivocal choice between 
mechanisms was difficult* The trend of basicities of the amines could not
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be correlated, with the observed rate order so that the other effects were 
important. It was claimed that the highly chelated ions were virtually 
shielded from trans-attack, and the observations were more consistent 
with an S^l (section G above) than with an cis-attack mechanism.
(l) The size of neutral ligands
The aquation rates of transfCo(AA)^Cl^]+ complexes where
AA = Mg-CRg-CRg-NHg and R = H and/or CEj increase with increasing
methylation, and this was considered strong support for a dissociation
mechanism. Rearrangement of the remaining five groups could then occur
(124)to relieve the steric crowdingv ' . This type of approach has been
(113)criticised by Tobev J on the grounds that not only is the steric effect 
altered over the series, but the solvation shell may be considerably 
disturbed also, thereby considerably changing the rates as "water- 
repelling11 hydrocarbon groups are added to the complex.
(j) Isomerism of neutral ligands
Rates for trans[Co(AA) ^ Clg J+, where AA «= the three isomeric
(124)butylenediamines, differ significantlyv f and reflect the relative 
non-bonded interactions of the methyl groups. This will be discussed 
further in chapter 7«
(K) The electrical character of neutral ligands
The evidence from the foregoing effects led Basolo and Pearson to 
suggest that aquation of most types of cobalt(ill) complexes takes place 
by the S^l mechanism, and probably through a square pyramid intemediate*
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Their observations on rates of a series of substituted pyridine complexes
[Co eiv,(X-py) Cl] , where X was varied such that the relative inductive
effects could be observed while maintaining steric factors approximately
constant, were consistent with a dissociative mechanism. Increase in
base strength of X-py increased the rate but the effect was found to be
(137)small (20-fold increase in base strength gave only 40/o rate increase) v •
(112)Ingold, Hyholm and Tobev J have systematically studied the two 
series of complexes, cis and trans [Co erv, A Cl]+, in which the polar 
effects of A were varied over almost the extreme range by changing this 
ligand. Electron-donating ligands A will increase the chance of an S^l 
process, while electron-attracting substituents such as K)g will favour 
an S^2 process. When the ligands A are arranged in order of decreasing 
electron supply to, or increasing electron withdrawal from the metal, the 
rate of aquation at first falls sharply, and then rises sharply along the 
series. The experimental results have been plotted in figure 48. For 
each series, the graph consists of two intersecting curves and is 
similar to that found for carbon substitutions, where the intersection 
represented a change from S^l to S^2 mechanism. Thus the above diagrams 
also suggest a change of mechanism, the two presumed mechanisms having 
opposite polar requirements. Along the falling curve the expelled 
Cl ion carries out electrons, and no compensating import of electrons by 
the entering water occurs in the rate controlling step by this mechanism. 
The increasing rate along the curve is attributed to the increasing 
binding of water using a 4d cobalt orbital; the strongly electronegative
A -  oh Nj a  nos mt5 owx ho; - » increasing euctronkatuity 
ELECTRON DONATING ELECTRON WITHDRAWING
Fioure 4 8 .  EFFECT OF NEUTRAL LIGANDS, A,ON THE RATE OF AQUATION 
OF CIS AND TRANS [C o e ^ A C d * . (AFTER INGOLO0 '0 .
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water can contract and concentrate this orbital, a process which 
liberates a large amount of energy, so the number of cobalt orbitals 
increases from 6 towards 7 in the transition state.
In deducing the order in which to arrange the ligands A in the above 
schematic diagram, Ingold has considered the various types of polar 
properties that each should possess. These are three-fold: 
inductive - I effects, electromeric conjugation +E, and the conjugative 
-T effect. The order based only on I I effects was modified slightly 
where it was considered, based on organic chemical experience, that the 
other effects might predominate. It is the +1 and -T effects which 
should mainly contribute to the rates, whereas the -ffi effect is postulated 
to facilitate only aquations and will be the only effect deteimining 
the steric course which was discussed previously. The order of polar 
effects on rates was thus established to be
o h >  n3 >  ci >  ncs >  feg >  OHg ^  no,,
(If the groups NH^, OHg are written as NH^ and OHg, then relatively the 
groups OH , U3 , etc. may be written as neutral entities). With more 
complete quantitative data on rearrangement in the aquations of trans- 
factors (table 9) , the order of *♦£ effect has been suggested to be 
'h >  J there appears to be no correlation between the
labilxsing effect oi the orienting group and steric change^*^ . The more 
fragmentary data available on other series (e.g. 3r replacing Cl, and 
(®H3)4 eng ) also seem to conform to these predictions.
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However it is not yet known whether these observations are in fact 
general, or whether they are peculiar to the cobalt (ill) bis(en) 
series^.
A d a m s o n ^ s u g g e s t s  that S^2 aquation might be aided by hydrogen­
bonding between ligands and water (S^ j2 FS mechanism) as in 
cis[Co e n ^ N O ^ C l J + (figure 49)*
c
y  co_./
S-0l Z- 
N-Qv
■'Cl
Figure 49« S^2 FS Mechanism
This effect would be greatest with the as orienting group, and this
special type of mechanism can also be accomnodated in Ingold’s scheme#
There are some deficiencies in the above approach which only further
experiment can clarify* The activation energies vary widely, so the
order of orienting ligands in labilising power will depend on the
temperature chosen for the comparison, and the order considered above
refers to 25°. For an S^l mechanism E& should decrease with greater
character, but Tobe has pointed out that the lack of correlation between
rates and E can be ascribed to differences in solvation about the a
orienting ligand A ' ^ ^  . Moreover, the charges of the complexes differ
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within the series, so that the relative importance of bond-breaking and 
bond-making might also differ, as the charge effect would be large for an 
S^l, but not necessarily for an S^2 mechanism (section G) •
(L) Geometrical Isomerism
There is only one known instance in cobalt(lll) complexes where a 
trans isomer aquates faster than the corresponding cis isomer. In 
[Co en^NO^Cl]* this has been ascribed^^ to the -T effect of the NOg 
group acting more strongly at trans positions, a so-called "trans effect", 
as observed in Pt(ll) complexes^^ * The other polar effects +1 and +E 
will combine to operate more strongly at positions cis to the polar group, 
facilitating S i  aquations.
KINETIC METHODS
Since reactions of coordination compounds are often complicated by 
consecutive reactions and isomerisations, it has become customary to 
employ several methods in order to uniquely define the particular reaction 
being studied. Conductivity has been widely used to measure rates of 
aquation because of the high sensitivity possible, but since in a reaction 
it is the proportional change in total conductance which determines the 
sensitivity the method is difficult to use in solutions having pH<  2 or 
ionic strength /U.>0.01. The method is inapplicable to consecutive 
reactions which do not differ greatly in rates. Spectrophotometry 
(generally limited to the visible region for complexes) has the advantage 
that a single reaction may be isolated by a judicious choice of wavelength,
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and also measurements at different wavelengths may give the rates of
aquation and simultaneous isomerisation. Aquation as well as
racemisation may be measured polarimetrically, and again wavelengths may
be chosen so that each of these reactions may be measured simultaneously,
and isolated from isomerisation* Of the other methods which have been
+ 2+employed in aquation measurements, many involve Ag or Eg ions 
(e.g. titration of Cl , E.M.F* measurements in a Cl"* concentration cell, 
polarography). Since aquations of cobalt(III) halo complexes are usually 
catalysed by these ions, the methods found useful for the present work 
were limited to conductivity, spectrophotometiy, and polarimetry. The 
less sensitive E5g(N0^)g titration of Cl was tried for some very slow 
reactions. Both this and conductance measure the rate of release of Cl 
ion from a complex, so take no account of the steric course. It is 
likely that high-frequency conductance or capacitance methods will be 
used for aquation measurements in the future, since these eliminate all 
electrode effects.
SCOPE OF KINETIC AND STEREO CHEMICAL STUDIES
The special feature of the trien complexes which makes them 
potentially useful for a study of reaction mechanisms is that the centre 
ethylene bridge is in effect an additional point of reference in the 
molecule. Thus any single teiminal ethylene bridge movement, denoted by 
arrows in figure 50, which occurs during a reaction will result in 
isomerisation between the geometrical isomers, either D cis cis £
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or L cis J3 --- >  trans♦ The corresponding bridge movements, or edge-
displacements, in a bis(en) compound will give only D --->  L or
D-«---->  trans, and the stereochemical relationships between the trien and
bis(en) compounds are shown by the vertical comparisons in figure 50. All
the possibilities of single bridge movements are outlined in the figure,
but movements which would involve the two bridges at a secondary nitrogen
atom are considered improbable (chapter 7) . Moreover, edge-displacement
of a substituent X by Y could be made apparent by the observable isomeric
» 11change from D cis £^-<--- >> D cis J3 (due to the non-equivalence of the
substituent positions) but would not be detectable in the cis[Co erv, XYjn+ 
or cis a trien compounds. The trien compounds thus offer possibilities of 
stereo change exceeding those in bis(en) compounds.
Figure 51 summarises the stereo course of the aquation of each of the 
three dichloro trien isomers. The system was studied in the following 
stages:
(1) Aquation of the a, £ and trans dichloro isomers and
(2) Aquation of the a and £ chloroaquo isomers, chapter 5.
(3) Racemisation and isomerisation of the a and diaquo isomers,
chapter 6«
In the final chapter the results of (3) are correlated with those from 
(2) , and the mechanisms of these reactions are discussed*
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C H A P T E R  5
KINETICS OF AQUATION OF THE PI CHID BO AHR CHIOBQAQUO 
TR3ETHYLENETETRAMINE COBALT (ill) ISOMERS
THE PIC HID BO ISOMERS 
Introduction
The active a and £ dichloro isomers have been shown to undergo
aquation to the chloroaquo compounds with full retention of configuration
and activity (chapter 3) . In acid solution, trans[Co trien Clg]+ changed
from green to red in a few minutes (20 ) , and since trans[Co engC^HgO) ]
is green, this indicated that isomerisation accompanied aquation*
Furthermore, on aquation the spectrum became identical with that of
j3[Co trien 01(0^0) ] f and confirmation that trans[Co trien Cl^] equated
2+to cis £[Co trien 01(^0) ] was obtained from the rates of aquation of 
the second chlorine atom*
The rates were measured conductimetrically, spectrophotometrically 
and polarimetrically. The conductance method gave the rate of loss of Cl” 
ion, and polarimetry measured the rates of mutarotation of the cis isomers* 
In the case of the trans isomer, the spectrophotometric method gave the
rate of isomerisation trans---- >  cis £ which accompanied aquation*
The rates were measured under various conditions of [H+], ionic 
strength ß (adjusted with NaClO^) , initial dichloro complex concentration
- 131 -
[Co], and temperature t°C*
Results and Discussion
Rates of aquation of the a, £  and trans dichloro isomers are given 
in tables 11 to 15«
The rate data are plotted as log k vs* ^ for the three isomers in 
figures 52 to 54* Activation energies E were obtained by first
Or
calculating the mean slopes of these plots by regressing log k (from all 
runs) as a linear function of ^* Then ■ - 2*303 R x mean slope, which
follows from the liquation:
2*303 R
1
T.
The error was calculated as the standard deviation of the mean 
( * standard error, S*E.) • Standard errors in mean rates were calculated
£d2 1 V2using S*E* n(n«l) * From E , and the mean of the measured a'
rate constants at 25 , entropies of activation 
the transition state theory equation:
AS^ were calculated using
As/ -(Ea - ” >
. kT R R
kr - h* * 8
where ky is in sec~\ and E& is in calories mole~\ The aquation of 
trans [Co trien Clg]+ showed a small dependence on [H+] or ß9 so E& was 
calculated from data at [H+] • 0*01 M only* The rate data at 25° are 
given in table 14 for the three isomers, and the data for [Co exig Clg]+
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m <■ ‘ • !
are included for comparison*
For aquations of a and ji [Co trien Gig] , k was independent of [H J, 
ß and [Co], at [H+] ^  0*0001 M# Conductivity rates were the least 
reliable at pH 4, because here the rates of the subsequent aquations 
(of the chloroaquo compounds) were of the same orders of magnitude as the 
dichloro aquation rates* Otherwise, the rates obtained by the three 
methods (C, S and P) agreed within the errors of the methods*
Cis £[Co trien Clg]* aquated to produce the two cis £ chloroaquo 
isomers by concurrent reactions, but although these gave a linear first- 
order plot the rate constant observed was actually composite* Data from 
the aquation of the second Cl" ion enabled the proportions in which the 
two J3 chloroaquo isomers were formed, to be estimated as about 97°/> and 3^ 
(p* /35* ) # The rate of formation of the minor isomer was therefore taken 
as 3rfo of the observed total rate* The rate of formation of the major 
isomer would be only slightly lower than the observed total rate, but 
this difference would be within the experimental error in the measured 
rate constant.
Basolo measured the rate of aquation of one of the cis-dichloro 
isomers, and the excellent agreement with the rate of aquation of the a 
isomer (table 14) thus identifies his product.
For the trans isomer, the conductimetric and spectrophotometric 
methods gave the same rates* These rates showed a small variation 
(^40$) with [H ] and/or ß in the range 1 <  pH <  4; k decreased as [h ] 
increased. The identical rates by the two methods showed that 
trans [Co trien Clg]+ isomerised to the cis £ configuration at the same
-  133
rate as Cl" ion was expelled* No measurable amounts of
2 +
trans[Co trien 01(^0) ] were formed during the aquation as evidenced by:
(i) the identical spectrophotometric rates at four wavelengths
(ii) the strictly linear plots obtained (up to two half-lives)
(iii) the constancy of the isobestio points (when a series of 
complete visible spectra were recorded) *
2+That no transCCo trien C^HgO) ] was observed did not preclude its
formation as an intermediate however, so that the rate data is consistent
with either of two possible mechanisms* In the first, isomerisation is
synchronous with aquation and the first-formed product is
]3[Co trien Cl(HgO) (the "slow” isomer) • Alternatively,
trans [Co trien Clg]+ aquates with retention of configuration to
2+trans[Co trien Cl(HgO) J which subsequently isomerises rapidly to the J3
isomer. It will be recalled (chapter 4) that the aquation of
ClgJ is not stereospecific and the aquation product is 
2+largely trans[Co en^ Cl(HgO) ] (65$• This then isomerises largely to
the cis isomer (73$ cis at equilibrium) • On this basis, both of the above
mechanisms for the aquation of trans[Co trien Clg]+ are plausible*
The mechanism involving formation and subsequent isomerisation of
trans [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] was eliminated after studying the aquation of
2+in 0*1 M HCIO^ in the presence of Big ion* After 
rapid mixing of the trans [Co trien Clg] and Eg solutions, a continuous 
record of optical density indicated that a veiy fast initial reaction was 
followed by a slower reaction. Repetition of the reaction with the
trans[Co en^
- I n ­
complete spectrum being recorded at successive times showed that the
spectrum at the end of the initial fast reaction was different to those
of trans[Co trien Clg] and £[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] # but subsequently
became identical with the spectrum of £[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] (figure 55) •
The spectrum of the intermediate product was consistent with its being
largely trans [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] f formed by the rapid removal of one Cl
2+from the dichloro complex by Hg ion, and the two reactions involved 
were then:
k 2+ o+
trans [CotrienClg — —  ->» trans [CotrienCl( HgO) ] ---- >  j$[CotrienCl( HgO) ]
The rate constants at 15° are given in table 15* The direct aquation
of trans[Co en^ Cl
on [Hg J, and k should therefore be [Hg J dependent. However it is aq
evident from table 15 that the isomerisation was not dependent on
O i  0 +[Hg ], and this was also found for trans[Coery,Cl( H^O) ] (table 16)* The
rate of isomerisation of trans [Co trien Cl(HgO) J (k^ - 1*0 x 10*“ min" ) 
is seen to be only 2,2 times greater than the observed rate of aquation of 
trans [Co trien Clg] in the absence of Hg (k * 4*5 x 10 ~ min’ , taken 
from figure 54) * If the aquation in the absence of Hg ion did occur by 
this path, the above values for the rates k ^  and k^ would require a 
maximum concentration of the trans [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] intermediate of 
about 20$ which would have been detected*
2 .^The isomerisation of trans [Co trien Cl(l^0) j and the aquation of 
trans [Co trien Clg] in the absence of Hg are thus established as 
independent processes, and the latter aquation reaction proceeds with 100$
"fr* üg] to trans [Co en^ Cl(HgO) ] is known to be dependent
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isomerisation to the £  configuration* It is also evident that the
2+rapidity of the isomerisation of trans[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] may prevent 
its isolation*
The two cis dichloro isomers equate at widely differing rates, but 
the kinetic behaviour and full retention of configuration parallel the 
observations on aquation of cis[Co en^ Clg]+.
THE CHIPBDAQ.UD ISOMERS
Introduction
Because of its lower symmetry, the cis £ configuration allows of two
2+chloroaquo isomers, whereas there is only one cis a[Co trien Cl(HgO) J 
isomer* These J3 isomers would be expected to have different rate 
constants for aquation to diaquo compounds. Since the chloroaquo salts 
could not be isolated, these aquations had to be studied starting with the 
optically active a and j3 dichloro isomers*
j3[Co trien Clg]+ was found to equate to a mixture of the two 
2+j3[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] isomers with one (the minor isomer) present to the 
extent of only about 3^* Since this is the more labile of the J3 
chloroaquo isomers with respect to aquation, this will be referred to as 
the ’'fast" isomer* It was only by using sensitive conductance measurements, 
and only in 0*01 M HCIO^, that the proportion and rate of aquation of this 
isomer could be assessed* Polarimetxy and titration of Cl" ion were not 
sufficiently sensitive for its detection, but spectrophotometry also gave 
evidence for this isomer.
- 136 -
a and £ [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] aquate with full retention of 
configuration, but measurements of the rates of aquation and retentions 
of activity were complicated by isomerisation of each of the diaquo 
products to an equilibrium mixture, and also by the reverse anation 
reactions. The thermodynamic chloroaquo-diaquo equilibria are never fully 
established due to the subsequent isomerisations. Nevertheless, the 
kinetics and stereochemistry have been elucidated, aided by separate 
studies of the racemisation and isomerisation of the pure diaquo compounds 
(chapter 6)•
Both diaquo isomers should have similar conductivities, so that the 
conductivity method should measure the rate of approach to ohloroaquo- 
diaquo equilibrium and be independent of subsequent isomerisation. In all 
runs the conductivity did reach a steady value and readings were plotted as
log ! ~ ! vs. t. Except with j3[Co trien Cl^]* at 0.01 M HCIO^,
' equilib x/
the resulting graphs (figures 85b, 92b, appendix E) showed an initial 
steep curve, representing the aquation of the first Cl"" ion, followed by a 
linear plot which thus corresponded to the aquations of
a[Co trien 01(1^0) ]^+ or J$[Co trien C^EgO) (’’slow” or "major” isomer^.
Plots from £[Co trien Clg]^ at 0.01 M HC2D4 showed an inflexion between
these two regions. The inflexion was evident after the time for
completion of the dichloro aquation (figure 63 in experimental section),
2 »
thus correepondirg to the aquation of the "fast" £[Co trien Cl(HgO)] 
isomer. The proportion and rate of aquation of this isomer could thus be 
evaluated, and the method of calculation (experimental section) was 
justified by an analytical treatment (appendix B) of conductance changes
2+
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expected for the system*
^[CotrienCl^O) ]2+
«slow11 or major isomer
j^ Cotriei^ HgO)^[CotrienClg]+
+ c r
ß [CotrienCl^gO) ]2+
"fast” or minor isomer
Aquation of the a chloroaquo isomer was measured spectrophotometrically 
at 540 mß where the a and J3 diaquo isomers have similar absorptions, so 
that the rates obtained are for the approach to the a chloroaquo-a diaquo 
equilibrium. The optical densities became almost constant after 5 half- 
lives, but decreased further at considerably longer times due to
contributions from £ chloroaquo and £  diaquo compounds.
-2+Aquation of £[Co trien C^H^O)] was followed spectrophotometrically 
at 560 mßt and again this method measured the approach to £ chloroaquo-J3 
diaquo equilibrium. Here the subsequent isomerisation was less important 
since the a —  diaquo equilibrium position lies largely towards the ^
isomer («^  ^iaquo/^ diaquo ^  ^/20# chapter 6) , and the rate of isomerisation 
£ --- ^equilibrium (table 2?) is very much less than the aquation rate.
The rates of mutarotation of the cis chloroaquo isomers to the 
respective diaquo isomers were also measured polarimetrically* Wavelengths 
were chosen for each isomer where the diaquo product had essentially zero 
rotation, and the data were usually plotted as log a vs. t. However the
-  138 -
aquations do not proceed to completion (approximately 15$ chloroaquo, 85$ 
diaquo are present at equilibrium) and if loss of activity of the diaquo 
compounds did not occur the rotations would not fall to zero. It is 
proposed that the mutarotation to zero rotation (at the wavelength chosen) 
measures the forward rate only, since the anation should occur largely with 
loss of activity. The racemisation of the a and diaquo compounds is 
thought to occur with each act of water exchange by analogy with the
with water in the exchange process. The a system is represented as 
followsi
active a diaquo is decreasing and retention of activity in the anation 
reaction would be diminished further by this process. Similar 
considerations apply to the polarimetric measurements on the £  system, where 
again the racemisation rate (table 28) is comparable with the rate of 
anation. Irrespective of these arguments, an »’initial rate” plot of 
log a vs. t should give the forward rate (kj) and in fact all the rate 
plots were linear up to 2 half-lives (figure 93, appendix E)•
(chapter 6) , and in the anation Cl" would compete
(Zero rotation 
at A used)
*2
The rate of racemisation (isomerisation) kg of the a diaquo compound 
(table 27) is comparable with the anation rate k so that the amount of
-  139 -
In each run, aliquots of the reacting solution were transformed to 
carbonato compounds (with excess NaHCO^) at the beginning of the 
chloroaquo aquation (chloroaquo concentrations approximately maximum) and 
at the end of the reaction (usually about 5 half-lives) • Measurements of 
the rotations and spectra then allowed the loss of optical activity and
isomerisation (a --- >  J3 or £ ---->  a) which took place during the
aquation reaction to be estimated, and it will be shown later (chapter 7) 
that these changes were due to subsequent racemisation and isomerisation 
in the diaquo product*
A few runs were also measured by titration of the total ionic Cl 
with This method gives the rate of approach to the chloroaquo-
diaquo equilibrium and is independent of the subsequent isomerisation and 
racemisation of the diaquo product.
Conditions of [H+], fl, [Co] and temperature were varied, and the 
aquation rates of the chloroaquo isomers were sensitive to these changes.
Results and Discussion
Rates of aquation of the a and £ ("slow” isomer) chloroaquo compounds 
are listed in tables 17 and 18* The rates for the chloroaquo product 
resulting from trans[Co trien Clg]* are given in table 19. These latter
n «
rates were identical with the rates of £[Co trien Cl(HgO)] , ("slow“
isomer) thus identifying the stereochemical course of the
transTCo trien Clg]+ aquation (compare runs 80 and 24, runs 82 and 31).
The absence of any suggestion of a third rate in the trans conductivity
plots (figure 92, appendix E) showed that little or no
a[Co trien C^HgO) ]2+ was formed*
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The spectrophotometric and polarimetric methods gave similar rates for 
2+a[Co trien 01(^0) ] (runs 51 and 56) • However the spectrophotometric 
rates (forward and reverse rates) should be somewhat greater than the 
polarimetric rates (which were assumed to be the forward rates only) but 
closer correspondence than in run 56 might not be expected, and the 
spectrophotometric rates are the less accurate. The thermodynamic 
equilibrium position has been roughly assessed spectrophotometrically 
(p, I5Z ) * The general agreement between the four methods (C,P,S and T) 
indicates that racemisation or isomerisation of a[Co trien Cl(HgO)] was 
not important compared to the rate of aquation. Furthermore, there was no 
evidence from rates or the equilibrium spectra that any
trans[Co trie^HgO)^] was formed. However, these isomerisations do occur 
in the bis^thylenediamine) chloroaquo and diaquo compoundsv * ' *
From the rates for (-) J3[Co trien C^HgO)]^* (table 18) it is seen 
that there was a small ionic strength dependence (runs 68 to 72) such that 
the rates decreased as ß was increased from 0.01 to 0*18 (figure 56), but 
there was negligible dependence on [Co] (compare runs 69 and 73, 30 and 31) ♦ 
Agreement of conductimetric and spectrophotometric rates was good (compare 
runs 24 and 66, 31 and 67, 18 and 77, allowing for ß differences) and the 
one titrimetric rate (run 79) also agreed with the other methods. Runs 24 
and 25 indicate there was no catalysis by platinised electrodes, although 
such catalysis of aquation has been noted in other cobalt(lll) 
systems(^6,105,121) ^  polarimetiy gave a rate similar to the other methods 
(runs 28, 25 and 66) but would be expected to give a lower rate since it 
measured the forward reaction only* Since the plot was linear (figure 89,
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appendix E) , no significant contribution from the “fast” isomer was 
indicated. Furthermore no evidence was found for an isomerisation of 
"slow" to "fast" £[Co trien (^(HgO) isomers*
9.
The conductivity results for the "fast" |>[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] isomer 
are given in table 20, anc^his isomer was present to the extent of about 
3$>, The rates (x 10^ min-’*) given in figure 57 for the complete j3 system 
were calculated from run 25 at pH 2, The method of obtaining the two 
rates for the first aquation stage is given in appendix C*
( ~ 3 %  O&SEMEty
Figure 57« Aquation of £[Co trien Clg]* in 0*0102 M H+ at 25°C.
It is seen that the "fast" chloro&quo isomer aquates about 4 times faster 
than the "slow" isomer. At pH*s 3 and 4, the rates for the chloroaquo
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aquations are higher relative to the dichloroaquation and this precludes 
the detection of the “fast*’ isomer; the conductivity plots showed no 
inflexions. Like the aquation of the "slow" isomer, the “fast" isomer 
aquation rate was almost certainly acid dependent.
Some of the spectrophotometric runs at [h +j ^  0.01 M showed a small 
initial curvatur^&t times when the "fast" isomer was known (from 
conductivity) to be aqua ting (figure 58) . These small initial deviations 
were thus ascribed to the "fast" isomer and the proportions of this isomer 
were assessed as follows.
2+Table 21. Proportions of "fast" ß[CotrienCl(H^0) ] isomer observed 
in spectrophotometric runs of aquation of ß[Co trien Clr»]*
Run
No. Is!l t°C io of "fast*» isomer
66 0.01 M 25 3.1
64 0.05 40 1.7
63 0.1 40 1.8
62 1.0 40 1.7
These proportions substantially agree with those calculated from the 
conductivity runs.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF a AND ß CONFIGURATIONS
The detection of the two chloroaquo isomers formed by aquation of 
J3[Co trien Cl^J is definite evidence for the geometrical configurations 
which have been assigned* It was shown earlier that only the less 
symmetrical dichloro structure can give rise to two chloroaquo isomers, and 
rate plots for the cis a system gave no such evidence. All the other 
evidence supporting this assignment is summarised below*
Trans [Co trien Clg]+ aquates stereospeeifically in acid solution to 
give £[Co trien Cl(HgO) J , and this associates the trans structure more 
closely with the cis £ structure, since the isomerisation would be expected 
to take place with one terminal ethylene bridge movement rather than two.
j j
Trans[Co trien Clg] was obtained by the reaction of J3[Co trien CO^] 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, and by isomerisation of 
J3[Co trien Clg]Cl in methanol (chapter 2) • Trans[Co trien Clg] could not 
be obtained from the corresponding a compounds, and this also associates 
the trans structure more closely with the
The relative magnitudes of the C.D. curves were also consistent with 
the assignments (chapter 3) •
The complexity of the infrared spectra of the £ dichloro and £ 
dinitro compounds relative to the spectra of the a isomers was consistent 
with the J3 structure being the less symmetrical (chapter 2)*
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REACTION PATHS AND TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS 
FOR afCo t r i e n  Cl( HqO) AQUATION
r 0  
F ig u re  59 shows th e  LH J dependence o f  th e  forw ard  r a t e s  a t  40 C.
The r a te  i s  r e l a t iv e ly  in s e n s i t iv e  to  [h+] and in c re a se s  by a f a c to r  o f
only  4 f o r  a  1000-fo ld  decrease  in  [H+]* The d a ta  i s  c o n s is te n t  w ith
th re e  r e a c t io n  paths and th e  r a t e  can th u s  be expressed  by the  em p irica l
e q u a tio n s :
Rate = kH[Co][HgO][H+J + ^ [ C o H ^ O ]  + ^ [C o -H jtH g O  j
0r kobe -  + V  + V a  ^ 7  d )
[Co] re p re s e n ts  th e  chloroaquo c o n c e n tra tio n , and [Co-H] re p re se n ts  th e  
chlorohydroxo con jugate  b a se . The f i r s t  term  in  eq u a tio n  ( l )  r e f e r s  to  an 
a c id -c a ta ly se d  p a th , the  second to  a q u a tio n  o f  [Co t r i e n  (^(HgO)] , and
the l a s t  term  r e f e r s  to  aq u a tio n  o f [Co t r i e n  C1(0H) ] +, Ka  being  the  a c id  
d is s o c ia t io n  c o n stan t o f th e  aquo io n , A c o n tr ib u tio n  from base  h y d ro ly s is  
can be excluded , s in ce  th e  [OH ] c o n c e n tra tio n  a t  pH 3 ( th e  maximum 
concerned here ) i s  10 ^  M, and the base  h y d ro ly s is  r a t e  c o n s ta n t would 
have to  be o f th e  o rd e r  o f 10 M*"+*min* to  g iv e  r a te s  comparable w ith  the
observed a q u a tio n  r a t e s  (10 min A) • The r a t e  c o n s ta n t fo r  base 
h y d ro ly s is  o f cis[C o  ex^ Cl(OH) ] + i s  22 i f 1 .min"1 a t  0° ^140  ^ .  For a  
s im ila r  reason  aq u a tio n  o r  base  h y d ro ly s is  of th e  con ju g ate  base formed by 
a c id  d is s o c ia t io n  o f th e  amino lig an d  need no t be co n sid ered  s in ce  the  
c o n c e n tra tio n  o f  t h i s  sp e c ie s  must be ex trem ely  sm all (pK P* 14) •
CL
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Contributions from these latter two reactions were neglected in measure­
ments of aquation rates of [Co en^ Cl(OH) in neutral solution^^3f119) # 
The experimental rates at [h +] « 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 M at 40° (runs 56,
51 and 49) were substituted in equation (l) and solution of the three 
simultaneous equations gave:
k , x 10 obs
hi = 4*712 x 1 s
1 CO -1 . - M .min0*00102 X
k ^ o  m 2*216 X IQ“4 min
W a  - 3‘694 x 0.00102 X i o“4 M.min 1
then becomes:
0.4712 r
1.02 ^  J 2*216 + 3*6936 x 1.02 Oh ]
This equation gives good agreement with k at other [h+] values (runs 
54, 53 and 46* The maximum discrepancy was with run 48, and here the 
ionic strengths were not comparable) • The rate vs* [H+] plot (figure 59) 
is thus represented closely by equation (2) , at 40 , ß « 0*1 * The 
contribution of each path to the total rate constant may therefore be 
calculated at any [H+], and at 0*00102, 0.0102, 0.102 M [h +] these are 
(all x 104 min"1) :
*h [h+] V k K0H a [El
0*00102 M 0.000 2.216 3.694
0.0102 0.005 2.216 0.369
0.102 0.471 2.216 0*077
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I t  i s  ev id en t th a t  the m ajor r e a c t io n  p a th  is  d i r e c t  aq u a tio n  k ^ Q , anit* 
th e  a c id -c a ta ly se d  path  k ^H ^J becomes s ig n i f ic a n t  only  a t  [H+J ^  0«1 M.
The chlorohydroxo path  i s  a lso  a  m inor one excep t a t  [H+J ^  0*002 M. With 
th e  a v a ila b le  d a ta  k^ can no t be c a lc u la te d  more a c c u ra te ly  than  
-  (0*5 i  0 .3 ) x 1Cf 4 m""1 .min""3 .
The tem pera tu re  dependence o f th e  observed r a t e s  i s  g iven  in  f ig u re
60. The p lo t a t  0.001 M [H+] i s  n o t l i n e a r ,  and th i s  i s  due to  th e
d i f f e r e n t  a c t iv a t io n  en erg ies  fo r  the  two m ajor pa th s which c o n tr ib u te  to
about th e  same e x te n t a t  t h i s  pH. The a c t iv a t io n  energy fo r  each pa th  was
o oo b ta in ed  by f i r s t  s e p a ra tin g  the observed r a te s  a t  35 and 45 , a s  was done 
above fo r  40 °. S ince th e  a c id - c a ta ly s i s  i s  n e g l ig ib le  a t  [H+] ^  0 .0 1 , th e  
tem peratu re  dependence a t  only two [H+] v a lu es  was n ecessa ry  to  o b ta in  
and S o lu tio n  o f  the eq u a tio n ,
k = ic, + kQBKa (3}
°b3 V  [H+]
a t  35° (runs 50 and 55) and 45° (runs 52 and 57) gave:
V -  1.181 X 10"4 1 a t  35
V a « 1.589 x 1.02 x 10"7 ,
\ ° -  4.056 X 10-4
a t  45
* 8.544 x 1.02 x io -7  .
To o b ta in  th e  a b so lu te  r a t e  c o n sta n t f o r  th e  chlorohydroxo path  
i t  i s  necessa ry  to  measure th e  a c id  d is s o c ia t io n  c o n s ta n t K o f  the
St
FIGURE 6 0 .  AQUATION OF CIS *  [CotrienCKH iP)]2 *
T E M P E R A T U R E  DEPENDENCE O f FORWARD RATES (POLAR!METRIC) 
AT [H +]  *  0 . 0 0 1 ,  0 ,0 1  • ju  = 0 .1 .
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o ochloroaquo species. This could not be done at 35 and 45 but pK was
oL
measured at 10° and 20° (pK& * 7*46 at 10° , 7*11 at 20°f both - 0*02, at 
fi. - 0*1 with NaClO^; chapter 6} * The values at the higher temperatures 
were obtained by extrapolation from the assumed linear plot of pK vs* V t * 
The absolute rates were then calculated (table 22) *
TABLE 22* RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE TWO MAJOR AQUATION PATES 
OF g[Co trien CI(HqO) (in min 'S
fs.
35
V
1*181 x 10“4
V a
1.589 x 1.02 x 10“7
pKa
(extrapolated) 
6*63 « 0.05
ka
2.34 x 10“7
k0H
0.70
40 2*216 3.694 6.46 3.31 1.14
45 4.056 8.544 6.33 4.68 1.86
From
were
the above rate data, the following activation energies and entropies 
calculated.
-1For the chloroaquo path, E a ^ Q - 24*1 - 0.1 kcal*raole * Using 
Sa^Q, and the rate constant at 40° (k^Qthis value of E „ „ ^ * 2*216 x lO^ain’1)
A  was calculated as As^ „ n * - 6*5 «0*5 e.u*
HPU ________
For the chlorohydroxo path, EaQH * 19*0 £ 0.3 kcal .mole“1, and from 
this and = 1.14 M.min 1 at 40°, AS^ ■ - 7*8 « 1*1 eu. It may also be 
calculated (from the values in table 22) that the observed activation
energy for this path is E a ^  - 32*7 ^ 0.3 kcal*aole"X, and the difference 
between this and E a ^  (calculated from the absolute rates k^^) shows that
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the temperature dependence of K is important in calculating A S', andct
K can not be assumed to be temperature independent* This may also be a
allowed for by using the equation derived for the diaquo compounds
(chapter 6) :
p./T7
E = E + * 4*576“OH aobs A  (1^ 1
On substituting the measured pK values (7»46 at 10°, 7.11 at 20°, both 
t, 0.02) EaQrc is calculated as 19.4 kcal.mole~\ This eliminates the 
extrapolation of pK^ to higher temperatures.
REACTION PATHS ARP TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS FOR ß[Co trien C K E .0) ]2* AQUATION
The [H+] dependence of this reaction (at 40° C, /i.^0.1) is shown in 
figure 61. The linearity of the plot at [H+J ^  0.01 M, corresponding to 
the equation
kobs - 2.53 x lO"4 [H+] _0‘39 (4)
suggests that the main reaction path here is through the chlorohydroxo, and 
the positive deviations from this line at [H+j>-0.01 suggest that the 
chloroaquo path contributes in this region. The observed rates can be 
expressed by the empirical equation:
kobs
V a
[H+]V + (5)
5 «f“
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It is probable however that the overall patterns for the a and J3 cis 
isomers are similar, and that an acid-catalysed path would become evident 
at [h ’] » 1, but this was not studied. This is consistent with the £ 
chloroaquo isomer being a stronger acid than the a (pKa^ at 40°: a, 6*48;
5.35) , so that proportionately more of the j3 compound would exist as 
the chlorohydroxo conjugate base at any particular pH, This would in 
effect shift the plot of log k vs, pH to lower pH values in the £ 
instance compared to the a isomer.
Equation (5) was solved using k at 40° (runs 76 and 63) to give
k . x obs 0.980 + 0.09004 x 1.02 x (6).
The rate constant could then be calculated at any [h +J, and the agreement 
between the calculated and observed rates was i 10$ (runs 78, 75, 69, 64) 
The poorer agreement compared to the a system could be associated with the 
lower accuracy of the spectrophotometric method employed here ani possibly 
(although less likely) with a contribution from base hydrolysis. The 
above rates are the combined rates of the forward and reverse reactions 
but the treatment was justified because the position of equilibrium
J3[Co trien 01(^0) ]2+ J3[Co trien(HgO)2]3+
•f“was found to be independent of [H ] (p* I5Z) . However the empirical 
equation (5) should strictly include terms in [Cl ] for the reverse anation 
reactions, but the accuracy of the data does not warrant using a more 
refined expression.
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From (6) the contributions of the two aquation paths are calculated
-Inat the various acid concentrations at 40 to be (all x 10 min* ) t
V V a l -[H+]
[H+] - 0.00102 M 0.98 90.04
0.0102 0.96 9.00
0.102 0.98 0.90
It is evident that the chlorohydroxo path predominates at [H^j^O.Ol M, 
but the chloroaquo path is the major one at [H+] *= 1.0 M. That the one
path is predominant is confirmed by the identical slopes of the 
log k s vs. */T plots for 0.01 and 0.001 M [H+] (figure 62) *
As was done for the a system, the rates at 25° and 40° for 
[H ] « 0.01 and 0.001 M were resolved into the component rates. These are
given in table 23 with the pK values (extrapolated from pK »6*2 at 10°
5.9 at 20°, both - 0*1, in ß  - 0.1 with NaClO^; chapter 6).
TABLE 23. RATE CONSTANTS FOR AQUATION PATHS OF
ß[CotrienCl(HoO) ]2* "SIOW ISOMER" (in min"1)
t°C
0.33 x 10~3
k0H^ a pKa K Ia
25 6.81 x 1.02 x 10~3 5.75 t  .1 1.8 x 10~6
40 0.98 90.04 5.35 - .2 4.5
FIGURE 6 2 . AQUATION OF CIS ^[CoTriertCI(H10 )]J+ CSWW'ISOMER). 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE AT *  0.01 M ,  / (  *  0.1
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From these values the activation parameters are calculated to be:
13*4 kcal .mole"'1'; n - - 40 e.u.
H2U
20 kcal.mole"'1'; AS^ o e - +16 e.u.
Great reliance can not be placed on these parameters, due mainly to the 
inaccuracy in the pK measurements.
ISOMERISATION AND EQUILIBRIUM POSITION IN CHIQDOAQUQ AQUATIONS
During the aquations some isomerisation of the diaquo products 
occurs. The a diaquo isomerises to 85$> £ at equilibrium (chapter 6) 
whereas the isomerisation of ^  to a is necessarily much less. The extent 
of these isomerisations during the aquations was measured by converting 
aliquots of the mixed chloroaquo and diaquo solutions to the carbonate 
complexes with NaHCO^ at the beginning and end ( ^ 5  half-lives) of each 
aquation run. From the equilibrium absorption at the carbonato peak 
(505 mß) and the absorptions of the pure carbonato isomers (€ ■ 120 - 1#
£  g * 179 - l) , the isomerisation which occurred during the aquation of 
a[Co trien Cl(HgO) was given by:
<f0 isomerisation a to £
e equilib carbonato 
179 - 120
-120
This was quite extensive. In the £ aquation however, little isomerisation
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of the J3 diaquo complex was detected (the optical densities of the 
carbonato solutions at the beginning and end of the aquation did not 
differ outside the experimental error)•
Similarly, measurements of the optical activities of the carbonato 
solutions gave the observed retention of activity in each run. As the a 
diaquo product isomerised it simultaneously lost activity (chapter 6) , so 
that after each a or £ run, the remaining activity was due to the 
carbonato isomer of the same configuration as the chloroaquo complex#
These isomerisations and retentions of activity were correlated with the 
expected isomerisations and racemisations of the diaquo compounds, and the 
results are discussed in chapter 7#
The thermodynamic equilibrium
a[Co trien Cl(HgO) ]c+ - — ^  a[Co trien(HgO) g ]3+
was assessed approximately as (80 - 10)$ towards the diaquo side, from the 
equilibrium extinction coefficient ( £  » 94 ~ 2) at the wavelength where 
the two diaquo isomers absorb equally (  ^ m 77 + 2) #
Because isomerisation was negligible, the equilibrium
£[Co trien 01(^0) ]2+ ^ .£[Co trien(HgO) 2f+
could be more satisfactorily studied, and this was done in two ways* First, 
the constancy of the equilibrium spectra from all runs (runs 62 to 78) 
showed that the equilibrium position was independent of [H+] and 
temperature* The extinction coefficient at the wavelength maximum of 
£[Co trie^HgO)^] was ^457 ^  “ 118#8 - 0.4 (S.E.) • Second, using the 
extinction coefficients of £ chloroaquo and £ diaquo at 487 m/jt as 98 « 1
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and 122 ~ 1 respectively, the equilibrium position was assessed as about
(85 - 5)$ towards the diaquo side. (This value was also obtained at
2+other wavelengths) • When J}[Co trien 01(^0) ] hydrolysed in NaOH 
solution (one mole) the equilibrium solution after acidification had the 
same absorption as above ( * 118) •
SUMMAJHY
It has been shown in this chapter that the £ compounds have the 
configuration assigned in the introduction, since the two chloroaquo 
isomers produced by aquation of |3[Co trien Cl^J were detected by their 
differing aquation rates. The '’fast” isomer however was produced in 
amounts not exceeding about 4$ of the total, and although the rate of 
aquation of this isomer to £[Co trien(HgO)2] was measured at 0.01 M [H ], 
insufficient data could be obtained to study the details of its reaction 
paths.
The a and J3 chloroaquo isomers aquate to the diaquo compounds at 
least largely with retention of configuration and activity (chapter 7) but 
these products subsequently isomerise and racemise (chapter 6) so that the 
final equilibrium solutions must contain five species (a, and ß 
chloroaquo, and a and £ diaquo compounds). The thermodynamic equilibrium 
position between the cis chloroaquo and the corresponding diaquo compound 
was assessed approximately however, as about 85$ towards the diaquo for 
each isomer.
It was shown that the cis chloroaquo isomers aquate through three
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paths* The acid-catalysed path was not observed in the J3 compound and 
was not of great importance in the a system, in the pH region studied.
In the J3 system the chlorohydroxo path accounted for most of the reaction, 
but this and the chloroaquo path were both important for the a compound.
In both instances the chlorohydroxo path had the greater absolute rate, 
and the activation parameters were calculated.
EXHÜRIMENTAL
Application of conductivity to aquation of dichloro 
and chloroaquo compounds.
Rates for the aquation of a dichloro isomer and the subsequent 
aquation of the chloroaquo isomer were usually measured in the same run. 
Because the two stages of aquation involve similar changes of conductivity, 
the rate of the first stage was usually calculated by Guggenheim’s method 
but the time interval chosen (A  ) had to be relatively short (yi t.. or
where the consecutive rates differed by a large factor (>” 30), an almost 
constant value of Rqo was obtained °-r+ ° ^irst
Rj.* resistance at time t. From both these plots, the rate constant 
k =—2.303 x slope of the line of best fit through the experimental points. 
Conductivity was not a very reliable method for measuring the veiy
less) . Data were plotted Under conditions
reaction. Data were then plotted
2+slow rate of aquation of a[Co trien Cl(Hr>0) ] , because over the long
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periods involved the conductance was subject to errors possibly arising 
from electrode catalysis or from slow desorption of ions from electrodes. 
However when the rate of a[Co trien C1(E,0) ] was measured by this method, 
and the data plotted as log I ~  ^  vs. t, the resulting graphs
R00 Rt/;
consisted of two parts (figure 85, appendix E) • The initial steep curve 
was due to the aquation of a[Co trien Cl,,]*. The linear plot was due to 
the aquation of a[Co trien C^E^O) ] ana the rate constant was calculated 
from the slope of this line. Similar plots were obtained for 
J3[Co trien Cl(Hp0) at [H* 0.001, where the "fast” isomer was obscured.
Separation of rates in the (3[Co trien CI(HqO) ] system 
from conductivity data.
In 0.01 M HC104 , the plots of log ~ ) vs. t showed two
Requilib Rt
distinct regions separated by an inflexion region as shown in figure 63. 
R«quilib is the steady resistance attained when the equilibrium
3 and J3_ [Co trien 01(^0) ]' £[Co trien(HgO) g]'
was established. The inflexion was due to the faster aquation rate of the 
3 chloroaquo isomer, compared with that for the "slow" isomer. The 
latter rate was calculated from the slope of the final linear portion of 
the graph.
The rate of aquation of the "fast” isomer was evaluated by
extrapolating the final linear portion of the above plot back over the 
inflexion region, and the differences between this extrapolation and the
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experimental curve were obtained in terms of the conductances. The plot of 
the inflexion region in figure 63 is shown on a magnified scale in figure
64.
The conductance due to the ’’slow" isomer in the inflexion region,
~  , at time t was calculated from the equation of the extrapolated
c^alc
line» At the same time t, — was obtained from the experimental curve«
expt .
These values were plotted as log —  “  j vs, t, and this plot
\Rt . *t . / expt calc
is given in figure 65. From the slope of this plot,
k,,,, a... • “ - 2.303 x slope. This method of calculation was justified"fast" isomer ü
by an analytical treatment of the conductance changes expected for a 
system involving two concurrent consecutive reactions (appendix B) # A 
Guggenheim plot of the above data,
VRt +_ expt
1
RJ
'calc expt calc
vs. t
gave the same order of rate.
The proportion of "fast" isomer was estimated by taking the ratio of
the maximum difference in conductivities (experimental and calculated) to
2+the total conductivity due to J3[Co trien Cl(HgO)] at the same time, i.e.
1
(1 . Iof "fast" isomer \ R . R _ J_ \ expt calc/ maximum
“ 1 1
Rexpt RH+
was the conductivity of the acid only, measured before the kinetic run.
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Details of conductance runs«
Usually cells with platinised electrodes were used. Four different 
cells (with cell constants 0.24, 1.87, 11.1, 27.7) were used, so that for 
a particular run a cell constant could be chosen to make the resistance 
change convenient with respect to the bridge. A cell with bright 
platinum electrodes (constant 17.8) was used in some runs to show that 
electrode catalysis was not important.
All runs were initiated by dissolving a weighed amount of a dichloro 
complex in a measured volume of the appropriate acid solution equilibrated 
at the temperature of the run. With the time taken to fill the cell and 
for temperature equilibrium to be re-attained it was at least 4 minutes 
after commencement of a reaction before rate readings could be obtained, 
but this was important only with the trans isomer, and with the isomer 
at higher temperatures.
Solution resistances were balanced against standard resistances in an 
A.C. Wheatstone bridge, operated from an oscillator at 1000 c.p.s. and at 
an output of 1 volt. Null-points were detected with an oscilloscope. For 
many runs a decade resistance box, reading from 0 to 10,000 ohms in 1 ohm 
steps, was used. In a typical run (J3 dichloro in 0.01 m [h "^  run 31) the 
total resistance change for both aquation stages was from 5755 to 5433 
ohms. The more accurate runs, where the "fast’1 J3 chloroaquo isomer was 
assessed, were measured using a Leeds and Northrup A.C. bridge reading to 
10,000 ohms in steps of 0.002 ohm. In a typical run (J3 dichloro in 
0*01 MjkJ^run 25) the total resistance change was from 3954.30 to 3699*37
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ohms, and the accuracy of each reading was better than 0*01 ohm, so that 
the conductivity differences could be measured to 1 part in 25,000#
A precise knowledge of cell constant was necessary only to compute 
molecular conductivity values. Those for the dichloro compounds were 
obtained from the rate plots for aquation of the first chloride ion by 
extrapolation to zero time; for the chloroaquo compounds, values were 
obtained by extrapolating the rate plots for the second aquation stage to 
the time of commencement of this reaction. Conductivities of the final 
equilibrium solutions were computed from the experimental values of • 
These molecular conductivities were of the orders expected for 1:1, 2:1, 
and 3:1 electrolytes respectively (table 24)•
TABLE 24# BDEECULAR CONDUCTIVITIES (25°) .
[CotrienCl^ lC10^ [CotrienCl(H^O) K c i O ^  Equilibrium Solution
cis a 8 0 - 9 0  190 - 220 250 - 280
cis J3 65 - 80 180 - 210 270 - 340
trans ^  50
Application of spectrophotometry to aquation of dichloro compounds.
Figures 66 to 68 give the visible spectra of the three dichloro 
isomers and their chloroaquo aquation products. It is seen that the 
greatest absorption differences occur at low wavelengths, and rates were 
-usually measured at 320 m/Li where there was veiy little absorption change
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during the second stage of aquation. Some of the runs of
trane[Co trien Cl^ ]"*" were followed by measuring the complete visible
spectrum at successive times on a recording spectrophotometer, and the
rates were then calculated at 342 , 435 and 510 mß• Aquation of
£[Co trien Clg]* was followed also at 430 roß in several runs. Data were
plotted as log (D - D^) vs* t or log (Dqo - 3>t) vs, t, where
D » optical density, and the rate constants were calculated from the slopes
of these plots.
The aquation of trans[Co trien Cl^JClO^ in 0.1 M HCIO^ in the 
presence of Hg ion was studied after rapid mixing of the trans (in 
HC104) and Hg(C104)2 solutions in a stopped-flow reactor coupled to a 1 cm* 
cell # A continuous record of optical density at 320 mß was made
from the instant of mixing on a recording spectrophotometer run at a fast 
speed.
Application of spectrophotometry to aquation of chloroaquo compounds.
Figures 69 and 70 give the spectral changes on aquation of the a and 
J3 chloroaquo isomers to equilibrium, and also the spectra of the 
corresponding pure diaquo isomers.
-2+Aquation of a[Co trien Cl(EgO) J was measured at 540 mß (where the
a and J3 diaquo isomers have similar absorptions) and the densities became
2+almost constant after 5 half-lives* £[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] was followed at 
560 mß• The solutions were thermostated in 5 cm. jacketed cells*
f ta u H E  6 6 .  SPECTRAL CHANGES IN AQUATION OF s£ L G trfc n  C l^C lO *  .
qC chloroa^ui
34
0 
36
0
SIO nyx
o
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Spectrophotometers and details of kinetic runs.
The two spectrophotometers employed throughout this work were a 
Shimadzu QJR-50 manual and a recording Shimadzu type R3-27. Past reactions
either at a fixed wavelength or by recording a series of oomplete spectra 
with solutions contained in a jacketed 5 cm* cell* The slower rates were 
measured manually, in a 5 cm. water-jacketed cell, or in a 1 cm. stoppered 
cell held in a theimistor-controlled electrically-heated metal block. All 
reference cells contained distilled water, and light was excluded whenever 
possible.
Application of polarlmetry to aquation of dichloro compounds.
Reference to the R.D. curves of the a dichloro and chloroaquo isomers 
(figures 28 and 29) shows that wavelengths 589 and 578 m(l give sufficient 
changes to follow the aquation of (+)a[Co trien Clg]+. These rates were 
measured either visually on a Bellingham and Stanley polarimeter or on a 
polarimeter attached to a Shimadzu QR-50 spectrophotometer (accuracy - 
0.01°) in 1 dm. or 2 dm. jacketed cells.
Aquation of (-)£[Co trien Clg]+ is not so amenable to polarimetric 
measurement (R.D. curves figures 34 and 35) , but one run was followed at 
580 mjLt on a Perk in-Elmer 141 automatic polarimeter (accuracy i 0.002°) , with 
the solution in a 1 dm. jacketed cell. Data were plotted as 
log (<*fc - g<jq) v s. t, where ® measured rotation at time t.
followed on the recording machine,
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Application of polarimetry to aquation of chloroaquo isomers»
p j ^
The rate of aquation of (+)a[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] “ + 0»40
for 0.001 M solution) was followed polar metrically at 578 mß where
o(-f)546a[Co trien(HgO)2] had nearly zero rotation (a^g “ - 0*019 for
0.001 M solution) • At [h** j ^ -0.002 M the data were plotted as
log (cl„0 + 0.019) vs. t. At [H+] * 0.001 M, where the a diaquo product
lost activity faster than the rate of its formation by aquation, the data
were plotted as log ac_0 vs. t. The rate constants obtained from these578
plots measured the forward rate of aquation only,
a[Co trien ClflLjO) ]^4 ----- >> a[Co trien(Er,0)
and were independent of subsequent isomerisation of the a diaquo product. 
Solutions were transformed to carbonato compounds at the end of the 
aquation reactions to assess the extent of isomerisation and retention of 
activity.
The only suitable wavelength for measuring aquation of 
J3[Co trien Cl(HgO) was 480 mß where £[Co trien(HgO) had zero 
rotation, so that data were plotted as log cl^ qq v s . t. Only one run was 
measured this way (by recording the complete R.D. curve at successive 
times) and only the rate calculated at 480 mß could be unambiguously 
interpreted.
Both a and rates were determined using a Perkin-Elmer 141 automatic 
polarimeter, with solutions contained in a 1 dm. jacketed cell. For 
wavelengths other than the sodium or mercury lines, the instrument was 
used in conjunction with a Zeiss monochromator*
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The titrimetric method for aquation rates»
This consisted of titrating the total ionic Cl” in aliquots drawn
from a themostated aquating solution with standard 0.01 M H ^ N O ^ g
solution to the turbidity end-point with sodium nitroprusside
indicator^^8'*^^ , The reliability of this method was questionable
2+because of the usual catalysing effect of Hg ion, and it lacked precision
because the end-point was difficult to detect in the coloured solutions.
It also required large amounts of compound for each run.
In a[Co trien C^EgO) ] aquations, only about 50$ of the Cl" was
titrated after 7 x t^y^, and the rates did not agree well with the other
more reliable methods, The agreement was better but still not good for
2+£[Co trien CitHgO) ] aquation, so the method was not useful in these 
studies.
Constant temperature baths and thermostats.
Kinetic runs followed by spectrophotometry or polarimetry were carried
out in cells jacketed to the desired temperature by water from thermostated
+ obaths controlled to - 0,05 C by a Braun Thermomix immersion heater.
Conductance cells were immersed in baths of Shell Pusus oil, 
controlled either by a Jumo mercury thermostat (i 0.01°C) , or in the most 
accurate runs (for j3[Co trien Clg]+ ) by a toluene-mercury thermostat to
+ Qbetter than - 0.005 C.
Conditions for kinetic runs.
Rates were measured under various conditions of HC104 concentration
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[H+], ionic strength /x, complex concentration [Co], and temperature«
Ionic strength was maintained constant by adding NaClO^ as an inert 
electrolyte. The dichloro complexes were used as the perchlorates (except 
one run on the trans isomer where the chloride was used) •
Sodium perchlorate.
The sample used for adjusting ionic strengths in kinetic runs was
analysed for NaClO^ by ignition with M^Cl and H^PtCl^ and titrating the 
- (142)Cl ion . The mean percent of NaClO^ corresponded to a molecular 
weight of about 150, which was used in computing fJ,*
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C H A P T E R 6
KIKBTICS OF RACEMISATION AND ISOMERISATION 
OF THE CIS DIAQ.UO COMPLEXES
INTRODUCTION.
It has long been known that cis and trans isomers of aquo complexes
(143)isomerise in aqueous solution to equilibrium mixturesv , but the 
detailed study of these reactions has received attention only in recent 
years* Again, most of the work has been concentrated on cobalt(lll) 
complexes, and the following discussion is limited to these systems*
Aquo complexes are weak acids, so that in solution equilibria of the 
following type occur:
[Co en2(H20)2]3'1 ^  [Co eix,(HgO) (OH) ]2+ + H+ ^  >  [Co er^OH^]* + 2H+
Each complex species then isomerises at its particular rate, so that the
overall rate is a function of these acid-base equilibria. Isomerisation
studies have thus to be combined with measurements of acid dissociation
constants to completely define the reacting system*
Racemisation of aquo complexes has been studied only for monoaquo
2+complexes of the type cis[Co eng X(HgO) ] (where X » Cl, F, N0g> ^CS,
NHg) , and again acid-base equilibria may be involved. Acid dissociation 
constants are not easily deteimined in these systems since the hydroxo 
complexes (formed on titration with NaOH) are extremely labile and isomerise
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readily. The detailed mechanisms of racemisation are as yet unknown but 
it seems likely that racemisation and isomerisation may occur by similar 
mechanisms. Sufficient data has now become available to enable 
racemisation and isomerisation rates to be compared with those of water 
exchange (using for a few complexes. In all instances,
isomerisation reactions have been measured spectrophotometrically and acid- 
base equilibria have been measured with a glass electrode. Work relevant 
to the present study will be reviewed under the headings of diaquo and
monoaquo complexes.
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Diaquo Complexes
Bjerrum and Rasmussen in 1952 (46) made a complete study of all the
acid-base and cis-trans equilibria which were established spontaneously
3+in solutions of [Co engtHgO)^] ^ i°ns* The complete system was 
represented by the following scheme*
cis[Coen^(HoO)ol
/ I I
■(V)
3+ cisKal^ r_ _ „ l2+ cisKa2£[CoerigHgO (OH) ]'
2 ' 2
h
+ H
(EgO) (OH)
Ik
transfCoen^ (H^ O) 2 ]*
trans
c[Coen2(0^2]+
+ \ I+ H
(OH)
[Coen^HgO (OH) ]2 + ^==zr= l±t[CoQn2(0H) 2]+
+ H + H
The following values were obtained for these seven equilibrium constants in
1 M NaNOg solution at 25 :
cis Ka.
trans Ka.
.-6*06
,-4.45
cis Ka,
trans Ka^ « 10
y-8.19
-7.94
diaquo hydroxoaq uo dihydroxo
cis/trans ratio at 
equilibrium
isomerisation rate, tn-v*minut es. (forward and 
reverse reactions)
conditions
K(H2°), = 58 K » 1.42 K - 0.80
1020 , 677 fast 1500
0.1 N HN03, 0.1 N HH03 0.5 N NaOH
1 M NaN0„ 0 1 M NaN03
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These show that the trans-diaquo ion is a, significantly stronger acid than 
the cis-diaquo ion. The isomerisation equilibrium constants show that in 
acid solution trans-diaquo isomerises almost completely to cis, while 
neutral and alkaline solutions contain about equal amounts of the cis and 
trans complexes in equilibria. These equilibria showed little dependence 
on temperature. In determining these equilibrium constants spectro- 
photometric&lly, the authors also measured the rates of approach to 
equilibrium in the diaquo and dihydroxo species and these rates are 
indicated above. In acid solution, the rate of trans to cis isomerisation 
showed a small dependence on [H+] (10$> decrease in rate in the range 0.05 
to 0.10 M HNOg) and a dependence on fJL (rate increased about 3C$ on changing 
f.x from 0.06 to 1.0 ) • The rate was increased greatly by the addition of 
charcoal* The rate of isomerisation of the [Co ei^H^O) (OH) ] ions was 
much h i g h e r a n d  was not measured quantitatively.
Tong and Yankwich^5^  made further rate measurements on this system, 
but under different conditions of [H+] (l.O M HCIO^) to those used by the 
above authors (0.1 M IINO^ ) • The half-life for isomerisation of the diaquo 
ions was found to be 1670 minutes at 24.8°, and was independent of complex 
concentration. The rate for the dihydroxo species was also independent of 
[Co] and independent of [0H~ ] in the range 1.0 to 0,01 M NaOH;
*1/2 ■ 270 minutes at 35 »
These first-order kinetics give no information as to molecularity but
reoently Kruse and Taube (51) have remeasured these isomerisation rates and
I Halso the water exchange rates in H^O , for the diaquo, hydroxoaquo and
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dihydroxo ions* The significant results are extracted in table 25. As 
far as conditions were comparable, agreement was found with rates 
measured by the previous a u t h o r s ^  different rates for the
2 j were due to the fact that
Bjerrum and Rasmussen used weaker acid solutions and thus measured a 
greater contribution from the labile hydroxoaquo species. The rates in 
the above table show that the isomerisation has an ionic strength 
dependence and a very marked [H+J dependence, with the rate being greatly 
accelerated at very high [H J. Some type of acid-catalysis was indicated 
and chelate ring opening was suggested. The rates of exchange for cis and 
trans diaquo and dihydroxo complexes are independent of [H+] or [OH"*] 
(respectively) at moderate levels, and in this reaction also, the 
hydroxoaquo complexes are the most labile. Table 25 also reveals that the 
exchange and isomerisation kinetics are not related, so that the molecular 
processes do not bear a 1:1 relationship. However the roughly comparable 
rates of exchange and isomerisation for trans [Co eiv^HgO)^] and the 
hydroxoaquo and dihydroxo species indicated that isomerisation might occur 
by water exchange. Experiments were then carried out to determine the 
isotopic enrichment in the product during isomerisation of 
trans [Co en^HgO) 2]^+, trans [Co en^HgO) (OH) ]2+ and cis[Co eng(OH)g]+« 
These showed that in the isomerisation of the diaquo and hydroxoaquo ions 
the extent of exchange corresponded closely to one of the two water 
molecules reaching isotopic equilibrium with the solvent. Thus 
[Co eiv^HgO)^ could exchange by a relatively slow aquation-type reaction, 
but the exchange and isomerisation could still be explained by an
isomerisations of trans[Co en^B^O)
Complex
EXCHANGE
c i s  [C oeno(5oO )oT
-3+
t r a n s [Coerio (HgO) 2 ^
c i e CCoenoCHpO) (OH) ]* 
trajns [Coen^ (HgO) (OH) ]*
c i s  [Coerig(OH)g ] +
tr a n s  [Coerig (OH) p ] + 
ISOMERISATION
rz 1
trans[C oeng(EgO ) g ]
t r a n s T coeiigC H gO ) (OH) ] '
tran e[C oen g(O H )g]+ 
c is[C o en g (O H )g ]+
a t  2 5 ° .  X -  HoO, OH", (R eferen ce  51) •
4
k x  10
Medium min"1 A h^ As*1
0 .8  M HC104
4 .5 2 8 .8 15
or  j  0 .3  M HC104
t o . 5  M NaC104
f» 6 .8 3 0 .6 21
w ater ^  280
11 ^  150
0 .8  M NaOH j
> 18 2 7 .4 13
or  (  0 .3  M NaOH
1 0 * 5  M NaC104 ,
1 .4 3 0 .4 20
10 M HC10.4
*
700
5 M HC104 13
( 1 M HC104 1 
1 4 M NaC104 j
6 .4
1 M HC104 4 .1 2 5 .6 4
w ater ^  500
1 M NaOH 1 . 9 28 -31
2 .2 2 8 -3 1
* forw ard r a te s  o f  i s o m e r is a t io n  o n ly
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intermediate with either a reduced or expanded coordination number. The
2+lability of [Co en^(H^O) (OH) ] might be due to a trigonal bipyramidal
intermediate being stabilised by Tr-bonding so that this mechanism might
be favoured, but the acts of exchange led essentially to retention of
configuration. In the isomerisation of [Co en^OH^]* only a fraction of 
18one HgO molecule per ion exchanged for each act of isomerisation, and 
this together with the fact that varied with temperature indicated
that more than one mechanism occurred. Certainly exchange was not greatly 
involved in the isomerisation, and the other path could be Co-NB^ bond 
breaking#
The authors were unable to account for all the isomerisation and 
exchange rates for the diaquo ions on the basis of a single intermediate,
Abut proposedAmechanism involving two intermediates. However these could
not be clearly defined, except to suggest that one might be a tetragonal
pyramid and the other a trigonal bipyramid if the mechanism were S^l#
3+Rough data on the racemisation of cis[Co engCHgO)^] taken from
Mathieu^^^ was correlated with the rate of isomerisation of 
3+cis[Co en^HgCOg] , and this suggested that the cis-trans equilibrium 
might account for the loss of activity.
A. brief study has been made on the corresponding tetrammine diaquo 
system. Yalman and Kuwana^^ found that this equilibrium favoured the 
trans isomer (trans/cis » 6.0) but undoubtedly hydroxoaquo ions 
participated greatly at the [H+] concentration used (0#001 M HC10 ) .
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Monoaquo Complexes
Racemisation and isomerisation studies on cis[Co en^ 01(^0) J have 
been mentioned previously (chapter 5) , and the rates of these reactions 
are equal and independent of [H+ ] over a considerable range« Racemisation 
therefore occurs by isomerisation of cis to trans, and the most likely 
mechanism is water exchange.
Rates and equilibria which have been measured for other complexes of
this type [Co en^E^O) XJn+ are summarised in table 26. Clearly these
depend on the nature of the orienting ligand X« The only complete set of
->3+studies has been made on the isomers of [Co en^ (NH^) (HgO) ] by Martin and
(144)
Tobev , who found that the isomerisation rates obeyed the formula:
2+
ki +
* 2 Ka
[H+]
"obs
1 +
[H+]
Racemisation rates conformed to a similar expression, and these observations 
were consistent with two paths for these reactions :
KatransfCo e n ^ H H ^  (HgO)
Y
trans[Co en^NH^) (OH) ] + + H +
*2
cis [Co e n ^ N E ^ H g O ) ] ' 2+ „+cis [Co en^HHg) (OH) ] + H
Rates of isomerisation, racemisation and exchange have been separated into
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the contributions from the aquo (k^) and hydroxo species (kg) in table 26#
All the exchange observations, including those of Kruse and Taube, on aquo
compounds [Co en^H^O) x]n+ where X * Mg, HgO, or OH", can be reconciled
if water exchange is visualised as an aquation process in which the
replaced ligand is also water. Then when X « HgO or OH , most exchange
acts must result in steric change (isomerisation), whereas when X *
exchange occurs with about 99°/o retention (exchange rates are about 100
times faster than isomerisation or racemisation rates) • It is likely that
aquation of the aquo complexes (exchange) is mechanistically veiy similar
to aquation of the corresponding chloro complexes [Co eiv, Cl X]^n ^  +*
Martin and Tobe prefer a bimolecular mechanism to explain all the data for
[Co eng(HgO) (KHg) ] , with largely cis-attack to explain the high degree of
retention of configuration in exchange. Some trans-attack however would
account for the isomerisation and racemisation. However they could not
rigorously exclude an S^l mechanism, with a square pyramid int©mediate
partly rearranging to a trigonal bipyramid. Basolo and Pearson have
pointed out^ ^  ^ xhat the involvement of the latter intermediate is
likely due to 7r-bonding, in racemisation and isomerisation of
cis[Co en2(H20)Cl] , and this was also the explanation used by Kruse and
2+Taube for the hydroxo compound [Co en^HgO) (OH) ] ,
Water exchange is not involved in the isomerisation of 
2+[Co eng(HHg) (OH) ] , (table 26) and the authors suggested an intramolecular
mechanism where one end of an ethylenediamine group dissociates. This 
parallels the situation found in [Co en^O^g]*, and an intramolecular 
mechanism was suggested as one of the mechanisms in this isomerisation 
also <51> .
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The incompleteness of much of the data on these aquo complexes
suggests many useful experiments. Often rates have been determined only
over a limited pH range, sometimes only at one pH, but it is clear from
2+the discussion on aquation of the [Co trien Cl^I^O) ] complexes 
(chapter 5) that in general the observed rates should obey an equation 
of the form
where the three terms refer to independent reaction paths. From much of
the reported data, the relative magnitudes of the three paths are not
clear, but it appears likely that for isomerisation of [Co en^ Cl(EgO) j
2+and [Co erig NCSCHgO) ] only Q is important. In other instances, such
3 /1 It.0
as [Co en^CNHj) (HgO) ] 9 the kQH term is' most significant. In most of the
systems acid catalysis has not been investigated. It can also be expected 
that water exchange experiments will play an increasingly important part in 
these mechanistic studies.
In the trien diaquo system, the kinetics of isomerisation and 
racemisation have been studied over the pH range 0 to 3, and the observed 
rate constants have been separated into the components.
THE DIA.QID TRIEN COMPLEXES; RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both cis isomers isomerise and lose activity and as the rates are 
slow, elevated temperatures were used. The rates were determined under 
various conditions of complex concentration [Co], [h c 104J and temperature,
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and the ionic strength ]i was usually maintained constant at 0*1 by adding 
NaC104.
The compounds isomerise to an equilibrium mixture of the a and J3 
diaquo isomers, so that the rates of isomerisation measured spectro- 
photometrieally are the sum of the forward and reverse reactions (k^ + kß)* 
The position of the diaquo equilibrium was assessed from the spectrum 
of the equilibrium diaquo solution, or after this was converted to a 
solution of the mixed carbon&to isomers.
Rate data are given in tables 27 and 28, where all rate constants are 
in units of min~\ and the notation k refers to the rate of isomerisation 
of the a to I  diaquo isomer. The acid dissociation constants of the cis 
diaquo compounds measured at 10° and 20° are given in table 29.
The cis a diaquo system
The equilibrium solutions containing the two diaquo isomers from all 
the runs had the same absorption (after at least eight half-lives) of
487 « 112*7 - 1*6 (S.E.). The absorptions of the pure diaquo isomers
under the same conditions were £ D * 122, G * 82, from which it was 
calculated that the equilibrium position, independent of temperature and 
[H+], was 77fo of the J3 isomer, 23^ a. (Similar calculations using 
absorptions measured on the manual spectrophotometer gave 75 i 7fo J3) * The 
equilibrium absorption of the transformed carbonato solutions from all runs
™  € « *  et«506 mß " 169‘3 ' °*5 ^  ™  G £  “ 178’ G a “ 12°*
the equilibrium was calculated as 85 - 5$ of the J3 diaquo isomer. Since
there was no preference for either method, (80 - 5)$ £  was taken as the
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TABLE 29. ACID DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS OF
TRIEN DIAQUO COMPLEXES*
Isomer (+) g[Cotrien( HpO) „ J ( CIO J  „ (-) grCotrien(HoO) o j(C10 ^  „
at 10°
! o[at 20
5.8 1 0.05 
5.4 t 0.05
5.6
5.3 - 0.C5
at 10° 
[at 20°
7.8 ~ 0.1 
7.3 i 0.1
7.9 i 0.1 
7.8 t 0.1
* Concentration pK s at 0.1 fl (NaCIO .) •a 4
+Mean - maximum deviation from three titrations.
i +
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equilibrium position in the diaquo system.
In the preparation of £[Co trien COg]+ from a[Co trien Cl^JCl and
Li„COg in approximately neutral solution, the isomerisation probably takes
place largely through the cis hydroxoaquo isomers (p. 22)• Thus it seems
likely from this preparation that this equilibrium favours the
2 +
£[Co trien(OH) (HgO) ] isomer and this agrees with the above observation, 
that the diaquo equilibrium is independent of pH,
Now the observed isomerisation rates are due to the forward and 
reverse reactions, and using the above equilibrium position the observed 
rates have been separated into the individual components by taking
« dOfi of (k^ + kß) , in table 27, The rates k^ are then seen to closely 
parallel the rates over the complete range of temperature and [H J
rz ,
studied, so that the loss of activity of a[Co trie^H^O),,] is due to its 
isomerisation to the ß isomer, and k = k *
The rates show no dependence on [Coj (runs 88 and 89) but decrease as 
ß increases (runs 87 and 88) , The ß dependence of the rates is due to the 
variation of pK with ß} pKa. was found to increase as ß increased, so 
that there was less contribution from the labile hydroxoaquo species at 
high ß, (This variation of rate with ß is opposite to the trend noted for 
the isomerisation of trans[Co e n ^ H ^ O ^ J  > p./*>7 )• All the other runs
were carried out at constant ionic strength, ß « 0,1*
When the [H+] dependence of the rates at 60° and ß * 0*1 is plotted 
as log vs, log [H+] (figure 71), all the experimental points in the
range 0.1 >■ [H+_. 0*001 M are seen to lie on a straight line (slope 0*985) *
However the point at [H+] - 1,0 M lies slightly above this line, so that
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the data can be represented by the equation
obs ki + A-[H+]
When this is solved using the data at [H+J » 0.00102 M (run 95) and 
0.102 M (run 84) ,
4 0.1729 .1.02
k , x 10 «= 0.141 + -----------—  min’" .obe [H+]
The contributions from the two paths, and the total rate constant 
(x 10 4 min"1 ) can then be calculated at any [E+], as below.
J£l kcalc kobs ran
0.00102 M 0.14 172.86 173.00 173 (-k . )' calc' 95
0.0102 0.14 17.29 17.43 17,2 88
0.102 0.14 1.73 1.87 i.87(»kca^o) 84
1.02 0.14 0.17 0.31 0.23 83
At [H+K  0,,1 M the agreement between kcalc nnd kQ^g is better than 3^
(runs 85 , 88, 92 , 93) , but the values at [e +J * 1.0 M (run 83) are not
comparable because k refers to ß - 1.0. Thus the constant termobs
**4k^ = 0.14 x 10 ‘ can be attributed to isomerisation of the aquo species,
while *2 0.176 x 10
-4 ^OH^a represents the major contribution to the
overall rate through the hydroxoaquo species. This accords with the 
relative rates for the corresponding paths in trans[Co en^NHjj) Hg0]3+ 
isomerisation (table 26) . The aquo reaction path makes negligible
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contribution over the range 0*1 >  [h "^ J 0.001 M, and the equality of the 
measured activation energies Ea [H+] * 0*01 and 0.001 M (see below) 
agrees with this. The reaction scheme is thus defined as follows:
(+) a[C° trien(HgO) (+)cc[Co trie^HgO) (OH) ]2+ + H+
/
kl
(-)£[Co trien(HgO) g]'
k2 ‘ k0H Ka
(-)£[Co trien(HgO) (OH) ]2+ + H+
(i)jg[Co trien(HgO)2 ]3+
V
>  40 *2
(i)£[Co trien(H20) (OH) ]2 + + H+
That the trans diaquo isomer was not present to measurable extents
in these equilibria is seen from the following evidence: (l) the
equilibrium spectra are intermediate between those of the a and £  isomers.
The trans isomer would have a minimum in the region of the cis maxima
(figure 12) j (2) the amount of isomerisation of cis a --- ^  cis £  is
sufficient to account completely for the racemisation;
2+(3) trans[Co trien Cl(HgO) ] is unstable, and isomerises rapidly and 
completely to the cis ^  configuration. However the trans isomer is not 
thereby excluded from participating in the mechanism and this is discussed 
later.
Eaobs “ 0.01 M, \l «= 0.1, was calculated from the data of runs
86, 88, 90, 91 (figure 72) by regression to give E a ^ g * 40.0 t, 0.1 
kcal*mole ^ (S.E.) (From runs 94 and 95, E a ^ g  * 39.3 at [H+j * 0*001 M) *
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It has already been shown that at 0*01 M HCIO^ almost all of the reaction 
occurs by the hydroxoaquo path, so E a ^ g  is due to this path only*
However E a ^ g  includes the temperature variation of Ka , and this can be 
allowed for by using the following relationships which hold at 
[H+ J «= 0.01 M. 1 and 2 denote two temperatures and Tg.
Lobs
'obs
kobs
Now , obs l o g ---- 2
1r Cobs
and log
k0K * Ka 
[H+]
m .
OH
- Eaobs
4.576
1 - 1
- Ea,
4.576
E = E a„ aOH obs
(pK1 - pK2) 4.576
1 1 
* *  9m
Substituting the values Ea , ■ 40.0, and the pK values measured at 10°obs
and 20° (table 29) ,
E^ * (24,8 1 4) kcal.mole ^
----c l ^ TT~--.....  -- - ■ ■ ■ ....... -... - ■■ = = .
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To calculate As^, the following values were used at 40°:
k^gKa ■ 0*363 x 10~4 M*min"^ (run 86) , pK& * 4*7 i 0*1 (by extrapolation) ,
whence k. 1.78 M.min-1“OH --- -- 9 OH
transition state equation gives
24.8 kcal.mole-1 Substitution in the
A sqh^ = + 12 e.u. (i 13)
The errors in these calculations arise mainly from the eirors in the
pK values, and the resulting error in Ea translates to a larger a Un
uncertainty in AS  ^• However it appears that the activation entropy is Un
positive.
The cis ß diaquo system
The rates of racemisation of ß[Co trien(HgÖ) g](C10^) ^  (table 28) show 
a significant dependence on concentration (runs 102, 103) and also a 
dependence on ß at low values* However saturation appears to be reached as 
ß increases to about 0.04 as above this value the rates are constant (runs 
103 to 108) .
The log - log plot of rate vs. [H+j is linear in the range 
0*1 >  [h "* ] 1^0.001 M, with slope 1.00 (figure 73) • However the point at 
[H+J ■ 1*0 M shows that another reaction path is important here, and this 
could be either through the diaquo species or a protonated species, so the 
complete equation to express the data would be
obs kH
a+ V
FIG
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However the available data is not sufficient to solve for and k^ q » 
Although the relative importance of these paths can not be accurately 
deteimined, it seems likely from comparison with the a diaquo system and 
with the chloroaquo aquations (chapter 5) that acid-catalysis is more 
important in the £ diaquo system. To a first approximation therefore 
k^ q will be neglected, and the data will be fitted to the equation
“obs
k0H Ka
[H+]
Solution of this equation from the points [H+] * 1.02, 0.00102 M (runs 98 
112) gives s
, ,a4 0.67k , X 10 « robs 1.02 [lT+] 1 0-164 x 1-02[h+]
min ^ at 40° «
The contributions at various conditions of [h +] are then (x 104 min'*
“o h *.
Th +1
[H+] « 0.00102 M 0.00 164
0.0102 0.01 16.40
0.102 0.07 1.64
1.02 0.67 0.16
and the agreement between kcal(J and. k ^  is within 6.5$ (runs 99,103,110/
111) • Extrapolation of a k , vs,"”  plot to * 0 puts an upper
0bS [H+] [H+]
limit on k ^ Q  for the acid independent path (through the diaquo) of
0.5 x 10 4 min  ^at 40°, so that the contribution from this path may be 
important only at 1.0 M [H+].
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In the range of [H+] up to 0*1 M, essentially all the racemisation 
proceeds therefore through the labile hydroxoaquo species. For this 
reaction path the rates from runs 100, 101, 103, 109 were used to compute 
Eaobs " 32,9 ~ kc&l^ole“1 (S.E.) (figure 74) . Substituting in the 
equation
E * E
a0H aobs
A(P*a) 4.576
A( i)
using the pK data in table 29,
EaAt_ ■ 21*5 ~ 4*5 kcal.mole”* «
A SA ' was calculated as described for the a isomer to be OH
A S 0/  « + 9 e *u* (i 15)
^3 o +^rac “ 1*60 x at 40 i pKa * 4*7 “ 0.1 (by extrapolation) whence
■ 82.1 M.min”1 at 40°, E a ^  * 21*5) • Again, it appears that A S ^  is 
probably positive.
It will be noted that for both a and J3 isomers the hydroxoaquo has a 
much higher absolute rate than the diaquo reaction. Insufficient data is 
available to calculate the parameters for the diaquo and acid-catalysed 
paths for isomerisation and racemisation, and these would have to be 
obtained from measurements at acid concentrations higher than used in the 
present work.
rac.
- i  X 103
FIGURE: 7 4 . RACEMISATION OF CIS ^[C otrien(H 20)1']3+i 
TEMPERATURE DEPEHOENCE AT M  0 .0 1  , / i « 0 .1
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MECHANISM
The rate parameters for the reactions of the two hydroxoaquo isomers 
are summarised, below,
k Mimin’*
at 40° fa As^
Isomerisation of aLCotrien^gO) (OH) ]^+ 1*78 24,8 + 12
Racemisation of J^Cotrie^HgO) (OH) 82.1 21,5 + 9
It seems that the difference in rates of these reactions, if they occur by
similar mechanisms, may be due largely to the difference in activation
energies, although the Aö^ values are somewhat uncertain* However As^
is positive in each instance and is also of the same order as those for
-3+the exchange and isomerisation of [Co er^HgO)^] isomers (table 25).
Unfortunately the activation parameters have not been measured for the
bis(en) hydroxoaquo isomers (table 25). In considering possible mechanisms,
the displacement of secondary nitrogen atoms has been excluded from
discussion because this would involve the extensive rearrangement of at
least two interdependent chelate rings. An intramolecular mechanism of
the type suggested by Ray and D u t t ^ ^  has also been excluded as this
also would be considered to involve excessive bond rearrangement* A common
mechanism might be expected for the isomerisation and racemisation reactions
of the two cis hydroxoaquo isomers and for these reactions in the
bis(ethylenediamine) system, so that any postulated mechanism should be
consistent with all the observations on these systems. Possible mechanisms
-,2 +for racemisation of J3[Co trien(lipO) (OH) J are the following, and are
182 -
illustrated in figure 75.
Sßl dissociation of water, to give a trigonal bipyramidal intermediate 
which would be stabilised by 7r-bonding from the OH group (figure 75 a) 
seems the most plausible mechanism. The three other 5-coordinated 
intermediates from water dissociation are excluded either on stereochemical 
grounds, or by the fact that they would lead to the a isomer which was not 
observed (exclusively a from one intermediate, a and £ from another) « 
Further it has been shown that the rates of racemisation of J3 are very
much greater than the rate of isomerisation of a --- The water
molecule could re-enter at the three positions indicated (figure 75 a) to 
give a mixture of the original active cis J3 compound, and the 
corresponding trans isomer. This latter is likely to exchange water
pi
rapidly (by comparison with trans[Co trien Cl(H^O) ] and
o ^
trans [Co eiv, Cl(HgO) J isomerisat ions, and water exchange in
trans [Co er^ (OH) (H^O) J ) to give racemic £[Co trier^H^O) (OH) ] • This
postulated mechanism would invoke that water exchange of 
j3[Co trien(HgO) (0E) ]2+ and isomerisation of trans [Co trien(HgO) (OH) are 
both more rapid than the observed racemisation rate. Because of the high 
rate of water exchange in [Co e n ^ H g O ) ^  , it seems likely that the 
water will exchange most of the time with retention but some exchange acts 
will give the trans as a labile intermediate by the water re-entering at 
position C (figure 75 a) • This mechanism is favoured for the bis(en) 
system, and the difference in rates between the bis(en) and trien 
raceraisations may be due to the restriction in ease of rearrangement of 
the trien intermediate (figure 75 a) by the additional steric factor in the
t(a) Sn I  WATER Dissociation
(b) Sn1 Co-N  &0HD DISSOCIATION
(0) INTRAMOLECULAR (THROUGH TRIGONAL PRlSM)
W) $N2 TAAW-ATTACK(EOG£-I«PLAC£»A£NT)
r iG Q R c7 5 . Possible mechanisms for racemisation of ^[CoTrienCUiOHOlO]2- * .
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central etl^ylene bridge.
O5) S^^dJ^^J^ation of a Co~N bond. The OH group could weaken all bonds by 
a reduction of charge from that of the diaquo ion. After Co-N 
dissociation 7r-bonding could again stabilise the intermediate (figure 75 b) 
Reassociation at the three indicated positions would give a mixture of D 
cis J3, L cis and trang isomers.
(°) Intramolecular raceraisation. in which the octahedron is viewed as a
trigonal antiprism and the indicated trigonal face rotates, could lead 
directly to racemisatioJ145  ^ (figure 75 c) .
(I -^flff.-'fcranB attack of water would have to be stereospecific at the face
indicated (figure 75 d) and for this reason is the least favoured of these 
possibilities. Attack at other faces would lead to the a structure.
Although the diaquo path contributes its rate is small, and this 
corresponds to the relative diaquo and bydroxoaquo rates in the bis(en) 
system, ho choice can be made from the above four mechanisms for this 
reaction, although Kruse and Taube favoured water exchange in the bis(en) 
diaquo complexes.
The acid-catalysed path involves a protonated intermediate. It is 
conceivable that the rate of water exchange increases at high [H+J, since 
protonation of an aquo group would create a large repulsion factor in 
[to trien(EpQ) (H^O ; ] and facilitate water dissociation. It was noted
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in the bis(en) system that the isomerisation rates increase rapidly at
high [H+], but the corresponding water exchange rates were not measured
at these high H+ concentrations. It is also possible that the
intermediate where the Co-N bond dissociates (figure 75 b) could account
for the increased rates of racemisation, since the dissociated amino
group could protonate and not re-form easily before the water had
reassociated. This mechanism need not require rapid water exchange
18whereas the water dissociation mechanism would, so H^O studies might 
define the system more clearly. The intramolecular mechanism would not 
be expected to be acid-catalysed.
The same four mechanisms are able to account for all observations on 
the cis a system, and all lead to the isomer having the opposite 
absolute configuration to that of the reactant. The mechanisms are 
outlined in figure 76. Since the rate of racemisation of J3 is much
greater than the rate of isomerisation of a --- the inversion is not
observed, and only racemic J3 is obtained. The higher E& and slower rate 
of this reaction is in accord with the greater steric strain in the 
inteimediates formed by dissociation, compared to the £ system. By 
analogy with the bis(en) system it would seem that the first intermediate 
is the most likely, with most of the water exchange taking place with 
retention at position A and some with isomerisation at B (f igure 76) • 
Again the rates are much slower than in the bis(en) system.
Pi cure 76. MECHANISMS FOR ISOMERISATION OF [CoTrien(H10)(0H)]2+.
EXPERIMENTAL
Isomerisation and loss of activity of the g diaquo isomer
Isomerisation of the a to £ diaquo ions was measured spectro-
phot©metrically at 467 m/i where the maximum difference in absorptions
was observed ( = 122, ■ 83) , This was the wavelength of
maximum absorption of the isomer, figure 11* Since the isomerisation
proceeded to an equilibrium mixture (about QO/o 20fo a) the observed
density changes were not great (L changed from 0*41 to 0*55), so that
high accuracy could not be expected.
The positions of equilibrium were assessed directly by comparing the
equilibrium absorptions with these of the pure cis diaquo isomers, but
were calculated more accurately by transforming the equilibrium solutions
to the mixtures of carbonato isomers with excess NaHCO^, and comparing
the measured absorptions (at 505 m/i) with those of the pure carbonato
34-isomers. Beer*s law was rigidly obeyed by ]3[Co trien(HgO) g] over the 
concentration range used.
followed at 546 m/i (figure 31) and since the rate of racemisation of the 
£ isomer is much greater than the rate of loss of activity of cis a, zero 
was used as the infinity rotation, and the data were plotted as
log a546 vs* t*
Solutions were made up by adding appropriate volumes of HCIO^ 
solutions to weighed amounts of the diaquo complexes, and sufficient NaCIO
2 j( C10^) £ was convenientlyThe loss of activity of a[Co trien(HgO)
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was added to give ionic strengths ^  0*1, Solutions were sealed into 
pyrex tubes and placed in an oil bath controlled to - 0*1°. For each 
reading the tube was removed, cooled in ice, and broken and the solution 
transferred to a spectrophotometer or polarimeter cell jacketed at 25°, 
Isomerisation and racemisation rates were measured concurrently using a 
Shimadzu QR-50 spectrophotometer and a Perkin-Elmer 141 polarimeter. The 
spectra of the equilibrium solutions of diaquo isomers were measured both 
on the manual (QR-50) and recording (RS-27) spectrophotometers, and the 
absorptions after transforming the solutions to carbonato isomers were 
measured on the recording spectrophotometer.
Racemisation of the ß diaquo isomer
Racemisation rates of £[Co trien(Hrß) 2 ]( CIO4) 3  were higher than 
those of the a isomer, and were usually measured at 40°, The wavelength 
440 mfl was used (figure 37) and some measurements were made at 578 or 
589 m|X. The absorption was high at 440 mju., but the large rotational 
change made this wavelength the most suitable«
The rates were measured with the solutions in a cell (usually 2 dm,} 
jacketed at the desired temperature to - 0,1°« Rotations were measured on
a polarimeter attached to the Shimadzu QR-50 spectrophotometer (at 440 mß) ,
nuiand the runs at 578 and 589 were measured visually on a Bellingham and 
Stanley polarimeter. In slower runs aliquots were taken from solutions 
maintained in themostated flasks.
Rates of isomerisation of the £ diaquo to the equilibrium mixture of 
cie isomers were very much slower than the racemisation rates, and the
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spectra of the diaquo (or traneformed carbonato) solutions barely changed 
in the time for complete racemisation. In no case was more than 4rfo 
isomerisation measured during the racemisation runs but the loss of 
activity could be due to isomerisation through the trans isomer*
Acid Dissociation constants of aquo complexes
I
The method used to determine concentration pK s was titration ofa
HCIO^ eolations of the aquo complexes (as perchlorates) with NaOH to 
partial neutralisation, the pH changes being followed with a glass 
electrode* The chloroaquo trien complexes were obtained by allowing the 
corresponding cis dichloro complexes (as perchlorates) to aquate in EC 10 4
until the chloroaquo concentrations reached the maxima,
«Since these pK s were determined in collaboration with others, the a
details for the diaquo trien, and chloroaquo trien and bis(en) cobalt(III) 
complexes will be published independently of this thesis*
DISCUSSION OF ACIDITIES OF AQUO COMPLEXES
A number of pK measurements on cobalt(lll) aquo complexes has beenel
r e p o r t e d ^ 139,113) ^  different conditions and methods have
.. (146)been used by different workers. For example Broneted used indirect
methods of solubility and rate measurements, but now the titration method 
is considered the most reliable* pK& determinations are complicated by 
the often fast cis-trans isomerisations which occur in hydroxoaquo species, 
as the cis and trans isomers usually have different pK& values*
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Measurements on monoaquo complexes [Co en^ X(HgO) ]n+ are further
complicated by rapid base hydrolysis of the group X. These complications
are minimised by the rapidity of the titration method.
Isomerisation in the trien complexes was minimised by titrating the
chloroaquo and diaquo complexes in HCIO^ solution with a measured amount
of NaOH and following the pH change on a recorder. This method was
considered to be more reliable than titration of alkaline solutions of
(1391the aquo complexes with acidv ' , where there is a greater chance of
each of
hydrolysis and isomerisation. With/the chloroaquo compounds, the pH
decreased after reaching the maximum, and this was probably due to base
hydrolysis of the chloro group. The pH remained at the maximum for about
2+30 seconds for a[Co trien C^H^O) ] , but only for a few seconds for the
J3 isomer (20"*) . For the diaquo compounds however, the pH remained steady, 
so that isomerisation was not significant, and this was also shown by the 
spectrum of the diaquo isomer being reproduced (on acidification) after the 
titration had been completed.
pK values are dependent on temperature and ionic strength but almost
no quantitative work has been reported on the relationships. The
temperature dependence has already been noted for the trien chloroaquo
end diaquo complexes, pKa^ decreasing by 0.3 from 10° to 20°* This same
factor, which represents a 2-fold increase in the dissociation for the 10°
2 .temperature rise, was also found for the cie and trans[Co en^ 01(^0) J 
complexes. The ionic strength dependence was examined for the a and £ 
trien diaquo complexes, and pKa^ was found to increase by 0.2 for the
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change of p from 0*03 to 0.09* This salt effect is consistent with the 
equation Bronsted^^ gave for [Co(NHg)
pKQ - pKa - 2 JJl + p
-3+The J3[Co trie^HgO)^] isomer is the stronger acid with respect to
dissociation of both the first and second aquo groups, and similarly
jj[Co trien Cl(HgO) j is a stronger acid than the a isomer. These must be
correlated with the different effects of the trien ligand in the a and j3
configurations. In a series of diaquo complexes, those with the greater
chelation were found to be more acidic, though the differences were
(13°^rather small' ' ''' # Just as decreasing rates of aquation of dichloro 
complexes with increased chelation could not be correlated with inductive
(l5"\
effects (base strengths) of the ligands'“ ' , nor can the pKa^ values of 
diaquo complexes be satisfactorily correlated in this way.
6^ ( 22°) complexes,
C H A P  T E R  7
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DISCUSSION OF STEREOCHEMISTRY ARP MECHANISM OF AQUATION
RETENTION OF ACTIVITY IN AQUATION OF cis ß[Co trien C K E .O) ]2+
This reaction takes place with negligible isomerisation and with a 
high degree of observed retention of activity in the product mixture, as 
shown in table 30# The reaction scheme is therefore proposed as follows:
(‘")£[Co trien Cl(H 0) } (-) 54e§fCo trien(HgO)g]'
a[Co trien(ELO) T
The rates of racemisation are about 5-10 times slower than the aquation 
rates k^ (tables 18 and 28) and the isomerisation rates k^ are about 1000 
times slower (table 27)« If the aquation takes place with full retention 
of activity, then the observed activity loss should be accounted for only 
by the rates k^* On this basis the retention of activity in each aquation 
run was calculated using k^, and the time t when the retention was 
measured* The results are given in table 30 and the method of calculation 
is explained in appendix D* Yalues of k^ used were estimated from table 28*
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The observed retentions were generally of the same order as those 
calculated, especially at low [h +]* However the values of used in the 
calculations correspond to diaquo concentrations of ^  0*002 M, and these 
racemisation rates are dependent on [Co]* Yet as the diaquo product is 
formed its concentration is always much less than 0.002 M. The actual 
rate of racemisation therefore will be greater than for 0.002 M, so the 
calculated retentions are likely to be too high. Further, the activity 
effects of [Co trien Cl(HgO) ] and Cl- ions are unknown, so that a close 
correlation between calculated and observed retentions might not be 
expected. Certainly aquation through both the chloroaquo and chloro- 
hydroxo paths must occur laigely with retention of optical activity.
ISOMERISATION AND RETENTION OF ACTIVITY IN AQUATION 
OF afCo trien Cl(HgO) ]2+
During this aquation, there was extensive isomerisation of the a to J3
diaquo product. The loss of activity therefore had to be correlated with
3+the amount of isomerisation, since £[Co trien(HgO)2] racemised (k^) 
about 40 times faster than it was formed (kg) (tables 27 and 28) .
WjjCCotrienCltHgO) ]2+^ z = z z ^ r  (+) a[Cotrien(HgO)g]3+
l*l
k-;
(-)£[Cotrien(H20)2]3+— ^  nr- * • ----- n3+(^^[Cotrie^HgO) g]'
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The retentions of configuration were calculated from values of k^, kg and 
time (appendix D) , and are given in table 31« Values of kg were 
estimated from table 27, using Ea^g ■ 40.0 kcal«mole~\ and they appear 
to be independent of [Co]«
The measured retentions of configuration (spectrophotometric) agree 
with the measured activity retentions except at 0*001 M [H+]« The 
calculations show that the loss of activity in runs at low [H+J can be 
accounted for entirely by the isomerisation, and therefore aquation 
through the chlorohydroxo species takes place with full retention both of 
a configuration and activity« At [H J ^  0*002 M however, the reverse 
anation rates k ^ are greater than isomerisation rates kg« As anations 
are not stereo specific the calculations in this [H+] range must lead to 
retention values that are too high, and this is borne out by the 
discrepancy between these and the measured retentions of configuration*
In the a and cis chloroaquo compounds therefore, aquations through 
the chlorohydroxo species take place with retention of activity, in accord 
with Ingold, Nyholm and Tobels stereokinetic rule, that aquations of cis 
isomers occur with full retention of configuration and activity. 
Furthermore, no evidence has been found to show that aquations through 
the other reaction paths violate this rule*
MSC HAN ISM OF AQUATION
One of the most important results from this work is that 
trans[Co trien Clg]+ aquates synchronously with isomerisation to give one
o f th e  isom ers ( th e  «slow“ isomer) o f  £[Co t r i e n  (31(^0) T h is
com plete s te r e o s p e c i f ic i ty  i s  good evidence th a t  th e  mechanism i s  
w ith  t r a n s - a t ta c k  (p* 106) • T h is mechanism i s  p re fe r re d  o v er th e  
t r ig o n a l  b ipy ram ida l in te rm e d ia te s  where s e v e ra l  isom eric  p ro d u c ts  
should  a r i s e  ( th e  two d i f f e r e n t  c i s  £  isom ers and t r a n s  in  one in s ta n c e ,  
and £  and a  isom ers in  th e  o th e r ,  f ig u re  43) • I t  i s  most l ik e ly  th a t  th e  
e n te r in g  w ater m olecule causes edge-d isp lacem ent o f  one te rm in a l e th y le n e  
b rid g e  a s  shown in  f ig u re  77, and t h i s  a s s ig n s  th e  c o n f ig u ra tio n  o f  th e  
"slow ” £[Co t r i e n  Cl(HgO) ] isom er a s  th a t  where th e  w a ter i s  t r a n s  to  
th e  p la n a r  n itro g e n  atom (f ig u re  77) «
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r
A O H ,
OH,
7^77
'S L O W "  (5 CHLOROAQOO ISOWKR
F igu re  77» t r a n s - a t t a c k  mechanism (edge-d isp lacem ent o f  MHg group)
f o r  a q u a tio n  o f  t r a n s [Co t r i e n  C lg ]+
As a lre a d y  d iscu ssed  fo r  th e  d iaquo compounds (c h a p te r  6) , edge- 
d isp lacem en t o f  a  secondary amino group should  inv o lv e  too much bond 
rea rran g em en t, and i s  not c o n s id e re d . S im ila r ly  a  mechanism in v o lv in g
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two synchronous edge-displacements, of terminal NH^ and Cl groups, would 
also be expected to involve excessive bond rearrangement (this would lead 
to the chloroaquo isomer of different configuration to that in figure 
77) « The mechanism involving aquation with retention of the trans
configuration followed by a more rapid isomerisation of trans---- >  jS
chloroaquo was eliminated in chapter 5, because the isomerisation rate is 
too slow to account for the observed complete stereospecificity*
Whereas aquations of the cis isomers of [Co eng Clg]+ and 
[Co trien Clg]+ have similar activation energies (E& * 22*2 for bis(en) 
21*5 for a trien, 21*1 for trien) , the trans isomers have higher Eft 
values in both the bis(en) and trien systems* It may be significant that 
E& for the trans[Co trien Clg]+ aquation (26*0 kcal »mole1) is greater than 
for trans [Co eng Clg]+ (24*2 , since the latter compound has been
postulated to aquate by an S^l mechanism (chapter 4) * The more positive 
A S ^  value for trans [Co trien Clg]+ than for trans [Co eng Clg]*
( A S ^ =  +15, 0 e*u* respectively, table 14) is also consistent with a 
different mechanism*
In the rapid Hg - catalysed aquation of trans [Co trien Clg] the
mechanism is clearly different* This aquation probably proceeds through a
five-coordinated intermediate as found by Posey and Taube^^ for the 
2+ 2+[Co(NH^)gCl] - Eg aquation, and the subsequent addition of a water 
molecule occurs largely with retention of the trans configuration*
* E& * 28 kcal*mole ^ has also been reported for this isomer^ 
plot of log k vs* ^/T was not linear*
but the
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Whereas the uncatalysed aquation proceeds with stereo change for each act 
of aquation (S^2), the catalysed reaction occurs largely with retention 
(Sjjl) • Preliminary observations are consistent with an S^l reaction for 
the (+) [Co en^ Clg] - Hg aquation also (p. 102).
The observations on aquation (full retention and relative rates) of
all the cis compounds, a and J3 dichloro and chloroaquo isomers, and
a[Co trien(NH^) Cl] ' , parallel those of the corresponding cis
compounds in the bis(en) and tetrammine series. Charge effects are of
importance, for the doubly positively charged chloroaquo and amminochloro
complexes aquate much less readily than the singly charged bydroxochloro
and dichloro ions. The rates are summarised in table 32, and it is
evident that the cis compounds could fit into a similar scheme to that
proposed by Ingold, shown in figure ?8* The full retentions and relative
rates of the hydroxochloro and dichloro reactions are consistent with an
S^l mechanism, where the bond-breaking step leads bond-making as the
ubiquitous water enters the coordination position being vacated. The high
rates for the trien hydroxochloro compared to the dichloro compounds (all
singly positively charged) are in accord with observations on other
tetramino systems, and the ratio of rates £il22) ±B especially high in the
C12
instance. However it should be mentioned that the £ dichloro aquation 
is also consistent with an 8^2 trans-attack mechanism where a chlorine 
atom undeigoes edge-displacement, and this will be discussed further below. 
The rates of the amminochloro and chloroaquo reactions are consistent with 
SU2 cis-attack by water as proposed by Ingold in the bis(en) system*
TABLE 32. BATES OF AQUATION OF cisfC o t r i e n  A C l]+
Isomer A k min” ^ a t  40° Ea  A s ^
c is  a  OH 1 .1 19 k o a ljo o le “ 1 -  8 e .u .
Cl 5 .3  x 10~2 21.5 •— 3
NH3+
»4  *
^  1 .0  x 10 mm
0H2+ 2 .2  x 10~4 t
o l CD
c ia  Jg OH 42 x 10 **20 + 16
Cl 4 .8  x 10“ 1 2 1 .1  -  3
0H2+ 1 x l o " 3 mm
*  c a lc u la te d from k » 4 .0  x 30 o (15)a t  35 # assum ing » 2 3 .
** in a c c u ra te , p .  151 .
F igure  78
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All the cis £  rates are greater than those for the corresponding 
ois a compounds, and this difference is due largely to entropy effects
(table 32) • However the activation parameters for a and £
n+ (119)[Co trien C1(0H)J are somewhat different to those reported' for
cis[Co en^ Cl(OH) ]+ (E& - 23# AS^ * + 8) • Ho activation parameters are
available for aquation of ohloroaquo compounds through the aquo path for
comparison with the trien system*
In the series of complexes containing substituted ethylenediamines
trans [Co (AA)g Clg]+, the increase in rate of aquation with increase in
(124)steric crowding is valuable evidence supporting the S^l mechanism'
(chapter 4) • The observed rates and parameters for the three trans
compounds containing the isomeric butylenediamine ligands (racemic dl,
iso and meso) can be rationalised on the basis of steric crowding. This
i3 greatest in the trans [Co (m-bn) qCIq 3* isomer, from which Cl ion should
be more easily expelled (fastest rate and lowest Ea) • The dl-bn compound
(with the two methyl groups in equatorial positions on each amine ligand)
is the least sterically crowded, and hae the slowest rate and 
(124')highest E ' • Further, the dl compound would be expected to permit
more solvation in the transition state and hence have the lowest A 3^, 
as observed. Similar considerations to these may rationalise 
observations on the a and £  cis [Co trien Clg]+ isomers; the £  isomer is 
more sterically crowded around one of the chlorine atoms, so that 
dissociation of this chlorine would be facilitated (higher rate, slightly
lower E^) relative to the chlorine atom in the a isomer. Solvation woulda —
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be expected to be greater in the more open a structure in the transition 
state, to correspond to a more negative AS  ^in this instance. Yet the 
structure of the “slow” £[Co trien Cl(H20) ] isomer would be different 
on this basis to that assigned fron the proposed mechanism of the 
trans[Co trien Gig]* aquation. However if £[Co trien Clg]+ aquated by 
with edge-displacement of a chlorine atom (figure 79) the 
configuration of the “slow” chloroaquo isomer would be the same as 
already assigned, and the relative rates would be rationalised#
I
Figure 79» Possible edge-displacement mechanism 
for ]3[Co trien Clg]+ aquation.
Arguments of this nature must be regarded as tentative however, for they 
do not always correlate with observed results. For example, methyl 
substitution in the six-membered ring in the compound
ilSSSl^o (NHg-CHg-CHg-CHg-HHg) 2 Clg]+ decreases rather than increases the
rate
Thus w h ile  i t  i s  l ik e ly  th a t  a[Co t r i e n  C lg ]+ eq u a tes  by an Sjjl
mechanism, i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  d ecide  between th e  S ^ l and c h lo r in e -
disp lacem ent mechanisms fo r  th e  £  isom er and b o th  mechanisms may occur*
Whereas i t  i s  g e n e ra lly  agreed  th a t  bo th  c i s  and t r a n s  [Co e i^  C lg ]+
eq uate  by S ^  (c h a p te r  4) , the h ig h e r r a t e  fo r  th e  tra n s  d ic h lo ro  t r i e n
isom er compared to  th e  c is  i s  c o n s is te n t  w ith  th e  a ss ig n ed  S ^  mechanism.
In  t h i s  mechanism the  in d u c tiv e  e f f e c t  o f  th e  o r ie n t in g  ch lo ro  group
should be dom inant, a s  th e  e lec tro m eric  (+ E) e f f e c t  can n o t l a b i l i s e  a
t r a n s  p o s i t i o n ^ " ^  • S im ila r ly  t r a n s [Co t r i e n  Br0 ] + aq u a te s  more ra p id ly
(5)th an  th e  c is  dibromo isom er'1 '  .
A nother im portan t a sp e c t i s  th e  a c id -c a ta ly s e d  a q u a tio n  p a th s  fo r  th e  
c i s  chloroaquo iso m ers. T h is p a th  was re a d i ly  observed f o r  th e  a  isom er, 
b u t was not ap p aren t fo r  th e  £  isom er in  [H+] up to  1*0 M. However, th e re  
seems no re a so n  to  doubt th a t  th e  k in e t ic  p a t te r n  would be s im ila r  f o r  the  
a  and £  chloroaquo isom ers, and the absence o f  th e  c a ta ly t ic  re a c t io n  in  
th e  £  isom er up to  1 .0  M [H+] cou ld  be due m erely to  th e  d i f f e r e n t  
a c i d i t i e s  o f th e  iso m ers . S ince th e  lig an d  n itro g e n s  a re  a l l  c o o rd in a ted , 
th e re  a re  only  two p la u s ib le  s i t e s  fo r  th e  p ro to n a tio n  ( f ig u re  80) •
2© u 2®
Co —  0 ' Co— ®
*va| ^
©CL
1
C l-''"
1
H
Figure 80
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Protonation at the chlorine atom could certainly facilitate dissociation 
of Cl“, and the activation energy should be considerably lower than for
tthe chloroaquo path, but these Ea s were not determined• Protonation at 
the water site increases the positive charge on the complex making Co-Cl 
dissociation more difficult, yet hydrogen-bonding between the coordinated 
Cl" and HgO could conceivably weaken the Co-Cl bond. Although 
protonation at the Cl“ is the more attractive possibility, this mechanism 
is mitigated by the absence of acid-catalysis in the dichloro isomers.
It seems less likely that the catalysis is due to dissociation of one end 
of the trien ligand, and that subsequent protonaticn prevents the re­
coordination of the nitrogen* If this mechanism occurred some overall 
decomposition might be expected, or at least some evidence of intermediate 
species. However only the chloroaquo and diaquo species could be 
detected* The kinetic data are insufficient to assign activation 
parameters to the acid-catalysed reactions, and clearly there is scope to 
examine these reactions further in the high aw id region.
FURTHER WORK
In the course of this work, one isomer of [Co trien ox]* was
prepared and resolved (for the iodide-1-hydrate, [a]^ * -525°,
^ 5 7 8  " -600°) using either (-) [Co en oxg]~ or (-) [Co en mal,,]", By
its method of preparation, compared to that of the analogous carbonato 
(47)compound , it probably had the £ configuration.
It would be of interest to extend the studies described in this 
thesis to a wider range of substituted trien oomplexes and it is possible
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t h a t  s u i t a b l e  ch o ice  o f  s u b s t i tu e n t s  co u ld  cau se  m arked s t e r e o s p e c i f ic i ty *  
S im i la r ly ,  m e th y la t io n  o f  th e  t r i e n  l ig a n d  a t  th e  c a rb o n  o r  n i t r o g e n  
atom s sh o u ld  change th e  r e l a t i v e  s t a b i l i t i e s  o f  th e  th r e e  c o n f ig u r a t io n s .
V ery few o th e r  c o b a l t ( i l l )  com plexes w ith  q u a d r id e n ta te  l ig a n d s  have 
been p re p a re d , and th e re  i s  c o n s id e ra b le  scope to  ex ten d  th e  p r e p a r a t iv e  
and k i n e t i c  work to  o th e r  l ig a n d s  o f  t h i s  ty p e .  A ran g e  o f  th e se  l ig a n d s  
h as  been  d e s c r ib e d  by Goodwin and L i o n s ^ , and MacDermott has
p re p a re d  th e  fo llo w in g  o p t i c a l l y  a c t iv e  s u lp h u r -c o n ta in in g  lig an d s*
CH3-CE—S-CHg-CHg-NHg
ce2- s - ch2- ch2- hh2
CHg-S-CE-CHg-NHg
CHg-S-CE-CHg-Mg
CH3
O th er u s e f u l  k i n e t i c  s tu d ie s  on c o b a l t  ( i l l ) - t r i e n  compounds co u ld  be 
s u g g e s te d , b u t in  p a r t i c u l a r  i t  would be o f  i n t e r e s t  to  d e te rm in e  w hether 
th e  same s te re o c h e m ic a l c o u rse  i s  fo llo w ed  in  a q u a tio n  o f  th e  
[Co t r i e n  Br^,]* iso m ers  a s  w ith  th e  d io h lo ro  compounds.
As i n  th e  b is (e n )  system ^44^ , an  in v e r s io n  ta k e s  p la c e  on t r e a t i n g  
a  s o lu t io n  o f  D a[Co t r i e n  Cl«?]+ w ith  AgNO^ (2 m o le s ) , NaOH (2  m oles) and 
HIT^ (2 m o le s ) . In  th e  t r i e n  sy stem , an  in v e r s io n  o f  th e  D to  L o p t i c a l  
c o n f ig u r a t io n  cau ses  is o m e r is a t io n  a l s o ,  from D a  to  L J3. About 2QPfo o f  
th e  o p t i c a l l y  pu re  L d i n i t r o  iso m er was s e p a ra te d  c h ro m a to g ra p h ic a lly  
from th e  m ix tu re  a f t e r  th e  d iaquo  s o lu t io n  was tra n s fo rm e d  to  th e  d i n i t r o  
compounds, and t h i s  was th e  p ro p o r t io n  o f  in v e r s io n  th a t  o ccu rs  i n  th e  
b is ( e n )  system ^44  ^ • This r e a c t io n  h as  y e t  to  b e  s tu d ie d  q u a n t i t a t iv e l y  in  
more d e t a i l .
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A P P E N D I X  B
ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF CONDUCTANCE CHANGES DURING 
AQUATION OF cis ß[Co trien C1q ]C1Q1
The system is represented as follows, with equilibria neglected.
£  [CotrienCl(HgO)]^+ + Cl* 
B. "slow” isomer
(fast)
[CotrienCl(HgO) ] + + Cl* 
C, "fast" isomer
£[Cotrien(HgO) g]3 * 
+ Cl*
L
At any time, the measured conductance will be a composite quantity. There 
will be a constant background conductance from HC104 and the CIO^ ion 
from the complex A. Superimposed on this will be contributions from the 
four complex ions A to D, and Cl~ ion, each of these changing as aquation 
proceeds. The background conductance will be included in the ^  value 
so need not be considered in the analysis. The following notation will be
are the rate constants as above.
represent concentrations of the complex ions in the above 
scheme in moles/c.c. 
initial concentration of A*
used.
kl t0 k4 
A to D
final concentration of DD o n  moo
When equilibria are neglected - Aq *
® molecular conductivity of ion A*
* molecular conductivity of ion B and Cl".
A ^  ■ molecular conductivity of ion D and Cl".
Assume A *» A .C B
^ * measured conductance (apart from background) at time t.
X  0 ° initial conductance.
X _ « final conductance.oo
The kinetic equations for the first order reactions involved here are
A
B
A e o
Ao kl
k, + ko - k.
- V - ( * !  + k2)t
- e
(149)t
MP
Expressions for conductances are:
A « A A,0 o A
A  oo Doo A d
X t ■ ~ [Ä A
(a ** cell constant)
L
o D
B + D \
Substituting for concentrations from above:
< x „ - v
— AB
kl ke -e 2 I -k4*
kl+k2'k4
e -e
-(kj^ +kg) t , -(k14k2)t -kgt'
! V v ^ r
p»6
k2 M V V *  -k4t
k l4k2"k 4 V -e
** e
-(k1+k2)t
(V  * ki ( - V  - ( W ^V k' ' l^+kg-k. -e < \  " A b>
*2 ( - V  -(k!+k2)
+ kl+k2-k4 f
-e l< \  - V
Because of the constants involved, this reduces to the form:
-(kl + k2>t **3*( X OT - A.) - p*oo ~ c + Q e + R e
- k t
If (k1+k2) >  k4> k 3, the largest term on the R.H.S. is that in e 3 .
A fte r  some tim e when k^ becomes th e  only r e a c t io n ,
-  X t  = Q e- V
-k .
and th e  p lo t  lo g ( Xoo -  X v s .  t  has slope y 2 .3 0 3 *  The m athem atical
procedure co rrespond ing  to  e x tra p o la t in g  th i s  l i n e a r  p o r tio n  back c o n s is ts
o f c a lc u la t in g  c o n tr ib u tio n s  from D and th e  "slow»' isom er B o n ly . A may
be n e g le c te d  i n  th e  reg io n s  concerned, where the  f i r s t  a q u a tio n  s tag e  i s
com pleted, i . e .  X ( A  .B + A . D) •
t c a lc  a  B D
Then X - X
’expt ’ca lc
1 K .a B
A
« 0 A
a B k.
-  s (
k2 (  - V  - ( kl-Hc2>t
1 2  4
e - e
-(k^-ikg) t
I f  (k^-tfCg) >  k ^ , th en  e may be n eg lec ted  so th a t
l o g ( X t -  X t  ) v s .  t  has slope  ^ /2 .3 0 3 . Thus for  t h i s  p lo t  
exp t ca lc
to  be l in e a r  and g ive  a  r a t e  v a lu e  f o r  th e  « fast*’ isom er depends on th e re  
being  s u f f i c i e n t  d if f e re n c e  only between th e  t o t a l  r a t e  o f th e  f i r s t  
aq u a tio n  s tag e  (k^+kg) &nd th e  f a s t e r  r a t e  o f th e  second s tag e  (k 4) , and 
t h i s  i s  in  f a c t  the  case  in  th i s  system*
A P P E N D I X  C
SEPARATION OF THE BATES OF AQUATION OF CIS ß[0o t r i e n  C l,,]*
E quations have a lre a d y  been  g iv en  (appendix B) fo r  the c o n ce n tra tio n s  
o f  each o f  th e  fo u r complex sp ec ie s  invo lved  in  t h i s  a q u a tio n  system . From 
th e se  th e  fo llo w in g  ex p re ss io n  i s  o b ta in ed  f o r  th e  p ro p o rtio n  o f th e  « f a s t” 
isom er (C) in  the  m ixture o f chloroaquo isom ers (B + C ):
V  - (kl * 2 )tN-  e I
X . ö x. -^4* 7 7 *2 ,
W j 8 + k l +k2 -lC4 # “ kl +V k3 + W k4 /
From th e  most a c c u ra te  conductance run  (ru n  25) a t  0*0102 M [H+J and 25°, 
th e  fo llow ing  d a ta  were o b ta in ed :
k j  + k2 -  82 x 10"3 min"1 k j  -  82 x 10- 3  -  kg
k 3 -  1 .4  x 10"3 
k4 -  4 .8  x IO "3
Q
* 2*8$ a t  90 m inu tes.
When th e se  v a lu es  a re  s u b s t i tu te d  in  th e  above e x p re s s io n  i s  ob ta ined
*7 "1 IT 1
a s  kg ■ 3 x 10 min ; th en  * 79 x 10**’ min" • The com plete d a ta  
fo r  t h i s  ru n  a re  summarised in  f ig u re  57 . I t  i s  to  be no ted  th a t  th e
*2
C
BiC kl+V k4-k _ t TET
maximum proportion of C observed (2*8 $) is not necessarily the same as
the maximum proportion of C formed. The ratio in which C and B are
C 1formed initially is given by — ** r—  — # which is in fact the same
as the observed ratio within the experimental error*
A P P E N  D I X  D
RATE EQUATIONS FOB CONSECUTIVE REACTIONS,AND 
CALCULATION OF RETENTION OF ACTIVITY
Eor the  co n secu tiv e  r e a c t io n s ,
A 7-  B ^  C
a c t iv e  a c t iv e  racem ic
chloroaquo diaquo diaquo
ex p ress io n s  fo r  th e  c o n c e n tra tio n  o f  each  sp ec ie s  a t  tim e t  a re (149)
A « A eo
B -  A
- k i t
ki
0 k l "  *2
e ‘ k 2 t  _  ■ * ! *
A i+ i /. . -v . “V > "kie
In  m easuring th e  r e te n t io n  o f a c t i v i t y  in  aq u a tio n  o f
2+(-)£[C o t r i e n  Cl(EgO) ] a l l  th e  sp ec ie s  (A + B + C) were transform ed  to  
J3[Co t r i e n  C0^]+« In  the  above schone C th en  re p re s e n ts  racem ic 
c a rb o n a to , so th e  r e te n t io n  o f a c t i v i t y  measured was 
A + B A + B_ _ _ _  „ ----- ^ T his W&B th en  c a i cui a te d  ( ta b le  30) from th e  above
ex p ress io n s  a s :
A + B "kl t  kl— :—  * e +
k l ' k2
-k 2t  - k xt  
e -  e
In the a[Co trien Cl(HgO) aquation, kg corresponds to the 
isomerisation of the a to £  diaquo product, sc the degree of retention 
of the a configuration is again calculated as (table 31),
A P P E N D I X  E
SAMPLES OF RATE PLOTS
F igu res 81 to  94 g iv e  sample r a t e  p lo ts  o f k in e t ic  runs fo r  th e  
a q u a tio n , ra c em isa tio n  and is o m e ris a tio n  re a c t io n s  by th e  v a rio u s  methods. 
They a re  l i s t e d  here  f o r  re fe re n c e .
AQUATIONS
Figure
81,
82.
83,
84 .
65 .
W jjfc 0 t r i e n  ClgJClO^. S pectropho tom etric  a t  320 m/x, Guggenheim p lo t .
(0 .01  M HCK>4 , 40°j run  1 2 ).
w S pectropho tom etric  a t  320 m ß0
(0 .01  M H+, 35°j ru n  11) .
” P o la r im e tr ie  a t  589 mß*
(0 .01 M H+, 40°; ru n  13) .
M C onductim etric . (0 .001 M H+, 25°; ru n  2) •
" Conduct im e tr ic .  (0 .01  M H+, 35°? ru n  10) .
(a) A quation o f  f i r s t  c h lo r in e ,  Guggenheim p lo t .
(b) A quation o f  second c h lo r in e .
86* n A quation o f  second c h lo r in e .
(0 .0 1  M H+, 40°; ru n  51) . 
S pectropho tom etric  a t  540 mß» 
P o la r im e tr ie  a t  578 m ß .
Figure
87, (-)£[Co trien Cl^jciO^. Conductimetric, Guggenheim plot,
(0.01 M H+, 25°; run 25) .
88. Spec tropho tome trie at 320 m/z. 
(0.01 M H+, 25°; run 26) .
89. Polarimetrie. (0.01 M H*, 25°$ run 28) «
(a) First chlorine at 580 mß.
(b) Second chlorine at 480 m/z.
90. trans[Co trien ClgJClO^. Spectrophot (Metric at 320 mß, 
(0.01 M H+, 10°| run 38) •
91.
92.
Spectrophotometric at 342, 435, 510 m/x.
(l.O M H+, 25°; run 44) .
Conductimetric. (0.01 M H+, 25°; run 42).
(a) Aquation of first chlorine, Guggenheim plot
(b) Aquation of second chlorine (j3 chloroaquo) •
ISOMERISATION AND RACEMISATION
93. (+)546a[Co trien(E20)2](C104)3. (0.01 M H+, 60°; run 88).
Isomerisation at 487 m/z. 
Loss of activity at 546 m/x.
94. (-) 546£[Co trien(H20)2](C104)3. (0.01 M H+, 50°; run 109).
Racemisation at 440 m/x.
The fo llo w in g  k in e t ic  p lo ts  a re  g iven  in  c h ap te r  5*
2*fF ig u re  58. A quation o f £[Co t r i e n  Cl(HgO) ] . S pectropho tom etric  p lo t
showing " f a s t” isom er. (0 .01  M H% 25°; run  6 6 ).
F ig u res  63 and 64. A quation o f j3[Co t r i e n  Cl^JClO^. C onductiv ity  p lo t
o f  second c h lo r in e  showing in f le x io n  due to  
’’f a s t 1* chloroaquo isom er. (0 .01  M H+f 25°$ run  25) .
F ig u re  65. A quation o f £[Co t r i e n  Cl(HgO) C o n d u ctiv ity  p lo t  g iv in g
r a te  fo r  " f a s t"  isom er o n ly . (0 .01  M H*f 25°$ run  2 5 ) .
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